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Abstract
The precise neural connections that form during development support the creation of a func-
tioning nervous system. An accessible experimental model for this process is the retinotectal
system in zebrafish, which develops rapidly and can be observed in vivo throughout its es-
tablishment using confocal time-lapse imaging. The retinotectal connection is topographic,
such that the spatial relationships of the retinal ganglion cell (RGC) somas in the retina
are maintained by the arborization locations of their axons on the tectum. However, how
axons find their correct arborization location on this topographic map is still debated. While
initial studies suggested that zebrafish RGCs were guided directly by a growth cone to their
target on the map, recent observations challenge that claim. My work characterizes a novel
guidance pattern for RGCs pathfinding on the tectum. Once pathfinding through the tectal
neuropil, zebrafish RGCs continually add and remove branches. The directionality of the
branches is biased, in that more are pointing towards the eventual arborization zone than
away from it. Growth cones, which tip some of the branches, extend mostly in straight lines
rather than progressing through turns towards the target. The distance to the target is
decreased by the axon branching in many directions, and selecting a branch that decreases
the distance to support further rounds of branching. The mechanism of biased branching
could be based on known types of input that guide connectivity during development and we
focused on the contributions of activity and molecular guidance cue gradients.
We hypothesized that silencing neural activity using TTX could alter the navigation
methods used, but many of the characteristics of axon pathfinding were similar despite global
silencing. The area covered by the branches during pathfinding decreases when the retino-
tectal system is electrically silent, but the biased branch ratio remains. Several measures of
the arbors after the target is reached show differing patterns without activity, supporting
previous evidence that activity is an important regulation of arborization dynamics.
Molecularly, the retinotectal map is established through gradients of guidance cues that
guide axons to their target location, cause them to stop advancing, and elaborate a terminal
arbor. Through morpholino knock down we observe the different effects that two of these
guidance proteins, ephrin-A5b and ephrin-A2, have on individual axons as they navigate.
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Overall, knockdown of ephrin-A5b tends to increase length, area and number of branches,
while the knockdown of ephrin-A2 has the opposite effect on these measures. Additionally,
a subset of axons show phenotypes that are masked by the grouped data, where several
form loops instead of travelling in rather straight trajectories, or alternatively, grow long
and remain relatively branchless as they travel towards the caudal extent of the tectum.
The following thesis gives quantitative, detailed insight into some of the ways that activity
and molecular cues sculpt the formation of the retinotectal connection at the level of the
individual axons.
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Introduction
Branching patterns occur in the natural world all around us. Perhaps the images that come
to mind are the ones that we see most often, from the limbs of trees, to the cracks in the
pavement, or the dramatic forked routes of lightning. Yet, the most important branches
for human life and experience may be the usually unseen patterns of cellular branches that
contribute to the building of our unique minds. The brain is a complicated, self building
system which generates rapidly and remains plastic long after the initial connections are
made. Each neuron produces physical extensions in the form of axons, which transmit
information, and dendrites, which receive information. The human brain contains about 100
billion neurons, and a similar number of glial cells [7]. Each neuron can make up to 10000
connections, leading to a structure with up to 100 trillion connections. These connections
allow humans to coordinate an amazing number of thoughts, actions, communications, and
interactions with the world around us, all depending on the branched axons and dendrites
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that link neurons together.
The functions of the nervous system are built on a framework of initial connections
that form during embryogenesis. Though some of these connections remain plastic and
alter with experiences over a lifetime, there have been suggestions that the disruption of
early wiring can lead to neurological disorders. Recently, even patients with late onset
neurodegenerative diseases have been shown to have disrupted initial connectivity during
brain development [318], including individuals with Huntington’s disease [211], Parkinson’s
disease [19, 184, 190, 228, 259, 260], and Schizophrenia [36]. This is in addition to earlier-
presenting conditions such as dyslexia [115], Tourette’s syndrome [360] and autism spectrum
disorders [96, 97]. Identifying and treating these first early developmental differences may
be a way to prevent disease onset later in life, or to decrease the damage that the conditions
cause. However, before any treatment can be attempted, there needs to be more known
about the normal and abnormal development of the early brain, the factors that shape its
growth, and the variety of ways that individual cells respond, and branching may be a key
readout of all of these aspects.
1.1 Development and organization
After fertilisation, a single cell begins a series of devisions and rearrangements that generate
a new individual organism. During this morphogenesis, the cells are organised en masse,
and undergo complex, coordinated movement and shape changes. Sophisticated networks of
genes are tightly controlled and expressed at predictable times and places, turning on and
off at the exact times necessary to choreograph the subsequent development [288]. The brain
especially undergoes an amazing array of organisational stages that direct the expansion of
the brain from a simple neural tube into an organ with complex internal structures, distinct
regions and functions [182]. Several criteria need to be met for this to be successfully
completed. A sufficient number of cells needs to be generated in the correct locations [78],
they may need to migrate into their final locations [35], and finally, to integrate into circuits
by forming precise branching connections between both local and long range brain regions to
wire the system together for function [176, 379]. These connections are patterned, and the
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patterning is made possible by cells adopting distinct identities, expressed at the molecular
level [262]. With some neurons still undergoing cell division as wiring begins between brain
areas [50], it would be easy to imagine development dissolving into a scene of chaos, yet
most of the time this is not the case. Through stereotypical growth and development, axons
extend orderly connections between brain areas and often maintain high levels of organisation
through to the end of the process.
1.1.1 Neural organization
One way that ingrowing axons are organised in sensory systems is through topographic
maps [31]. The spatial relationship between the sensory input and the processing centres is
recapitulated as axons grow in and connect to targets, alongside axons extending from neigh-
bouring cell bodies. The auditory system is set up with a tonal map [172], and the familiar
homunculus occupies the somatosensory and motor cortexes [297]. For spatial relationships
however, the visual system is the most well known topographically mapped system.
Cues need to be present in order to direct axons to connect to targets in a topographic
manner. The chemoaffinity hypothesis [313] first suggested that gradients of molecules in
the target and the origin could be used to uniquely identify target areas. In Sperry’s classic
experiment, the optic nerve of an adult newt was severed and the eye was rotated 180◦.
After the axon regenerated, the animal’s behaviour revealed that it now saw the world upside
down and horizontally reversed [312]. The axons had regrown to a location in the tectum
appropriate to their original eye orientation rather than the new one. Sperry’s explanation
was that the tectal targets were determined by complementary ‘tags’ on the retinal ganglion
cell (RGC, the output cell of the eye) axons and the tectal dendrites, and suggested gradients
as a means of determining position by longitude and latitude [312, 313]. Creating these tags
through gradients allows a small number of molecules to control the matching rather than
having specific cell-to-cell matches with unique molecular codes. An added developmental
benefit comes from the fact that gradients extend across the target region, and therefore
can be used by navigating axons to determine the proper direction of growth rather than by
random target seeking. Several molecular cues have since been identified and are expressed
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in developing organisms in these target-and-origin derived gradients, contributing to map
formation in a way similar to Sperry’s proposal. However, many aspects of their mechanisms
and how the axonal connections adapt to changing environments remains unknown, but some
studies have suggested that branching may play a crucial role in setting up this organization
[367].
1.1.2 Axon guidance
One way that axons explore their environment is through a motile structure termed the
growth cone. As axons extend, they generate a rather flat, wide structure on their tips.
This specialised sensing structure has a high receptor-to-cytoplasm ratio and interacts dy-
namically with the local environment. Growth cones gather information about mechanical
barriers, substrates, activity and chemical cues, then react with the appropriate guidance
responses [334]. The growth cones encounter cues that can be either attractive or repel-
lent. Growth cones amplify these signals from the environment using secondary signalling
molecules [4, 326]. Attractants can become repellents based on the internal conditions found
inside the growth cone, especially the ratios of downstream signalling molecules, or by bind-
ing of co-receptors, allowing one cell’s responses to a cue to vary as development progresses
[reviewed in 39, 159]. The growth cone can also form synaptic connections as it passes over
targets, leaving wiring connections in its path [196, 199].
Shape can indicate features of the environment that the growth cone is steering through
- simple, lance like growth cones tend to be those fasiculated with or following the path
other neurites or glia, and more elaborate growth cones are generated at decision points
[114, 283, 317]. The continual changes in lamellipodial shape are not always correlated
with behaviours like pausing or forward extension however [114] and part of their differences
may be due to intrinsic oscillations based on instability in the microtubules that form their
internal structures [104].
When near their target regions, growth cones extend numerous branches - sometimes
after retractions, sometimes de novo [114]. These new branches can also be tipped with
growth cones [114]. Backbranching behind the growth cone can also occur, and contribute
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to an elaborate terminal arbor, placing a network of synaptic sites in the precise location
[118].
Where growth cones pause and elaborate, branches may later form [155]. This pausing
rearranges microtubules at the axon shaft, splaying them apart and forming the base of
a branch [155]. Growth cones and branching may thus be tightly linked, with similar cy-
toskeletal dynamics, second messengers and molecular machinery controlling both forms of
extensions [155]. The same chemoattractants that entice the growth cones can also stimulate
the appearance of new branches on axons [12].
Guidance mechanisms ensure that the majority of axons reach the correct area of the
developing brain, however, further levels of refinement take place later to distribute the
exact arrangements of connections, once the axons arrive at approximately the right place.
The initial guidance mechanisms instruct the pathfinding behaviour of axons, and it is the
response of axons to these guidance cues, especially in regards to changes in their dynamic
branching behaviours, that I explore further in this thesis.
1.2 Thesis Introduction
Currently, the literature on how topographic maps form is sparse, especially at the level
of detail needed to describe or predict the behaviour of individual axons. The behaviour
of large populations of axons and the axonal growth patterns at set time points have been
examined in some model organisms. However, the details jump from the level of populations
to focus on smaller portions of a single axon, such as the biochemistry of a growth cone. Here
we address the gap in the literature and describe how individual RGC axons in the zebrafish
navigate to and connect with their correct targets on the tectum with constant confocal
time-lapse imaging over their initial growth period. This thesis aims to fully describe the
behaviour of individual axons in quantitative detail as they navigate across the optic tectum
and respond to the original and altered neural environment.
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1.2.1 Chapter Descriptions
This thesis is composed in part of previously published works. The introductions and dis-
cussions of the published data chapters may have some brief overlap with the background
material presented initially. The data chapters begin with a review of the previous studies
which are directly relevant to the experimental work that follow. Consequently, some minor
redundancies exist between chapters.
• Chapter 2 is published under the title ”Topographic wiring of the retinotectal con-
nection in zebrafish” in Developmental Neurobiology [168]. I introduce zebrafish as a
model organism and the retinotectal system in detail through a review of the zebrafish
literature. This review foreshadows several of the key experiments done during my
thesis. The chapter introduces the structure of the tectum, the early axon imaging
experiments and the differences in guidance strategies among the model organisms. It
follows with work on the activity component of pathfinding and synaptogenesis in early
and late zebrafish map development, as well as the roles of spontaneous activity and
competition. This chapter describes surgical map manipulations, the molecules that
form that map, the organisation of the tectal axes. The roles of activity, synaptoge-
nesis, and retrograde signallingin shaping the maturing arbors conclude this chapter,
followed by the introduction of new techniques and suggestions for future experiments.
• Chapter 3 is published as ”A quantitative analysis of branching, growth cone turning,
and directed growth in zebrafish retinotectal axon guidance” in The Journal of Com-
parative Neurology [309]. Data collection for this chapter and publication was shared
with another student, Hugh Simpson. In the chapter, I detail the initial discovery and
publication of branching as a guidance mechanism in the zebrafish retinotopic map.
Live imaging of single cells find that the growth cones extend in straight trajectories
without turning. The axons branched dynamically and used these branches to initiate
and extend new growth cones closer to the target area. A new metric is introduced
to describe the branching; termed the branch ratio, and forms a measure of the num-
ber of branches pointed towards the target compared to the number facing away from
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the target at any time point. Several additional measures are detailed for normal
axon growth; including growth cone velocity, turning angle, and trajectories as well
as the change in total branch number, branch order and their changes through time.
These observations and measurements provide an important base for understanding
the motivations of the following two chapters.
• Chapter 4 is published in Developmental Neurobiology as ”The influence of activity on
axon pathfinding in the optic tectum” [169]. In this chapter, I describe the contribution
of activity to early axonal pathfinding on the zebrafish tectum. Tetrodotoxin is used
to abolish early neural activity. The loss of activity results in the pathfinding axons
covering less area with their branches as they search for their targets. Additionally,
after reaching their targets, the axons have different growth patterns, resulting in
differences between axon length, area, and number of branches. Other aspects of
pathfinding and arborization are unaffected by the loss of activity, including the branch
ratio and the turning angle, number and velocity of growth cones. Chapter 4 shows that
activity can play a role in pathfinding before the axons reach their targets and suggests
that retinotectal development cannot be cleanly segregated into activity-independent
and activity-dependent steps.
• In the unpublished work of Chapter 5, I examine whether the disruption of the most
well-known gradient cues, ephrin-A5b and ephrin-A2, cause disruption at the single
axon level. Time-lapse imaging shows for the first time the response of individual cells
to an altered molecular environment during pathfinding, rather than relying on the
entire population of ingrowing axons. Overall, loss of ephrin-A5b causes an increase in
length, area, and number of branches. Knocking down ephrin-A2 causes an opposing
response, and thus decreases length, area, and the order of branches. A subset of the
axons are extremely responsive to the loss of either ephrin and show altered behaviour,
including traveling in large loops and extending far into the tectum with very few side
branches. This chapter suggests that pronounced responses of individual axons can be
masked by grouping them with axons that are less responsive to ephrin loss.
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• In chapter 6, I gather the observations taken in each data chapter and integrate the
findings into the literature as a whole. This final discussion takes a broader approach
than the points raised in individual chapters and expands on the most important motifs
found therein. I discuss the branching in other forms of guidance, the mechanics of
branching, contrasts in the literature, scales and variability, and the interplay between
computation modelling and experimental work. Based on these ideas, I conclude with
my suggestions for future directions that follow the trajectory of the work contained
in my thesis.
2
Topographic wiring of the retinotectal
connection in zebrafish
The zebrafish retinotectal projection provides an attractive model system for studying many
aspects of topographic map formation and maintenance. Visual connections initially start
to form at three days post fertilization, and remain plastic throughout the life of the fish.
Zebrafish are easily manipulated surgically, genetically and chemically, and a variety of
molecular tools exist to enable visualization and control of various aspects of map devel-
opment. Here we review zebrafish retinotectal map formation, focusing particularly on the
detailed structure and dynamics of the connections, the molecules that are important in map
creation, and how activity regulates the maintenance of the map.
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2.1 Introduction
Precise connections are formed between brain regions in the developing nervous system.
In particular, topographic maps maintain the spatial organization between areas and are a
frequent characteristic of systems that transduce sensory information. These maps are gen-
erated from a combination of mechanisms that include chemical guidance cues, competitive
or cooperative interactions, and electrical activity. However, there are still many unanswered
questions regarding how these processes interact in brain wiring. The development of the
zebrafish retinotectal map provides a platform for studying the contributions of guidance,
target recognition and plasticity in the formation and maintenance of topographic maps,
and offers a number of advantages over mammalian models. Here we review zebrafish as a
model system, including the development of map structure, the molecules that guide map
creation, and the contributions of neural activity.
2.1.1 Zebrafish as a vertebrate model system
Zebrafish were introduced as a model for developmental biology in the late 1960s by Streisinger
[reviewed in 111]. Adult zebrafish have high fecundity and can lay hundreds of eggs in a single
clutch, with an adult pair breeding every 1 to 2 weeks. The externally fertilized eggs can be
kept in Petri dishes, and embryos and larvae can be screened at any time for developmental
phenotypes or behaviors. As most fundamental developmental processes are conserved across
vertebrates, observations made in this highly accessible model system are often applicable
to the developmental processes found in higher vertebrates, including humans.
Current techniques in zebrafish allow for detailed anatomical studies, genetic manipula-
tions, activity manipulations and long-term non-invasive imaging. The combination of these
methods holds significant potential for future studies of the precise anatomy of retinotectal
circuits, how they change during ontogeny, and the role of neural activity in these processes.
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2.2 Zebrafish retinotectal map formation: Overview
In zebrafish the first retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), the output cells of the retina, differentiate
between 29 and 34 hours post fertilization (hpf) [28, 363]. Their main target is the optic
tectum, although they also project to nine other arborization fields [28]. RGC pioneer axons
leave the retina by 34 — 36 hpf [28, 319]. The axons form the optic nerve until they reach
the optic chiasm at the midline of the brain. Once there, all RGCs cross the midline. The
axons then travel through the optic tract, where they are sorted into smaller brachial streams
based on the location of their cell body within the retina [257, 319]. The first axons reach the
tectum at 46 — 48 hpf [319]. There, they innervate the tectal neuropil, form a retinotopic
map (Figure 2.1), and create the first functional connections by 72 hpf [67, 236, 319, 375].
The initial connections are crucial for early survival, allowing zebrafish larvae to visually
locate and evade predators and hunt prey soon after hatching [91, 273]. Growth in the
zebrafish visual system continues long after these early connections are made, although it is
unevenly matched across the system. The retina adds cells in concentric peripheral rings,
and the tectum expands caudally [202]. To maintain the retinotopic order the connections
are continuously rearranged. This plasticity ensures stability of the retinotopic map despite
unequal growth between the retina and the tectum.
2.2.1 The tectum is an intricate, integrative structure
The ingrowing RGCs are not limited to a single layer of the tectal neuropil, and horizontal
laminae at different depths in the optic tectum add complexity to the system. RGC axons
enter the tectum at one of four sublaminae and remain in those layers to find and refine
their topographic connections [267]. The lamina targeted by each RGC depends on the
RGC subtype and intrinsic properties, although most RGCs innervate superficial laminae
within the neuropil [5, 90, 141, 142, 238, 362, 366]. The secreted protein Slit1, expressed
in a high-superficial to low-deep gradient, signals to Robo2 receptors on the RGC axons to
guide axons into the correct lamina [363]. Thus, several retinotopic maps are superimposed
on the tectum.
The tectum acts as a center for integration of input from different sensory modalities.
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It coordinates tasks that involve spatial components such as phototaxis, prey capture, and
predator avoidance [233]. The visual system is the largest and most direct sensory input
to the tectum. Visual information is relayed from superficial tectal layers and is filtered as
it moves deeper into the tectum [57]. Mechanosensory information from the lateral line in
Xenopus also maps topographically onto the tectum [195]. While lateral line input to the
tectum has been anatomically described in zebrafish [72], it has not yet been determined
to be topographic. Additionally, in gymnotiform fish, electrosensory information from the
environment is relayed from other brain regions into the deep layers of the tectum, in register
with the visual map on the more superficial layers [32, 240]. Zebrafish have topographic
tectal afferents connecting directly from the zebrafish cerebellum [120]. The deep layers of
the tectum have topographic outputs to the hindbrain [289] and can send output commands
to motor centers [299], initiating swimming, hunting and escape behaviors with respect to
the location of the stimuli [233]. In this manner, the tectum combines sensory inputs and
rapidly generates survival behaviors in response. Alignment of different sensory maps is
ensured during windows of plasticity in development, and barn owl sensory systems are a
classic example. During a plastic developmental time period, if prismatic lenses are used
to shift the visual field compared to the acoustic field, the maps rewire by sprouting new
connections to correct the alignment [173]. They inhibit, but do not prune, the original
synapses [173]. Similar mechanisms are likely also used by other species to combine sensory
input for spatial localisation purposes. While the tectum integrates a variety of sensory
stimuli, the superficiality of RGC axons and the prominence of retinotopy have led most
descriptions of topographic map formation to focus on RGC axons.
2.2.2 Live imaging of retinotectal map formation
In early descriptions of RGC axon pathfinding, fixed images suggested straight trajectories
to target regions where the retinotopic connections formed [319, 323]. RGC axons from
nasal cell bodies only arborized after passing through the rostral tectum and into the cau-
dal tectum. Temporal axons arborized directly in the rostral tectum and remained there
[153]. Time-lapse imaging revealed the intermediary dynamics of axon movements across
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the tectum. The growth cones at the tip of the axon moved forward by alternating rapid
advances and periods of rest, a pattern matching the behavior of axons passing through
decision points [154]. In these initial publications, branching was first observed only when
the axon reached the target area. The branches extended and retracted, exploring the area
where the final arbor was elaborated [153].
With imaging improvements, including the use of a genetically encoded membrane bound
green fluorescent protein (mGFP) rather than injected dyes, and confocal imaging over 24
hours of development, branching was observed contributing to pathfinding toward the target
arborization zone rather than branches initiating only after the growth cone found the target
[309]. During pathfinding, axons continuously add and retract branches, some of which are
tipped with growth cones. The growth cones travel outwards from their branches in straight
trajectories rather than turning towards the target as suggested by the earlier work (Figure
2.2) [153]. Instead, branches that do not decrease the distance to the target are often
retracted, while those oriented toward the target are more often maintained. A continual
bias can be seen in the directionality of branches, where more branches point towards the
eventual target than away from it. The result, viewed at low temporal resolution, is an
essentially direct trajectory to the target, explaining why the mechanism of selective branch
stabilization has only recently been identified. Iterative rounds of selective branching provide
a means of ever-closer approach [309]. The mechanisms that control this biased branching
have not yet been conclusively determined, but this pathfinding behavior could potentially
be informed by the same principles that govern branch-based pathfinding in other species
[340], synaptogenesis, which guides the branch stabilization and outgrowth in arborizing
RGCs [218] or guidance molecules.
Time-lapse imaging has established the dynamic methods used by RGC axons to find their
targets, in a manner that still images could not. The rapid growth and optical transparency
of zebrafish allows the development to be monitored closely and continuously, and by adding
in different manipulations or perturbations, there is rich potential for new insights into classic
results to be gained.
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2.2.3 Guidance strategies differ between model organisms
Even with the biased branching behavior, zebrafish and Xenopus axons travel rather directly
to their final target locations on the optic tectum when compared with other species [213].
Both chick and mouse initially use an overshoot and refine strategy for axons to find their
targets (Figure 2.2). Axons extend into the caudal regions of the tectum (chick) or supe-
rior colliculus (mammals), regardless of the rostrocaudal location of their retinotopic target.
The correct position is identified along the axons length through collateral branching. Ex-
cess branches at incorrect locations are pruned back while the branches in the correct area
elaborate arbors [231, 275, 340]. In chicks and mammals, the retina and the optic tectum do
not undergo such dramatic growth after embryonic development as compared to zebrafish,
and rearrangements are not thought to play a significant role after a critical period of devel-
opmental plasticity. These differences notwithstanding, fundamental aspects of retinotectal
development are conserved across vertebrates, including the initial molecular guidance of ax-
ons through gradients of ephrins and Eph receptors, and arbor refinement through activity.
As a result, manipulations whether chemical, genetic, or environmental that can be more
easily delivered in the zebrafish model system, remain useful for identifying mechanisms in
mammalian retinotopic map formation.
2.3 Manipulations affecting early map establishment
2.3.1 Map formation in the absence or reduction of activity
Initial studies to block neural activity during development used tetrodotoxin (TTX) to re-
move activity from the entire central nervous system (CNS), including the retina and tectum.
Due to the entirely external development of zebrafish (in contrast to mammals) knocking
out neural activity with TTX injections is a simple process and the results can be easily
monitored. When observing the gross structure of the map, the loss of activity does not
prevent the axons from arborizing topographically in the tectal neuropil [323]. The arbor
areas are similar between controls and TTX treated zebrafish at 70 to 100 hpf [153], showing
no sign of arbor enlargement. However, the lack of effect might be a function of the age the
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arbors were measured at, as older larvae treated with TTX (from 4 dpf onward) have more
diffuse arbors covering similar areas [101], as we will discuss in a later section.
The structure and dynamic movements of individual axons in a TTX treated environment
have been examined through time-lapse imaging in vivo. The way growth cones typically
move, by pausing, exploring, then launching forwards, was unchanged with TTX [154].
However, small changes in the pathfinding behavior of axon branches, including the branches
covering smaller areas during pathfinding, can be seen upon close inspection (Chapter 4)
[169]. No major changes to overall guidance were observed in either study, but the differences
in the pathfinding behaviour suggest that a the role of initial activity is small but important
for the formation of transient branch structures. A two-step model is thus still suitable for
the map development in zebrafish. The initial guidance of axons to their rough target is
mostly activity independent and based heavily on molecular cues. After that, control of
branching dynamics and activity-dependent processes work together to refine arbors into
more precise connections.
2.3.2 Early development of the map does not require spontaneous
activity
A difference between zebrafish and some other model systems is that no evidence has yet
been published showing early spontaneous neural activity in the zebrafish visual system. As
zebrafish develop so rapidly, they can use visual stimuli around them to refine retinotectal
connections from the time that they are first made. The initial connections at 72 hpf can gen-
erate tectal activity in response to visual stimuli [236]. In contrast, other species, including
rats, mice, rabbits, turtles, and chicks, set up the retinotectal/retinocollicular connections
before eye opening can provide patterned visual input [358]. These systems compensate
for a lack of early visual experience by generating spontaneously occurring retinal activ-
ity waves, where activity moves through neighboring cells and assists in setting up circuits
throughout the visual system [1, 2, 27, 77, 167, 358]. When these waves are disrupted, the
arbors are larger than usual and cannot be remodeled even by later visual experience [214].
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However, despite these early differences between the model organisms, activity-based mech-
anisms are be used in similar ways to refine the topographic map based on visual experience
[16, 81, 243, 279].
2.3.3 Competition is not required for early map arrangement
Competition between axons does not contribute to an axonal arbors initial position in the
retinotectal map in zebrafish [108]. The lakritz mutants, lacking RGCs, generate a tectal
neuropil devoid of any visual connections. To create chimeric embryos, small numbers of
wildtype cells carrying a fluorescent mGFP gene under the control of a retinal promoter
(Brn3c, expressed by 50% of RGCs) can be transplanted into lakritz host blastulae. Some of
the resulting chimeric larvae display solitary fluorescent RGC arbors. Instead of arborizing
anywhere, or everywhere, as the entire tectal space is open, arbors grow to a retinotopically
appropriate position in the tectum. There they elaborate arbors that are larger than usual
and more branched, but competition with other ingrowing axons is not necessary prior to the
refining step, where excess branches are removed and the arbors focused into smaller areas
of tectal coverage. Thus in zebrafish, it appears that only axon-target interactions, rather
than axon-axon interactions [183], are necessary for the initial topographic arrangement.
The density of axons is important in altering the final arbor size and shape, but not for
pathfinding.
2.3.4 Surgical manipulations
Some of the most interesting questions about the formation of the retinotectal map arose
from the results of surgical manipulations [103, 105, 343]. The connections form a precise
point-to-point map of visual space but remain adaptable to manipulations of both the retina
and tectal surfaces. In other species, including frogs and goldfish, it was found that maps
could expand or compress to cover the available space. Removing half the retina saw the
remaining RGC axons connect to their correct half of the tectum initially, but later expand
to fill the whole area [6, 293]. If mismatched halves of the retina and tectum are ablated,
a topographic map can still form [131]. If half the tectum is removed, the RGCs form a
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compressed map on the remaining half [302, 370].
Similarly, in zebrafish, removing half the retina before axons reach the tectum shows that
axons continue to their defined target, rather than elaborating arbors in the first available
space they encounter [319]. When the nasal portion of the retina is removed, temporal axons
terminate topographically in the rostral portion of the tectum and do not initially extend
further into the vacant caudal half. Likewise, when the temporal retina is removed, the axons
bypass the empty rostral tectum to arborize in the caudal half. Similar specification occurs
along the mediolateral axis of the tectum; when the ventral retina is removed, all dorsal RGC
axons arborize on the lateral tectal surface, and similarly if the dorsal retina is removed, all
of the ventral axons connect to the medial surface of the tectum [319]. These experiments
confirmed that the map in zebrafish, despite being small and fast to form, follows similar
organizing principles to the models studied earlier. Interesting advances in this area are still
possible by using imaging and being able to watch the individual axons react to the altered
environment.
While surgeries on the tectum showed that goldfish form a compressed map if half the
target area was removed [290], dissections are not necessary to show the same principle in the
much smaller zebrafish. Zebrafish with mutated Radar (a TGFβ-related factor) genes have
small ventralized eyes [107]. Radar (Gdf6a) is part of the signaling cascade that gives dorsal
regions of the retina the correct identity. Because the ventral RGCs project to the medial
tectum, a compressed map is formed in the medial half, while the lateral half of the tectum
remains empty [107]. Zebrafish mapping therefore shows the same ability to compress when
necessary. This study also illustrates the usefulness of various mutant strains of zebrafish.
2.4 Molecular cues drive initial retinotectal map for-
mation
The factors that have the most influence on the developing topographic map in zebrafish
are the molecular cues expressed by the RGC axons themselves and by the tectal cells.
As the axons grow into the tectum, they are guided towards a particular location on the
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rostrocaudal and mediolateral axes by many different guidance cues.
Zebrafish have contributed to the discovery of new molecules involved in creating the
retinotectal map through the first large-scale forward genetic screen in a vertebrate system
[11, 161, 341]. In the screen, hundreds of new mutant lines were created through N-ethyl-
N-nitrosourea (ENU) mutagenesis. The mutants displayed interesting phenotypes resulting
from individual genetic mutations [reviewed in 145, 241]. In the screen, 114 mutants were
found in the retinotectal pathway [11, 161, 341]. There has since been a gradual process
of identifying the mutated genes and mechanisms causing the observed phenotypes [49,
146]. Among the identified retinotectal mutations, four uniquely affected the arrangement
of the topographic map on the tectum called macho, gnarled, who cares, and nevermind
[341]. Following the success of this first screen, a second was performed using genetically
encoded Brn3c::mGFP to drive fluorescence in a subset of RGCs rather than injecting dye
into fixed larvae. Through the visualization of in vivo development, more subtle mutants
and disruptions in timing of retinotectal map formation were discovered [362]. The mutants
fuzzy wuzzy, beyond borders, and breaking up identified RGC axons that leave the tectal
neuropil while axons in vertigo, tarde demais, and late bloomer delay their entry into the
tectum. Mutations in dragnet, which disrupted the vertical layers the RGC axons entered
the tectum in were later traced to collagen IV [361, 363]. However, the other mutations from
this screen remain unidentified and a potential source of new molecules of interest.
Zebrafish have also been used to examine the expression and effects of well-known guid-
ance molecules. Ephrin ligands and Eph receptors are the most widely known recognition
molecules for the retinotectal mapping process, and they are conserved among vertebrates.
When taken in combination, patterns of Ephs and ephrins provide molecular markers for
tectal locations and retinal origins, and contribute physical labels to topographic map orga-
nization. Detailed discussions of the Eph/ephrin proteins can be found in recent reviews [e.g.
170, 191, 239]. Briefly, these partners are important in both rostral-caudal and medial-lateral
mapping.
Several Eph receptors and ephrin ligands are expressed in the retina and the tectum of
zebrafish (Figure 2.3). On the tectum, ephrin-A2, ephrin-A3b, ephrin-A5a, and EphB3a are
expressed in low-rostral to high-caudal gradients [22, 71, 84, 251, 336, 337]. EphB4a and
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ephrin-B1 are also expressed in the tectum [193, 335, 337]. Ephrin-A5b and ephrin-B2a are
expressed only at the caudal edge of the tectum [22, 251, 349] while ephrin-B2 is expressed
along the dorsal midline [193]. An area of ephrin-B3b is expressed in the mediocaudal tectum
[71].
The zebrafish retina also contains Ephs and ephrins. The ventral retina expresses EphB2
and EphA4b [71, 107, 346]. The dorsotemporal retina is marked by Ephrin-B2a [346], Ephrin-
A5a is nasal [193, 335] while EphA7 is expressed temporally [332]. EphB3a is also expressed
by RGCs during development but restrictions in area have not so far been described [336].
We now detail how these and other molecules contribute to the formation of the retinotectal
map.
2.4.1 Organizing the gradients: The rostrocaudal axis
During development, guidance cues are generated by the tectum before the retinal axons
arrive [251]. The midbrain-hindbrain boundary (MHB), just caudal to the tectum, has
polarizing effects on tectal development [251]. In a strain of acerebellar mutant zebrafish
that lack the MHB, ephrin expression on the tectum becomes altered [21]. Ephrin-A5b
disappears entirely, while ephrin-A5a and ephrin-A2 are expressed at low levels in uniform
distributions instead of gradients [251]. The RGCs that usually respond to these gradients
often end up overshooting the tectum, suggesting that the ephrins act as a stop signal.
When the MHB defect was shown to be due to a loss of Fgf8, it was determined that Fgf8
coordinated the patterning of the tectum [231].
Despite their importance, only a few molecular gradients have had their function con-
vincingly demonstrated. Ephrin-B2a, expressed by a subset of cells in the caudal tectum, is
one example [349]. When ephrin-B2a was ectopically expressed more rostrally in the tectum,
axons did not enter the neuropil [349]. Ephrin-B2a is hypothesized to be part of a signal
that stops axons.
Another indication of ephrin-B2as role comes from gnarled mutants, which as their name
suggests, have convoluted axon paths across their tecta. Some nasodorsal axons terminate
rostrally in gnarled mutants, and their axon arbors are so expanded in some cases that they
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can cover the entire tectum [341]. Ventral RGC axons project correctly and no other defects
are obvious in gnarled mutant fish. The domain of ephrin-B2a expression is expanded in
these mutants, stretching from the caudal border to the lateral edge of the tectum, which
could stop a subset of RGCs from entering the tectum properly. Additionally, an ectopic
population of cells is generated in the rostral tectal neuropil of gnarled larvae, which may
cause a physical barrier for axons [349] The mutation responsible remains a mystery, but the
mutated gene likely lies upstream of ephrin-B2a expression and possibly expression of other
mapping molecules as well.
Components of signaling cascades from receptors are necessary for interpreting guid-
ance cues. Downstream of the Eph/ephrin-A interactions, focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is a
molecule necessary for proper arbor positioning. When FAK is blocked, axons travel further
caudally than they would otherwise. FAK likely acts to stabilize existing adhesions between
cells and prevents new ones from forming at the leading edge of the growth cone, resulting
in the inhibition of forward movement of axons [359].
2.4.2 The mediolateral axis
Gradients besides those of ephrins and Eph receptors also contribute to mapping. Semaphorin
3D (Sema3D), a secreted guidance molecule, provides positional information along the medi-
olateral axis of the tectum [193] in addition to an earlier role regulating RGC midline crossing
[283]. Sema3D is expressed in the lateral tectum, where dorsal RGCs arborize. Ventral ax-
ons are repelled by the expression of Sema3D in vivo, potentially through the receptors
neuropilin-1a and -1b [193, 357]. Knock-down of the Sema3D protein allows ventral RGC
axons to arborize in the lateral tectum, disrupting the map [193]. Therefore, Sema3D acts
along the mediolateral axis in a manner similar to the ephrins role in rostrocaudal guidance.
As with other facets of retinotectal mapping, mutants from the original forward genetic
screen have shed light on possible mechanisms of mediolateral guidance. In nevermind
mutants, the termination zone of nasodorsal axons expands along the mediolateral axis of
the tectum, and more axons terminate medially than laterally. Ventral RGC axons target
their medial termination zone correctly, but take abnormal, erratic paths to get there [341].
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The nevermind mutation maps to Cyfip2 (Cytoplasmic FMRP interacting protein 2) which
acts on the retinotopic map through an unknown mechanism [253].
Who cares mutants also have mediolateral mapping disruptions. The termination zones
for nasodorsal axons are abnormal, with two separate target zones appearing in the cau-
dolateral (posteroventral) and caudomedial (posterodorsal) tectum. Axons distribute equally
between the two areas. Ventral RGC axons still terminate retinotopically in the medial tec-
tum, as in wild type fish [341]. However, in this case, the genetic cause has not yet been
discovered.
The zebrafish model has thus contributed an extensive array of expression patterns and
yet-to-be-identified genetic mutants to the existing guidance cue field. Mutants gave novel
insight into the tectum, such as acerebellar fish providing the first evidence for the midbrain-
hindbrain boundary as an organizing center for tectal gradients. Zebrafish also provide an
easily manipulated system where genetic knockdowns and subsequent imaging can determine
how these many small effects can add together and integrate. The relatively recent teleost
genome duplication in zebrafish provides an example of how proteins become functionally
diverse and expressed in different areas after the constraints are lifted by duplication (eg
ephrin-A5 in mammals compared to ephrin-A5a and ephrin-A5b in zebrafish). Additionally,
using zebrafish as a vertebrate model in forward screens has provided unbiased ways to look
for new genes involved in map formation. Many of these genes still await identification and
full descriptions.
2.5 Elaborating the terminal arbors: An interplay of
activity and molecular control
2.5.1 Synapses contribute to branch length and stability in the
arbor
When the retinotectal connection is first forming at 3 — 4 dpf there is rapid branch turnover,
however branches become more stable by 9 — 10 dpf [218]. The branches stabilize when
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synapses are present and often terminate at a synaptic site. Many synapses form in a trial
and error process before the correct connections are found and maintained, with incorrect
connections initiating synapse disassembly before the branch is retracted [218]. Axons also
preferentially extend branches from young synapses close to the branch tips rather than
older synapses. The projection of new branches from newly formed correct synapses creates
dense arbors in the correct topographic area. Between the selective addition locations and
selective maintenance of branches, synapses contribute to local guidance of arbor growth.
An intriguing relationship between arbor growth and number of synapses was identi-
fied in zebrafish [132]. An RNA-binding protein known as Hermes is expressed exclusively
in RGCs. When Hermes expression is lost, the number of branches per arbor is reduced,
while the stability, lifetime, and retraction rates of branches are unaffected. Under a puta-
tive homeostatic control mechanism, the remaining branches produce more densely packed
synapses. The increased number of synaptic puncta on the remaining branches enhances
early visual behaviors. Hundreds of mRNA molecules are translated in growing axons and
the precise mRNA regulated by Hermes is not yet known.
2.5.2 Suppression of activity alters arbor size and function
Several studies have gathered different reports of the effects of activity loss on the refinement
of the RGC arbors, whether single axons are silenced or all of them. When single RGC axons
are silenced with tetanus toxin light chain, the silent synapses still allow the stabilization
of branches and the generation of an axon arbor [15]. However, arbors with silent synapses
extend longer branches and become larger overall at 5 — 7 dpf, though they contain similar
numbers of branches to controls. Silencing the neighboring arbors rescues the phenotype.
Arbor growth arrest and refinement are therefore considered to be both activity driven and
competitive [15].
Hua et al. (2005) also showed that individual axons activity levels are important, however
when silenced the RGCs displayed a contrasting phenotype. Neurons were hyperpolarized
and made less likely to fire through overexpression of Kir2.1, an inward rectifying potassium
channel, or silenced through a dominant-negative VAMPm SNARE protein, which prevents
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neurosecretory vesicle release at synapses. When a single neuron is silenced among active
neighbors, the total length of branches in its arbor falls to about two-thirds the length
of controls at 5 dpf [137]. When TTX is used to globally suppress activity, the smaller
phenotype of a single silenced arbor is rescued. Arbor length and complexity return to
control levels, implicating competition, rather than activity in isolation, as the key factor.
However, the results contrast with the larger arbors seen in regeneration studies [e.g 291].
Mutant zebrafish have also been identified with activity defects that affect the size of
the RGC arbors. During normal development, zebrafish alter their expression of sodium
channels to allow classes of neurons to begin firing. At 27 hpf, the sodium channel NaV1.6 is
upregulated to supplement the larval expression of NaV1.1, allowing the embryos to become
touch sensitive [252, 266]. The first ENU screen identified an activity-dependent mapping
phenotype with its basis in this mechanism [110, 341]. In macho mutants, the NaV1.6 chan-
nels are not upregulated at the appropriate time, leading to unrefined retinotectal mapping
in addition to the touch insensitivity. The RGCs end up effectively silenced without the
NaV1.6 channels, and the silencing alters the later stages of map refinement [101]. In macho
mutant larvae, the nasodorsal axons do not travel as far, and thus terminate more rostrally
than normal [341]. Axons also have more diffuse terminal arbors, and the RGCs have ex-
panded receptive fields [101]. Blocking all activity with TTX at 4 — 6 dpf phenocopies this
trait.
blumenkohl mutants also present with visual impairments and diffuse topographic maps
[232, 341]. RGCs are the only cells in the visual circuit that express Vglut2a, a vesicular glu-
tamate transporter important for release of the neurotransmitter glutamate at the synapse
[311]. The blumenkohl mutation causes a deletion in Vglut2a that abolishes functional ex-
pression. Without the Vglut2a transporter to mediate glutamate packing into synaptic
vesicles, the RGCs release less glutamate per action potential and fatigue quickly, such that
they cannot maintain high frequency firing patterns evoked by quickly moving objects [311].
These synaptic effects lead to a behavioral deficit where the larvae cannot hunt small prey or
orient to quickly moving gratings, although they respond normally to larger prey and slower
gratings [311]. There are also corresponding structural changes in individual RGC arbors.
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The arbors expand in branch length, number and area, with electrophysiological data sug-
gesting that they increase the number of synaptic terminals. Although overall topography
is maintained, the arbor expansion degrades the map by increasing the receptive field of
the tectal cells, making them less responsive to smaller stimuli. The two mutants described
above, macho and blumenkohl, are excellent examples of how phenotypes discovered in for-
ward genetic screens can be described at the structural, molecular, electrophysiological and
behavioral levels creating comprehensive characterizations of novel phenotypes.
Previous reviews have commented on the opposing effects, especially between the two
papers that silence single axons [15, 137], suggesting that the different methods used for
silencing may cause the different arbor sizes [98]. However both tetanus toxin light chain,
which cleaves VAMP2 [15], and the dominant negative VAMPm SNARE protein [137] con-
verge at a synaptic vesicle release mechanism, though there could be differing levels of
remaining activity [15]. Both papers also show phenotypic rescue when the entire system
is silent; a result not seen in the activity mutants. One variable could be in the timing.
Much like how the response to TTX changes from being indiscernible from 2-4 dpf to cre-
ating enlarged projections from 4 — 6 dpf, the relative size of silenced arbors could change
with time and development of the larvae [54]. The arbors were previously seen increasing
from 3 — 7 dpf and remaining steady between 7 — 10 dpf [235]. However the functional
receptive fields are similar between 4 and 8 — 9 dpf but show a significant expansion at
6 dpf [375]. The difference observed in silenced arbors at 5 dpf [137] and 6 — 7 dpf [15]
may be superimposed on various growth stages present in the zebrafish retinotectal system.
Another caveat is that different types of retinal ganglion cells, now being categorized based
on structure, connections and morphology [194, 267, 268], may also have different modes of
growth, intracellular components, and responses to activity loss, and stochastically, could
be differentially represented in different papers or by different expression techniques. On a
final note, fish lines are not as inbred as mouse lines, and may have slightly different genetic
backgrounds between labs [303].
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2.5.3 Activity matching, plasticity, and retrograde signaling
Once synapses are created and are active, matched activity becomes an important component
of map refinement and maintenance. The activity of synaptic partners can be compared, and
if the RGCs action potential is part of the input that causes the tectal cell to subsequently
depolarize then the partners activity is considered matched. NMDA receptors detect syn-
chronized activity occurring pre- and post-synaptically, and much work has been done on
this in Xenopus [eg 40, 42, 54]. After treating zebrafish with the NMDA antagonist MK801
from 3 — 4 dpf, the total length and the area of axon arbors increases. However the number
of branches, the rates of branch addition and deletion, and overall branch lifetimes are unal-
tered [292]. These changes cause a wider spacing between branches to cover the larger area.
This suggests that activity matching between the RGC axons and the tectal cell dendrites
is a crucial component of pruning. The branches furthest away from the center of the arbor
are retracted — or not extended as far in the first place — to concentrate axon coverage and
synapses to matched activity in the central target region [292].
Matched activity can be interpreted by the pre-synaptic axons through retrograde mes-
sengers. Both the existence and identity of retrograde factors released from the tectal cells
used to be debated [reviewed in 294]. Zebrafish were used both to provide evidence for this
process and to determine the molecular details of this mechanism. When the activity of pre-
and post-synaptic cells match, NMDA receptors open to allow calcium to enter the cell. The
calcium triggers phospholipase A2 (cPLA2) to release arachidonic acid (AA). When released
at the post-synaptic tectal site AA diffuses back to the RGC axon. AA activates pre-synaptic
proteins, including GAP43 and protein kinase C (PKC), which alter cytoskeleton dynamics
to cause stabilization of branches and synapses [185]. Some of the effect comes through PKC
regulation of adhesion molecules, but AA can also act on actin polymerization directly to
stabilize the synaptic structure [294, 376]. Applying AA directly to the tectum stabilizes
branches and decreases dynamic events to lower than normal levels [294]. If the retrograde
signaling process is disrupted, branch activation and elimination events double in frequency
and axons do not gain a mature appearance [185, 294]. In this way, retrograde signals act as
a stop signal that stabilizes the existing branch and prevents further outgrowth after proper
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synapse establishment with a tectal cell displaying similar firing patterns as the RGC [294].
AA might not be the only retrograde signal used during map development. BDNF
can also induce axonal branching in vivo and is a necessary molecule for arborization in
several species including Xenopus and chick [44, 65, 122, 135, 286]. By 72 hpf, BDNF is
produced in the zebrafish tectum [53]. One of BDNFs receptors, TrkB, can also activate the
same pathways that create AA [185] suggesting that despite different effects and strengths
[43, 46], the retrograde signals may converge on similar pathways. This work with retrograde
signaling shows that zebrafish can be a useful model both for observing effects at the cellular
level and for investigating molecular pathways.
2.5.4 Guidance factors and structural proteins can shape arbors
independent of activity
In forming the retinotectal map, the guidance of an axon to the correct area of the tectum
is followed by the elaboration of an arbor. The shape and size of the arbors can affect the
scale and function of the map, and can be easily observed by labeling RGCs in vivo or in
fixed zebrafish tissue. New molecular elements controlling branching patterns have been
discovered in the zebrafish tectum, where guidance molecules and structural stabilization
components can both contribute to eventual branch structure.
The Slit family of guidance cues, which bind to Robo receptors, are involved in several
aspects of the retinotectal development. The astray mutant, with a non-functional Robo2
receptor, shows that Slit/Robo signaling first aides RGC axon guidance in the optic tract
[85, 147, 161]. When axons do make it to the tectum, Slit/Robo signaling also guides branch
patterning. When Slit/Robo signaling is disrupted, axon arbors have more branch tips, a
greater complexity, and cover a larger area than wildtype axons [30]. The extra branches
in the astray/Robo2 mutant arbors initiate early in development and have greater numbers
of pre-synaptic sites and fewer dynamic branch tips. Slit1a/Robo2 therefore may normally
prevent premature maturation, causing axons to remain in a more immature state until other
factors overcome this signaling and a balanced arbor is created in a more correct and smaller
area.
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Structural proteins are also an essential part of growth and branching dynamics. GAP43
(neuromodulin) is membrane-linked and when phosphorylated it binds to, and stabilizes,
actin [186]. GAP43 is usually targeted to the end of the axon, where it first causes growth
cone collapse and then initiates branching from the growth cone remnants [186]. When over-
expressed, GAP43 causes larger RGC arbors through faster growth, increasing the number
of branches, the area covered, and total branch length. With a mutant GAP43 that cannot
be phosphorylated, branching does not increase, but the growth patterns change, causing
elongated, spindly, immature arbors, possibly due to an inability to initiate branches in the
specific target area to create a complex, mature and defined arbor. Transfecting a per-
manently phosphorylated GAP43 into cells increases branching and outgrowth. The axons
arborize with several focal areas instead of just one, disrupting the retinotectal map by
stabilizing incorrect connections [186]. These known factors interact with many additional
molecules, activity and visual experience, and downstream factors to shape the arbors.
2.6 Conclusions
Over the last several decades, studies using zebrafish have contributed to many areas of
retinotectal map development. Beyond genetic approaches, easy imaging and permeability
to drugs has allowed descriptions of activity and competition based mechanisms for axon
arbor refinement.
Zebrafish are a convenient model to answer questions that remain in map formation, such
as how the axons read the combined gradients, and whether gradients provide stop signals
rather than guidance. Several of the ephrin gradients, vital to the idea that the map is based
on a coordinate system, have only been observed through in situ hybridization of mRNA.
Visualization and measurement of the protein gradients in vivo, potentially over time, is a
next step. Disruptions with quantified deviations from the normal gradients could be used
to pin down the exact functions of each protein based on the behavior of the affected axons.
Furthermore, genetic labeling techniques, combined with the systems transparency, means
that many of these questions can be addressed at the level of individual axons, including their
branch dynamics, rather than at the level of the retinotectal projection as a whole. Data
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from zebrafish is also likely to be useful to help constrain theoretical models of retinotectal
map development [105, 125].
There are several cases where work in zebrafish has been very consistent with experiments
done in other systems, such as the surgical manipulations, or studies on matching activity.
Continuing to pursue topographic mapping questions in zebrafish allows the use of modern
tools to push the limits of imaging and bring in genetic manipulations. Advances in genetics,
especially in the form of genome editing tools, move zebrafish into the forefront. Genes can be
efficiently altered with clustered, regularly interspaced, short palindromic repeats (CRISPRs)
and the CRISPR-associated system (Cas) CRISPR/Cas [134, 150], knocked out or knocked in
with zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) or transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs)
[14] and there will likely soon be efficient methods for tagging genes of interest. Other tools
are optogenetics for control of neural activity [55, 56] and synaptic specific activity reporters
like Syn-GCaMP or SyRGECO [351].
Using some of these new tools, it will be possible to revisit the silencing experiments with,
for example, a green-labeled silencing construct and SyRGECO showing synaptic activity in
red. This would determine if the levels of activity are different between differing silencing
techniques, or if it was simply the relative activity level at each synapse correlating to arbor
shape. Human mutations that affect wiring could also be knocked into zebrafish genes to
determine mechanisms and test treatments. With an ever-expanding toolbox the zebrafish
is set to be an important model system for a diverse array of experiments.
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2.7 Figures
Figure 2.1: The retinotectal connection in zebrafish. The lateral view (A) displays the
directional anatomical terms and the dorsal view (B) gives a schematic of the topographic map.
Nasal axons (yellow) connect caudally, and temporal axons (red) target the rostral optic tectum.
Similarly, dorsal RGC bodies have axons that travel to the lateral tectum, and ventral RGC axons
arborize in the medial tectum, forming a smooth map.
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Figure 2.2: Pathfinding branch patterns differ between species. In zebrafish, successive
rounds of branching lead growth cones closer to their targets. In chicks and mammals, axons grow
straight to the caudal edge of the tectum and extend side branches. Branches that encounter
the target (dashed blue oval) are maintained and elaborated (green, final frame) while others are
pruned (red, final frame). Though there are differences between the methods of pathfinding the
molecules and mechanisms used are conserved between species.
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Figure 2.3: Known distributions of Eph receptors and ephrin ligands in the ze-
brafish retina (lower right) and tectum (top). Most expression patterns are based on in situ
hybridization studies. In the future, protein localization may show further subcellular restrictions
for some of these expression patterns.
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3
A quantitative analysis of branches and growth
cones
3.1 Abstract
The topographic projection from the eye to the tectum (amphibians and fish) / superior
colliculus (birds and mammals) is a paradigm model system for studying mechanisms of
neural wiring development. It has previously been proposed that retinal ganglion cell axons
use distinct guidance strategies in fish versus mammals, with direct guidance to the tectal
target zone in the former, and overshoot followed by biased branching towards the target
zone in the latter. Here, we visualized individual retinal ganglion cell axons as they grew
over the tectum in zebrafish for periods of 10-21 hours, and analyzed these results using an
array of quantitative measures. We found that, while axons were generally guided directly
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towards their targets, this occurred without growth cone turning. Instead, axons branched
dynamically and profusely throughout pathfinding, and successive branches oriented growth
cone extension towards a target zone in a stepwise manner. These data suggest that the
guidance strategies used between fish and mammals may be less distinct than previously
thought.
3.2 Introduction
A paradigmatic example of a topographic map is the retinotectal (retinocollicular in mam-
mals) map, in which neighboring retinal ganglion cells, representing neighboring points in
visual space, connect to neighboring cells in the target region. Previous work has shown that
competition, interactions among axons, gradient-based guidance cues, and correlated neural
activity are all important in large scale map organization [reviewed in 76, 103, 213].
Studies of retinotectal / retinocollicular axon growth and targeting have been performed
in a number of model systems, including fish (zebrafish, goldfish), amphibians (mainly Xeno-
pus), birds (chicks), and mammals (rodents). These have led to the view that different
classes of vertebrates use divergent mechanisms to form these maps [213]. In chicks and ro-
dents, serial histology at different developmental timepoints has demonstrated that retino-
tectal / retinocollicular axons initially overshoot their appropriate rostrocaudal position,
and then send out topographically appropriate interstitial branches towards their targets
[230, 305, 367]. Primary axon growth is generally straight and does not show evidence of
turning, and branches tend to be at right angles to the axon shaft or parent branch. As the
retina and superior colliculus / optic tectum of mice and chick do not grow significantly after
the initial development of the retinotopic map, the locations of these initial arbors remains
relatively stable.
However, the initial mapping in frogs and fish appeared different from the ‘overshoot and
refine’ strategy used by birds and mammals. In Xenopus, retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) are
born at stage 24 about a day after fertilization (staged according to Niewkoop’s table [237]),
and within 6 to 8 hours RGCs extend axons that exit the eye, travel across the optic chiasm
(stage 32) and enter the optic tectum at stage 37/38, forming the first synapses with tectal
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neurons at stage 40 [reviewed in 210]. The tectum continues to grow caudally, tripling in
length between stages 42 and 50 [282]. The caudal growth causes the arbors to eventually
occupy smaller percentages of the neuropil area [282]. In early stage 40 embryos, the arbors
are already elaborate and have topographic organization, but this refines with tectal growth
and becomes more precise as the embryo transitions from embryonic to larval stage 50 [282].
A number of studies used still images to examine the morphology of axons in Xenopus
embryos at stages 39/40 [128], stages 50 to 53 [88], and stage 56 [118]. time-lapse studies
were also introduced to observe the behavior of axons traveling across the tectum. RGC
axons from stage 35/36 and 40 embryos were visualized through DiI labelling and examined
once a day for five days [245]. In a separate study, more frequent confocal images were
taken during stages 45 to 46, with images every hour for six hours total [244]. Recently, the
changes to branches and synapses observed in time-lapse movies have been analyzed down to
the level of electron microscopy [188]. Together, time-lapse imaging studies in Xenopus have
shown that retinotectal map formation results from directed axon growth, followed later by
highly dynamic branch remodeling.
In zebrafish, similar results were reported, though based on fewer studies. In the zebrafish
retina, the first RGCs are born between 29 and 34 hours post fertilization (hpf) [224]. RGC
axons begin leaving the eye during the second day and begin to innervate their target areas
at 3 days post fertilization (dpf) [224]. Through observations made in fixed animals spanning
age ranges from 1.5 to 5 dpf, as well as in adults [319] it was reported that retinotectal axons
coursed directly to their targets, without significant branching en route. This view was
supported by pioneering time-lapse imaging studies in 2 to 5 dpf larvae [153]. The temporal
resolution was improved in a later study with growth cones and axonal arbors traced from
images taken every 30 or 60 seconds during a span of 1 to 13 hours in 2 to 5 dpf embryos
[154]. These observations of ‘directed growth’, consistent with Xenopus provided a basis for
claiming divergent mechanisms for the initial set up of topographic maps in mammals and
chicks compared to fish and amphibians.
The eyes and optic tectum of fish continue to grow after the initial retinotectal map is
established. New cells are added to the perimeter of the retina and the caudal domain of
the tectum [202]. Because of this mismatch in location of new origin cells and new target
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destinations, the retinotectal map continues to shift during later stages of development,
altering connections in order to maintain retinotopy. In particular, recent work has shown
how guidance cues, neural activity, visual experience, and synaptogensis alter the dynamics
of rearrangement in more mature zebrafish maps. This process has been observed over in a
range of ages, including 3 to 5 dpf [292], 4 to 5 dpf [137], 3 to 4 and 9 to 10 dpf [218], 3 to
5 dpf [30], 7 dpf [311], 3 to 5 dpf [185], and 3 to 7 dpf [83]. The imaging itself is temporally
restricted within the ages of embryo studied, ranging from two minute intervals between
frames for durations lasting 40 to 50 minutes [137] to 10 minute intervals for durations of 10
hours [218].
However, despite these recent careful analyses of post-arborization dynamics, under-
standing of earlier axon pathfinding across the zebrafish tectum is, in comparison, relatively
limited. In particular, the dynamics of the early stages of pathfinding have not been ex-
amined in detail using more modern quantitative techniques. Thus, the directed growth
mechanism — the primary mechanism believed to be involved in fish retinotectal map de-
velopment — is poorly understood. In particular, to grow directly to their targets, axons
must somehow orient themselves to the correct bearing, but how axons achieve this, whether
through turning, or other mechanisms, is unknown.
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3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 Breeding and raising
Adult zebrafish were obtained from the AZPF (Australian Zebrafish Phenomics Facility) at
the University of Queensland, and kept on a 14 / 10 hour light / dark cycle. Timed matings
were set up between heterozygous BGUG animals (male or female), and either wild-type
or heterozygous Atoh7:GAL4 transgenic animals. Embryos were raised in E3 media with
methylene blue (0.00003% or 30ppm) at 28.5◦C. At the ages used, male and female larvae
cannot be distinguished so we assume equal numbers of each were used.
3.3.2 Sparse labeling
Individual RGCs were visualized using zebrafish carrying the BGUG (Brn3c:GAL4;UAS:mGFP)
transgene [300], which makes use of the yeast-derived GAL4/UAS system. The Brn3c gene
is normally expressed in 40-50% of RGCs, and in these cells it drives UAS:mGFP in a varie-
gated fashion so that only a few of the thousands of RGCs are labeled with mGFP. In some
cases, BGUG was crossed to Atoh7:GAL4 transgenic fish to boost the frequency of RGC
labeling.
3.3.3 Preparation of embryos
At 23 hours post fertilization (hpf), 200µM (0.003%) PTU (N-phenylthiourea, Aldrich) was
added to the media to inhibit pigment formation and ensure animals were transparent during
imaging [160]. Animals were screened at 30 - 36 hpf for the presence of the BGUG transgene,
evidenced by GFP expression in the ears [362], and then again at 48 - 50 hpf for presence
and where possible, number, of RGC axons in the optic chiasm or approaching the tectum.
Animals with desired expression levels were then prepared for time-lapse imaging.
Embryos were dechorionated at 48 - 50 hpf, allowed to rest for 30 min, and then immersed
in clean E3 media containing 0.016% MS-222 (Sigma) for 15 - 30 min (ZFIN Zebrafish Book,
http://zfin.org/zf info/zfbook/zfbk.html). Embryos were then mounted ventral up
for imaging in 1% low melting point (LMP) agarose (SeaPlaque Agarose, Lonza) containing
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200 µM PTU.
All procedures were approved by the University of Queensland Animal Welfare Unit
(approval SBMS/362/10/NHMRC).
3.3.4 In vivo imaging
Zebrafish embryos carrying the BGUG transgene were mounted at 48 - 50 hpf and imaged
for 10 - 21hrs, beginning after axons were first seen approaching the tectum. Because of
differences between the timing when a labelled axon first appeared in the imaging window,
the movies span 48 - 96 hpf (2 to 4 dpf). Up to 10 embryos were mounted in a single 35
mm dish and imaged using a Plan-Apochromat 20x/0.8 M27 objective on a Zeiss LSM 510
inverted confocal microscope. The incubation chamber was set to 28.5◦C. The microscope
was equipped with a motorized stage and the Zeiss Multitime macro for imaging multiple
positions. The 488 nm laser was at 7.5% power and we used a LP 505 filter to collect images.
Image stacks approximately 40 to 50 µm in depth were recorded every 10 minutes, with each
stack taking less than one minute. Master gain was set between 700 and 850 depending on
the brightness of the axons, which varied from fish to fish. The pinhole diameter was 150 to
152 µm. We flattened the images into maximum intensity projections for analysis as axonal
arbors are mostly planar [83]. time-lapse movies contained 60-150 frames. An example of
several frames is shown as an image sequence in Fig. 3.1.
3.3.5 Whole embryo immunostaining
After the imaging window of 48 - 96 hpf (2 to 4 dpf), larvae were fixed, permeabilized, and
immunostained. This permitted more accurate localization of axons on the tectum than
using tectal autofluorescence during live imaging.
After the time-lapse imaging, fish remained in their agarose for up to 12 hours. This was
done for practical reasons based on the time the experiments ended (often late at night) and
was typically only a few hours. Prior to fixation, fish were released from the chambers and
allowed to recover, to ensure they were still vigorous and healthy. 4.5 to 6.5 dpf fish were
anesthetized in 0.02% tricaine, then sacrificed by immersion in the fixative 4% PFA for 3hrs,
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rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4), and stored in PBS with sodium azide.
Larvae were later prepared for immunostaining by permeabilizing them in 1mg/mL col-
lagenase for 1.5 - 2 hrs (depending on age at fixation) at room temperature, after which they
were briefly post-fixed in 4% PFA (for 5 min). Primary antibodies to GFP and acetylated
tubulin were applied at 1:1000 in PBS with 0.1% Triton X100 and left overnight. Primary
antibodies were washed out with PBS/Triton and then secondary antibodies were applied
at 1:1500 with 0.1% Triton and left overnight. Secondaries were washed out and the fixed
and stained larvae were mounted in LMP agarose chambers in 35 mm Matek dishes similarly
to the in vivo imaging, but this time in PBS with sodium azide (1% agarose for the beds,
0.5% to fill the chambers). Fixed, permeabilized, and stained animals were then imaged on
the same microscope as was used for in vivo imaging. The Argon/2 488 nm laser was used
at 30% power. The BP 505 - 550 filter was used with a pinhole diameter of 108 µm and a
gain of 525 to image the green channel. The BP 575 - 615 IR filter was used with a pinhole
diameter of 106 µm and a gain of 600 to acquire the red channel. To image the entire area,
a z-stack 200 µm deep was used, with a 1.5x zoom through a Plan-Apochromat 10x/0.45
M27 objective. The resolution was 2048 x 2048 pixels. The images were edited slightly for
brightness and contrast in Adobe Photoshop and labelled using Adobe Illustrator.
3.3.6 Antibody characterization
The specifics of each antibody is listed in Table 1. In all cases, the antibodies produced
staining patterns consistent with the expected results. Anti-GFP gave staining identical to,
but brighter than, the endogenous mGFP. Anti-acetylated tubulin marked axonal tracts in
a manner corresponding to publications from other labs [e.g. 73].
3.3.7 Quantification and analysis of imaging
Individual movie frames from time-lapse imaging and images from fixed animals (Fig. 3.2)
were both analyzed using ImageJ. Axons and arbors were traced using a customized version
of the NeuronJ plugin, growth cones were tracked using the Manual Tracking plugin, and
the resulting raw data were analyzed using custom Matlab programs. Where movement of
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the fish was a problem the Image Stabilizer plugin was used [189]. Using these tools, we
were able to extract the following quantities from individual frames/images:
• Position, number, length, and order of branches.
• Branch endpoints & arbor center of mass
• Growth cone positions and velocities
Branch order classification was done by assigning order one to the primary axon, and order
two to any branches off the primary axon, and so on until all branches were classified. To
minimize direction bias, tracings were done blind to the final arbor position.
The time-lapse imaging allowed us to examine how the above quantities evolved with
time, and the images from fixed animals allowed us to confirm that the position of the arbor
on the tectum was stable with time (for 1 - 3 days after the time-lapse imaging). Hence we
could analyze our quantitative data with regard to time and tectal positions of the RGC
arbors. We were generally unable to obtain retinal soma positions for axons imaged. This
was because for the majority of fish imaged, multiple axons were present, and fasciculation
of axons in retinofugal tracts meant we could not be sure which tectal arbor corresponded
to which RGC soma.
Targeting behaviors were quantified spatially relative to the stable termination zone. The
termination zone was taken as the position of the arbor in the final frame of each time-lapse
movie. We confirmed that this arbor position was relatively stable by cross-checking it
with the position of the arbor in the fixed and stained images. The time of entry into the
termination zone was defined as the time that an arbor area first includes the termination
zone point, and stays there. The arbor area was defined using the convex hull around
branch endpoints (see below), and it had to include the termination zone for at least 30 min
(4 consecutive frames).
Branch point and growth cone classification criteria
To minimize subjectivity when tracing arbors and tracking growth cones, the following rules
were adopted. A change in direction of an axon segment was considered more likely to be
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a branch point, rather than a bend or continuation, if there was: a change in angle of more
than 30◦, or a change of GFP signal intensity of more than 50%, or other branches from
same point, or morphology like a branch point (‘blob’ or knobby appearance), or there was
previously a branch point at the same position. Based on this criteria, branches did not
always end in a terminal tip. For example, In Fig. 2C, there are 18 branches but 16 free
branch tips. Based on the rules above, the 90◦ bend in an upper-central branch describes
the end of one branch and the start of a second. The other branch without a terminal tip
comes from the end point of the primary axon shaft.
Motile processes on axons were classified as growth cones if they had morphology like a
growth cone, moved a total of >10µm, or existed for longer than 1hr. In tracing the ends
of axons and branches that had a branched or stellate structure, it was not always possible
to distinguish a growth cone with filopodia from a branch point with nascent branches. We
traced all such significantly branched structures, noting that this could represent a true
branch point or a skeletonized growth cone with filopodia.
To ensure reproducibility based on these rules, an additional independent observer traced
one of the movies. While there were slight variations in the precise placing of branches
between observers (mostly in the smaller, higher order branches), the branch ratios calculated
from the two movies were not significantly different.
Analysis software
Custom analysis code was written in Matlab to process the raw arbor tracing and growth
cone tracking data. For each quantity of interest, timeseries data were analyzed for individual
axons / growth cones, and also pooled to obtain group trends. Errors quoted are standard
error unless otherwise stated.
Free branch endings, or terminal tips, were used for the analysis of the total area and
centroid locations of each arbor. For all other analyses, every branch was counted, even
those without terminal tips.
For the individual and grouped data, timescales were aligned by finding the time that an
arbor arrived at its termination zone, setting this as time t=0, and aligning all axons/growth
cones around this point. In the grouped data, time points around this alignment time
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contained data from all axons, while very early and very late time points contained data
from fewer axons, due to differences in the lengths of time-lapse recordings. Due to the
variability in n-value at very early and late time points, we analyzed group data only when
data from at least three axons were available for the aligned time point.
One movie (fish 1, axons 1-3) was recorded in 3 sections, of lengths 6hrs, 12hrs, and 3hrs.
There were gaps between submovies of 1hr and 2hrs respectively. Data from submovies
were combined for individual axon statistics, while the temporal structure of the submovies,
including gaps, was preserved for timeseries plots of individual and grouped data.
Branching dynamics We obtained instantaneous rates of branching, ∆N , for each movie
frame, by subtracting the number of branches N in the previous frame f − 1, Nf−1, from
the number of branches in the current frame f , Nf ; i.e. ∆N = Nf −Nf−1.
We obtained an estimate of average rate of branch addition for each axon by summing
all positive ∆N and dividing by the total movie time. Similarly, we obtained an average
rate of branch loss by summing all negative ∆N and dividing by the total movie time. This
method underestimates branch addition and loss because it does not individually identify
branches.
We obtained improved estimates using a second method, where ∆N was calculated per
branch order o, so that instead of a scalar, ∆N was a vector of length equal to the number of
orders considered, and ∆ ~No = ~Nf,o− ~Nf−1,o. Summing the positive elements of ∆ ~No gives an
improved estimate of branches added from f − 1 to f , and similarly summing the negative
elements of ∆ ~No estimates the branches lost during the same interval. Average rates of
branch addition and loss by order were calculated by again averaging over the length of the
movie. Unless otherwise stated, values quoted for branching dynamics are calculated by
order.
Guidance measures We analyzed the mechanisms used by RGC axons to navigate to-
wards their termination zone by looking at the motion of growth cones in relation to their
target, and by looking at branching patterns relative to the target. To quantify branching
patterns relative to the termination zone, we calculated a branch ratio (BR) as a function
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of time:
BR(t) =
BT −BA
BT +BA
(3.1)
where BT is the number of branches directed towards the termination zone at time t, and BA
is the number of branches directed away from the termination zone at time t. This measure
takes on values from −1 to 1, with positive values meaning an arbor has more branches
directed towards, than away from its termination zone.
We measured growth cone turning by first calculating relative position vectors from one
frame f to the next frame f + 1. We then found the angle between this vector, and a
vector from the position at frame f to the position of the termination zone. In this way,
for each movie frame we obtained the bearing θ relative to the eventual termination zone.
By comparing subsequent angles, we could measure whether the growth cones’ bearings had
turned towards or away from the termination zones. We used the average of this turning
angle over the trajectory as one measure of turning. A positive average angle means that
the growth cone, on average, turned towards the termination zone. A negative average angle
means the growth cone, on average, turned away from the termination zone. Values around
zero means there was no significant turning.
A second measure of turning we used was based on the above angle differences. Instead
of using the actual angle values, for each frame we counted whether the turn was towards
or away from the termination zone, and then calculated a turning ratio similarly to the
branching ratio:
TR =
TT − TA
TT + TA
(3.2)
where now TT and TA are the total number of turns towards and away for a single trajectory,
respectively. Note that this is calculated over an entire trajectory, and not for each frame,
so it is not a function of time like the branch ratio.
Growth and movement correction During 2 to 4 dpf time period, larvae continue to
grow, and a slight increase in size can be observed during time-lapse imaging. Additionally,
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the larvae straighten around the yolk sac, rotating the head from 140 ◦ to 160 ◦ relative to
the tail axis [164]. The design of the imaging chambers minimizes the changes to the viewing
angle. Between larval growth and rotation, the average shift relative to the objective was
3.7±0.3µm/hr. We accounted for this by using the movement of the position of the proximal
primary axon as a reference, as this should not move with time, except for growth. Where
multiple axons were traced in the same movie, movies where the location of the proximal
axon could not be determined accurately were excluded, and the remaining movies were
averaged to get a proximal axon position with time. The termination zone was then offset
for each frame by the amount of growth remaining in each movie.
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3.4 Results
We studied retinotectal axon growth and targeting by performing time-lapse imaging of
sparsely labeled zebrafish RGC axons. We measured growth cone turning, selective branching
and ‘directed growth’, which we defined as target-directed growth cone motion. time-lapse
videos of 10 axons from six embryos taken during the range of 48-96 hours post-fertilization
(hpf) were included in the analysis, created from images taken every 10 minutes. Videos
were only included in the analysis if one or more axons could be individually resolved, and
imaged from tectal entry to target arrival. The advance across the tectum took between
10 and 21 hours, depending on final tectal position, giving 162 hours of time-lapse video
in total (Table 3.2). In Fig. 3.1, t = 0 represents the time an axon was first seen on the
tectum. However, in all figures following, t = 0 was defined as the time of arrival at the
axons’ termination zone, and grouped data were aligned at this arrival time.
3.4.1 Branch addition and loss are highly dynamic and balanced
over time
We quantified branching dynamics of growing axonal arbors by finding average branching
rates over the course of an axon’s growth, as well as instantaneous behavior at each time
point (Fig. 3.3). Total number of branches increased steadily with time for all axons, both
before and after arrival at the termination zone (Fig. 3.3A, E).
Branching rates were determined by comparing the number of branches added or sub-
tracted from one frame to the next. We did this for all branches, and also by branch order
(see Methods). Most axons added and lost no more than 10 branches every 10 minutes (e.g.,
Fig. 3.3A,B), although the more active axons added and subtracted up to 20 branches per
frame. The tight balancing of branch addition and subtraction was evidenced by the large
number of branches added and lost compared to the small number of net branches added
(Fig. 3.3C,D). The same trend is seen in the remarkably small net branch difference averaged
over all axons (Fig. 3.3F; Table 3.3). When grouped and compared over time, the branching
dynamics did not suddenly increase in activity after axons arrived at the termination zone
(Fig. 3.3G). Surprisingly, branch activity was high even before the axons arrived at their
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target, suggesting the potential involvement of branching in guidance to the target.
There was minimal variation in branching rates among axons, including when normalized
to total arbor length, and rates of addition mirrored rates of loss (Fig. 3.3H; Table 3.3).
Rates calculated by order were in all cases greater than rates calculated without regard to
order (Fig. 3.3H). This reflects the notion that identifying branches by order, and comparing
changes in number of branches of each order between frames, provides a better estimate of
branching rates than simply comparing total branch number from frame to frame. For
example, the addition of a second order branch and the elimination of a third order branch
are seen as two separate events using this technique, rather than cancelling each other out
(see Methods). Of the hundreds of branches added and retracted during axonal growth
towards the termination zone, only 5-10% of branches remained at the final points of the
timeseries data, emphasizing the highly dynamic nature of branching during pathfinding
behavior (Fig. 3.3F; Table 3.3). Averaged over all axons, the rate of branch addition was
0.145±0.013µm−1hr−1, the rate of branch loss was 0.104±0.007µm−1hr−1, and the two were
significantly different (two-tailed t-test, p < 10−10), consistent with net addition of branches
over time.
3.4.2 Growth cone velocities remain steady during and after nav-
igation to the target
We investigated growth cone dynamics by tracking individual growth cone positions in each
frame of the time-lapse recordings. Only growth cones that could be tracked for at least
6 frames (1hr), and moved in that time a total of at least 10µm were included (40 growth
cones in total).
Each axon typically had several growth cones meeting tracking criteria, and new tra-
jectories were often bifurcations of previous ones (Fig. 3.4A). Instantaneous velocities of
growth cones varied within trajectories, but the variation was consistent between growth
cones (Fig. 3.4B). There were no obvious upward or downward trends in velocities over time
when averaged for individual axons (Fig. 3.4C), or when averaged over all axons (Fig. 3.4F).
Hence growth cone velocities, on average, remained roughly constant throughout the time
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that axons were imaged. This includes times after arrival at the axons’ target, where growth
cone velocity did not drop to zero as might otherwise be expected. Growth cones were still
active after arrival at the target area, and the velocity did not change as they transitioned
from growth during navigation to local exploration within the target zone.
Velocities averaged over individual axons were 10.3− 13.4µm/hr (Fig. 3.4D, Table 3.4).
Despite consistent averages, individual growth cones displayed a wide range of instantaneous
velocities, with all growth cones remaining still at some points, and reaching speeds of up to
65µm/hr ((Fig. 3.4E), Table 3.4). Averaged over all growth cones, the mean velocity was
11.7± 0.25µm/hr.
3.4.3 Axons are guided by a combination of selective branching
and target-directed growth cone motion but not growth cone
turning
Zebrafish retinotectal axons have been observed to grow directly to their targets [153], but
how they become correctly oriented has not been clearly established. Turning is an obvious
candidate for this purpose, so we analyzed this first, using quantification of trajectory shape
and direction, turning angles, and turning ratios (see Methods).
Growth cone trajectories generally appeared straight, rather than curved (Fig. 3.5A,B).
83% of trajectories (33/40) had a significant (p < 0.05) linear correlation in their x and
y positions, so that the majority of trajectories could be fit with a straight line. Angles
turned by growth cones relative to their targets were computed by comparing bearings
at subsequent time points. These instantaneous turning angles within trajectories were
approximately zero, albeit with some variability (Fig. 3.5C). When averaged over all axons
/ growth cones at time points with N ≥ 3, the turning angles at 94% (60/64) of the time
points were indistinguishable from zero (Fig. 3.5D). When these angles were averaged over
time for each growth cone, means for all 40 growth cones were statistically indistinguishable
from zero in a t-test (Fig. 3.5E). The mean for all growth cones was θdiff = 0.7
◦ ± 0.7◦, and
not significantly different from zero. Turning ratios compared the number of turns towards
the target with the number of turns away from the target within trajectories, and these were
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also centred around zero (Fig. 3.5F), with a mean of TR = 0.001± 0.03. Thus, surprisingly,
there was no evidence of turning in the trajectories of growth cones analyzed.
If growth cones do not turn, do they show other forms of target-directed motion? Cer-
tainly the axon / arbor as a whole must gradually move towards its target, and when
quantified as the distance of an arbor centroid to its termination zone through time (Fig.
3.6A), this was indeed the case. To assess whether growth cones themselves were undergoing
any target-directed motion, we measured the distance from growth cones to their termina-
tion zones through time. Most growth cones studied were observed to move steadily and
straight, with the overwhelming majority growing towards their targets, rather than away
(Fig. 3.6B,E). To quantify this, we used the slope of the target approach curve for each
trajectory (velocity relative to target). This slope, which we called the targeting gradient
(TG), reflects whether a growth cone is growing towards its termination zone (negative gra-
dient), away from its termination zone (positive gradient), or neither (approximately zero
slope). We used this targeting gradient (units of µm/hr) as a measure of target-directed
growth cone motion.
The targeting gradient showed strong evidence for target-directed growth cone motion,
in that it was typically negative (a single axon example is shown in Fig. 3.6C, all growth
cones plotted in Fig. 3.6F). When averaged over the time from tectal entry to arrival at
the termination zone, the targeting gradient for 8/10 axons was negative, and significantly
different from zero in a t-test (Fig. 3.6D). Timepoints were only analyzed when N ≥ 3.
From tectal entry to arrival at the termination zone 33% of timepoints (27/82) had targeting
gradients significantly less than zero, only 1% (1/82) had targeting gradients significantly
greater than zero, and 66% (54/82) were indistinguishable from zero in a t-test. During this
period the average targeting gradient over all axons / growth cones was −0.58± 0.06µm/hr,
demonstrating statistically significant target-directed growth during this time. After arrival
at the target, the gradient was close to zero, reflecting growth cones moving both towards,
away from, and sometimes around, the target at this time.
If growth cones do not turn, but nevertheless show a strong trend of growing towards
their target, they must use another mechanism to orient to the correct bearing. During
manual tracing of time-lapse movies, striking asymmetries in branching patterns of arbors
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were observed (Fig. 3.7A - D). Sometimes only for a few frames (<30 min), and sometimes
for longer periods (1 - 2 hrs), axons had more branches directed towards their targets than
away. Based on this, we hypothesized that selective branch addition and loss could play an
orienting role, similar to the biased interstitial branching observed in chicks and mammals.
To quantify the presence of target-directed branching, we calculated a branch ratio as a
function of time, for each axon (see Methods).
The branch ratio timeseries were predominantly positive, indicating more branches di-
rected towards the termination zone than away, up until arrival at the termination zone
(the timeseries for the axon in Fig. 3.7D is shown in Fig. 3.8A). This trend was reflected
in the averaged data for all axons (Fig. 3.8C), with positive values shown for most of the
time-lapse imaging. Branch ratios always turned negative after arrival at the termination
zone, because at this time branches will inevitably be directed away from the termination
zone. Before this time, 24% of timepoints (19/80) showed a branch ratio significantly greater
than zero, none showed a branch ratio significantly less than zero, and 76% (61/80) were not
distinguishable from zero (based on t-tests at each timepoint). Grouped data were analyzed
when N ≥ 3. Averaged over the time from tectal entry to arrival at the termination zone,
most axons (7/10) had positive branch ratios significantly different from zero in a t-test (Fig.
3.8B). Two axons had branch ratios statistically indistinguishable from zero, and one had a
negative branch ratio that was significantly different from zero. The mean branch ratio for
all axons measured up until arrival at the termination zone was BR = 0.29± 0.02, showing
a statistically significant trend from tectal entry to arrival at the termination zone. These
results suggest that selective branching plays an important role in zebrafish retinotectal axon
navigation.
In Fig. 3.8D we directly compare the branch ratio and targeting gradient measures of
guidance. The two quantities are significantly negatively correlated (Pearson’s r = −0.54,
p = 10−10).
These data show that zebrafish RGC axons use both directed growth cone motion and
selective branching to navigate to their targets. Turning does not appear to play a significant
role in guidance, and instead axons use selective branching to orient themselves correctly,
and directed motion of growth cones to approach their targets.
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3.4.4 Distance to travel, but not retinotopic position, affects guid-
ance and rates of branching
Growth cone velocities, axon branching rates, and measures of guidance showed variability
from axon to axon. We hypothesized that this variability may be partly due to differing
positions of axons within the topographic map. We therefore compared quantities of interest
with target position along rostrocaudal and mediolateral tectal axes (Fig. 3.9A-G), which
were measured using images from fixed animals at 4.5 to 6.5 dpf, and also with initial distance
to target (Fig. 3.9H), computed from the time-lapse data. As mentioned previously (see
Methods) it was not possible to determine the retinal location of the cell body corresponding
to an arbor in the tectum, and thus tectal location of the target zone was used as a surrogate
measure.
There were no significant trends in variation of velocities with target rostrocaudal (RC)
or mediolateral (ML) positions (Fig. 3.9A,B). There was a significant association between
branching rates and rostrocaudal position (extension: r = −0.64, p = 0.047; retraction:
r = −0.81, p = 0.004) but not mediolateral position (Fig. 3.9C,D). Based on this it appears
that axons with further to travel from their rostral tectal entry point exhibited lower overall
rates of branching. This is consistent with the idea that these axons undergo longer periods
of axonal growth without significant branching. Another potential reason for these trends is
that branching may be inhibited in caudal tectum by gradients of ephrin-A, as is the case
for mammals [213] and Xenopus [359]. The mediolateral axis branching rates do not show
a significant trend.
Guidance measures were averaged over all timepoints up until the point of arrival at the
termination zone to obtain a single number for quantifying guidance for each axon. These
values were then compared with stable rostrocaudal and mediolateral tectal position (Fig.
3.9E,F). There were no statistically significant trends for branch ratio or targeting gradient,
compared with rostrocaudal map position (branch ratio: r = 0.54, p = 0.11; targeting
gradient: r = 0.41, p = 0.24), or mediolateral map position (branch ratio: r = 0.10,
p = 0.78; targeting gradient: r = 0.22, p = 0.54). Hence variables other than map position
are required to explain the variance in the guidance mechanism data.
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During data analysis we noticed that axons tended to enter the tectum via one of several
fascicles located rostral to the tectum (see Fig. 3.2F), and that axons often moved laterally or
medially after this. This suggested that axons might be correcting their course after initially
entering in the wrong mediolateral position. Rough, but not perfect, mediolateral position
on tectal/SC entry has been observed previously [26, 181, 255]. Hence we hypothesized
that mediolateral difference between the tectal point of entry and the stable tectal position
(∆ML) might explain variation in guidance measures (Fig. 3.9G). Although there were weak
correlations between ∆ML and both guidance measures, they were not significant (branch
ratio: r = 0.55, p = 0.1; targeting gradient: r = 0.59, p = 0.07).There was insufficient
evidence to support the theory that errors in mediolateral entry alone could explain the
variation in later guidance measures.
A more general measure of the error correction required by navigating axons is the
distance from the initial point of tectal entry to the eventual termination zone (determined
from time-lapse imaging, rather than images of fixed animals). When we compared this
quantity to guidance measures for each axon, we found significant correlations between both
branch ratio (r = 0.83, p = 0.003) and targeting gradient (r = 0.77, p = 0.01) (Fig. 3.9H).
This result supports the idea that axons use both selective branching and directed growth
cone motion in proportion to how far away from their termination zones the axons begin.
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Summary of live imaging results
We obtained quantitative data on the branches and growth cones of retinal ganglion cell
axons during zebrafish development, focusing on 2 to 4 days post fertilization (dpf) when
the initial retinotectal map is forming. Although several recent studies have overlapped this
time frame, none have examined axon behavior in respect to navigation to the target location
on the tectum. In addition to providing quantification of variables such as average velocities
and branching rates, these data contribute to our understanding of the nature and dynamics
of axon targeting and arbor refinement.
Axons enter the tectum with varying distances to travel to their termination zone (Fig.
3.9), and begin their navigation with few or no branches, consistent with what has previously
been seen [153, 154, 319]. During 2 to 4 dpf, initial growth cone trajectories are often
erroneous (Fig. 3.8D) and the axon enters a phase of exploratory growth. During this
time the axon navigates using a combination of guidance by selective branch addition and
subtraction (Fig . 3.7, Fig. 3.8), and directed motion of growth cones towards the target
area (Fig. 3.6), but not growth cone turning (Fig. 3.5), with the extent of both types of
guidance proportional to the initial distance to the termination zone (Fig. 3.9). During
navigation there are high levels of branching, with branch addition and removal remaining
tightly balanced at all times, such that only a small fraction of branches extended remain
at any one time (Fig. 3.3, Table 3.3). This is consistent with the high turnover of branches
others have observed at this developmental timepoint, i.e. in zebrafish as young as 3 to 4 dpf
[218], and slightly later, at 4 to 5 dpf [137], as well as in Xenopus at stages 45/46 [244], though
these studies did not examine branching in relation to target-directed motion. This dynamic
but balanced branching behavior is consistent with navigation by selective branching, but not
growth cone turning. Growth cone velocity remains non-zero after arrival at the termination
zone (Fig. 3.4), while the growth cone targeting gradient approaches zero (Fig. 3.6), and the
branch ratio becomes negative (Fig. 3.8). This persistent, but non-directed, growth cone
motion may contribute to arbor extension, refinement and remodeling after arrival at the
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termination zone, past 3 to 4 dpf.
Previously, it was proposed that fish and frogs use ”direct guidance” to their target zone
in the tectum, while birds and mammals use an overshoot of the primary axon, followed by
biased interstitial branching [reviewed in 213]. Our observations lead us to conclude that
zebrafish RGC axons are not guided directly towards a target zone by growth cone turning,
but rather by selective branching. This is shown schematically in Fig. 3.10.
The time resolution of our study (10 minutes between frames) makes it difficult to track
individual branches across frames. We cannot therefore determine whether the bias in
branching towards the target is due to a bias in the direction of branch initiation, or a
bias in branch stabilization following random initiation. This remains a topic for future
study using time-lapse imaging at higher temporal resolution.
3.5.2 Comparison with previous zebrafish time-lapse imaging stud-
ies
A significant amount of previous work has examined targeting mechanisms en route to the
tectum in zebrafish, but not in the tectum itself, prior to arborization. RGC axons cross
the midline between 1.5 to 2 dpf. In the process of guidance towards the tectum, the roles
of pioneer axons and axon-axon interactions [254] and guidance cues [85, 283], have been
assayed at 5 dpf. time-lapse and still images at 1.5 to 3 dpf [146] have also been used to
study the guidance of axons from the eye to the tectum. Branching is not usually seen in
this stage of pathfinding and axons are dependent on guidance by growth cones [146].
In the zebrafish tectum, a significant body of work has focused on the regulation and
mechanisms of arborization dynamics. After axons arrive at their target locations, the
branches that form their arbors continue to remodel. Branch dynamics at this time change
as a result of several factors. Synaptogenesis is crucial to arbor rearrangements. Synapses
stabilize existing branches and support new branch extension during 3 to 10 dpf [218].
Factors that affect synaptogenesis, including guidance cues, such as Slit1a/Robo2 during 3
to 5 dpf [30], and synaptic proteins, e.g. glutamate transporters, assayed at 7 dpf [311] also
affect the patterns of arborization. In addition, activity-dependent competition has been
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observed to limit the growth of axon arbors when an RGC’s activity level is lower than
neighboring cells [137]. In particular, lower numbers of new branches were seen forming
between 4 and 5 dpf in single silenced axons, but there was no effect observed at earlier
stages, i.e. during pathfinding [137]. In separate studies from 3 to 7 dpf, silencing a single
axon was found to increase the area of the silent arbor by increasing branch length but
not number of branches [83]. At 3 to 5 dpf, global loss of activity increases the length of
branches and area of arbors, without altering the rates of branch addition or deletion [292].
Finally, retrograde signals, such as arachidonic acid, were observed to increase axon branch
stability in zebrafish between 3 to 5 dpf [185]. While not focusing on targeting mechanisms,
other investigators have noted unexpectedly high rates of branching at 3 to 4 dpf [218], and
certain ”bottlebrush” branching patterns of immature arbors at 4 to 5 dpf [294], which are
consistent with our own results. However, these studies did not attempt to link the process
of branch remodelling to navigation across the tectum.
Indeed, few time-lapse studies have focused on the targeting of individual RGC axons
on the tectum. The strongest evidence for directed growth in zebrafish development comes
from the pioneering work of Kaethner and Stuermer [153, 154, 319]. Of this work, the
most influential has been the time-lapse imaging performed in Kaethner (1992) [153], which
concluded “Growth cones traveled unerringly into the direction of their retinotopic targets
without branching en route. At their target and only there, the axons began to form terminal
arborizations. . . ”. The authors noted occasional navigational errors that were corrected by
branching, but concluded these were rare events. This work is currently used to support
textbook explanations, such as ”in frog and fish embryos, retinal axons project to roughly the
correct topographic site in the tectum, and then begin to branch” [287]. These conclusions
contrast significantly with our own, which may be at least partly due to the improved imaging
methodology used in our study and partly due to a different interpretation of the branching
seen during imaging. By updating the techniques used we were able to image axons for
longer without phototoxic effects use confocal stacks to capture branches at different depths,
and perform a rigorous quantitative analysis.
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3.5.3 Comparison with studies in Xenopus, goldfish and newt
Some comparable work on retinotectal axon guidance has been performed in amphibians
as well as other fish species. In Xenopus, time-lapse imaging has been used to examine
the early targeting behavior of axons en route to the tectum [38, 118]. As axons moved
from the optic tract into the tectal neuropil, growth cones were observed to slow and be-
come more complex, before stopping at or just past the target zone, not overshooting as
in mammals/avian systems [118, 213]. After forward movement slowed, backbranching oc-
cured, with new branches sprouting from the axon shaft behind the leading growth cone and
forming the basis of the axon’s initial arbor [118]. Further time-lapse imaging revealed the
highly dynamic nature of the branching involved in the shifting connections at the target
zone [356]. time-lapse imaging has also illustrated the interaction between branching and
activity on the tectum [244, 261, 277] along with the modulation of activity and remodelling
by neurotrophic factors [43, 46]. Arbor remodeling over days contributes to Xenopus retino-
tectal topography [245]. Based on his observations in Xenopus, Fujisawa [88] suggested that
selective branching could subserve the ‘shifting connections’ that allow the retinotectal map
to expand with a growing tectum, and that it could also be used to refine targeting.
Previous work in fixed tissue has also hinted that selective branching may play a role
in a number of fish and amphibian species during the process of regeneration. In goldfish,
observations of regenerating retinotectal axons suggested selective branching may be involved
in target-directed orientation, whereas normally developing axons grew directly to their
targets, with or without course corrections [320–322]. In goldfish, time-lapse imaging has
suggested that targeting errors are corrected by random movements of axonal processes,
where a single, predominantly unbranched, axon will grow without an apparent directional
bias, but will retract and change direction more often if it is in an ectopic location [52]. In
newt, Fujisawa [89] also concluded that selective branching may be used in targeting error
correction in regenerating retinotectal axons, but not in normally developing axons.
While the involvement of branching in targeting has been suggested by qualitative obser-
vations in some of the above studies, this has not been followed up by quantitative time-lapse
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studies. Quantification of these observations is important because branching may be under-
estimated in purely qualitative analysis. For example we have shown that, early on in axon
targeting, relatively few branches exist at any one point in time, but that branching is still
highly dynamic and selective. Terminal arborization is typically considered to be a phase of
extensive, localized branching. Our results suggest that, at least initially during this phase,
branch selectivity continues, and that this phase actually represents just a slight shift in the
balance between branches added and retracted, so that the arbor grows, and in a targeted
manner.
3.5.4 Mechanisms of branch control during pathfinding
The similarities seen between the dynamics of axon branching during pathfinding and in
subsequent remodelling suggest that previous studies of arbor rearrangements may inform
our understanding of branching. In Xenopus, Ruthazer [277] determined that branches were
selectively eliminated from incorrect targets, rather than being initiated only in the correct
area. Synapses provide points to both initiate and stabilizing branches as seen by Meyer[218]
as early as 3 dpf. This time in development correlates with when visual responses can first
be evoked [67, 236] yet the first axons reach the tectum closer to 2 dpf [28, 319]. During
this time, axons from later born RGCs are still growing into the tectum while the first axons
to reach the tectum are forming functional connections, leading to an overlap in observed
behaviors. However, the use of tetrodotoxin, which blocks electrical activity, was not seen to
affect the gross targeting of zebrafish RGC axons [323] suggesting that the initial pathfinding
does not depend as much on correlated activity as later arbor refinement processes [reviewed
in 279]. This could mean that, while the dynamics of branching do not drastically change,
the mechanisms controlling branching may transition during development to become more
dependent on activity.
At the molecular level, a number of different molecules have recently been shown to
influence axonal branching in general. In particular many extracellular cues previously im-
plicated in axon growth and guidance, such as Slits, class III semaphorins, ephrins, Wnts,
neurotrophic factors and extracellular matrix proteins, are now known to guide, promote or
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inhibit axon branches as well [reviewed in 18]. Intracellular signalling molecules involved
in branching include kinases, transcription factors, RhoGTPases, ubiquitin ligases and cy-
toskeleton associated proteins [18]. In birds and rodents the interaction between levels of
eph receptor on the axon and ephrin levels in the tectum appears to play a crucial role in
restricting branching to topographically appropriate regions [276, 367]. Our data suggest
that slightly different molecular mechanisms might apply in the zebrafish, since branching
is more promiscuous and continually increases as the axon moves across the tectum. An
obvious possibility is that branches serve to sample whether the region of tectum at the
branch tip has a more appropriate ephrin level than the site of branch initiation; however
this remains to be tested.
3.5.5 Computational models of branching in retinotectal map for-
mation
Axonal branching has been included in some computational models to expand the tectal
region sampled [e.g. 247, 308, 353]. Models focused more particularly on branching include
Yates [368] and Godfrey [102], though these were primarily designed to reproduce patterns
seen in chicks and rodents. Tsigankov [342] proposed more fundamental roles for branching,
and investigated more generally what branching rules might be optimal for axons versus
dendrites. Dendrite branching in particular was considered by Niell [234], who investigated
a ‘synaptotropic’ mechanism of selective stabilisation of filopodia from dendritic branches.
Gierer [100] described a variety of possible branching rules based on whether the growth cone
sensed it was growing up or down a tectal gradient. Elucidating the precise computational
mechanisms underlying the biased branching observed in our data provides an interesting
direction for future work.
3.5.6 Mechanisms of initial map development
The data we have presented suggest that biased branching should be included as a guidance
mechanism of zebrafish RGC axons during navigation across the tectum. While ‘directed
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growth’ towards the tectal target does occur, this happens through exploratory branching
and maintenance of branches oriented towards the target. Growth cones on these branches
extend towards the target area without turning. Any course corrections are made through
another round of branching and subsequent target-directed branch stabilization and growth
cone extension. Through this iterative process, the axons navigate to their target location.
We did not observe any ’directed growth’ without branching.
We therefore suggest that classifying retinotectal mapping mechanisms for different species
as ‘directed growth’ for amphibians and fish, and ‘selective/biased branching’ for mammals
and chicks [213] may need modification. Selective branching must always be accompanied
by some form of target directed motion, otherwise progress towards the target cannot occur.
Hence species that utilize selective or biased branching must also end up displaying target
directed motion. It may be that there are no examples of pure growth cone navigation on
the tectum / SC in the development of these maps, and that all rely at least in part on
selective branching.
Our results also help to clarify the concept of ‘directed growth’ itself, which has not
previously been well characterized. We distinguished target-directed growth cone motion,
from orienting mechanisms such as growth cone turning or selective branching. We then
showed that (1) selective branching, and not turning, is used to orient zebrafish retinotectal
axons and branches, and (2) directed motion of these properly oriented growth cones occurs.
To our knowledge, there is little evidence for growth cone turning in RGC axon navigation
on the tectum / SC. One consequence of this is that the curved trajectories seen in some
fish / amphibians [e.g. 87, 322], which have been previously been suggested in theoretical
work to result from growth cone turning due to guidance cues [99, 100], and / or competitive
influences [308], may instead be due to branching-based course corrections, or potentially
tectal growth effects on initially straight trajectories.
Although we argue that selective branching is important in zebrafish retinotectal map
formation, but growth cone turning is not, the two concepts may share mechanistic links.
Growth cone turning involves filopodia on one side of a growth cone extending and growing at
the expense of those on the other side, which is mechanistically similar to selective branching,
but on a smaller scale. This distinction may be more one of scale than of fundamental
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mechanism.
We can further refine the concept of selective branching in retinotectal / retinocollicu-
lar map development. As noted by Hua [138], branch selection could proceed in two ways:
sequentially, with a phase of exuberant branching, followed by widespread pruning; or simul-
taneously, with branch formation and elimination proceeding in tandem. Our work in fish,
the work of Ruthazer [277] in Xenopus , and the recent work of Dhande [60] in mice, suggests
that selective branching and elimination in retinotopic map formation occurs simultaneously
across all species.
3.5.7 Conclusion
We performed in vivo time-lapse imaging of 2 to 4 dpf zebrafish retinotectal axon growth
and targeting, using the BGUG (Brn3c:GAL4;UAS:mGFP) transgene [362], in which retinal
ganglion cells are sparsely labeled with mGFP. This allowed us to visualize individual axons
in vivo for periods of 10-21 hrs without the phototoxicity associated with lipophilic dyes
such as DiI [153, 256]. We looked quantitatively at the pathfinding dynamics of initial
map targeting during 2 to 4 dpf, rather than rearrangements later in development. We
found that growth cones move with mostly straight trajectories without turning. Instead,
axons branch abundantly, with more branches oriented towards their target zone than away.
Only a small percentage of these branches are kept. Growth cones at the tips of branches
oriented towards the eventual termination zone grow ’directly’ towards their target. This
argues for an unexpectedly central role for selective branching during pathfinding in zebrafish
retinotectal axons. Our work clarifies the notion of directed growth of axons by quantifying
growth cone motion, turning, and branching, and analyzing these quantities relative to the
axons’ targets. These results suggest that, contrary to previous belief, selective branching
during initial pathfinding may be a ubiquitous feature of guidance during retinotectal /
retinocollicular map formation across a range of species, rather than being restricted to
birds and mammals.
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3.6 Tables
Name Structure of Immunogen Manufacturer’s Details
Anti-acetylated Tubulin Epitope on the α 3 isoform of
Chlamydomonas axonemal α-tubulin
within four residues of acetylated
Lys-40
Sigma, Cat #T7451,
Mouse monoclonal
Anti-GFP Highly-purified native GFP from Ae-
quorea victoria
Millipore, Cat #AB3080P,
Rabbit Polyclonal
Table 3.1: Antibody Characterization. Previously characterized anti-acetylated tubulin
and GFP were used in this work.
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Fish Axon Hours of video
1 1 21
1 2 15
1 3 10
2 4 19
2 5 20
3 6 16
4 7 15
4 8 13
5 9 15
6 10 18
Total 162
Table 3.2: Description of live imaging data. Ten axons from six larvae provided videos
with axons that met the criteria for inclusion.
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Axon Added Retracted Net Gain Frames rext (µm−1hr−1) rret (µm−1hr−1)
1 157 140 17 126 0.107 0.083
2 149 136 13 90 0.124 0.088
3 66 59 7 59 0.242 0.145
4 227 212 15 112 0.116 0.090
5 426 393 33 120 0.150 0.123
6 179 164 15 97 0.117 0.082
7 143 136 7 88 0.159 0.123
8 94 85 9 81 0.114 0.081
9 175 155 20 91 0.141 0.110
10 202 176 26 111 0.178 0.118
Total 1818 1656 162 975 Mean 0.145 ± 0.013 0.104 ± 0.007
Table 3.3: Branch addition and retraction values. For each axon (rows) total number of
branches added, retracted, and net number of branches are shown (left side of table), as well as
average rates of branch addition and loss (right side of table). Total branch numbers and averages
were calculated over the entirety of the timeseries data for each axon.
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Axon vmax (µ/hr) vav (µ/hr)
1 29.0 10.3
2 46.7 12.5
3 39.0 10.7
4 55.4 13.4
5 52.0 11.3
6 43.4 11.9
7 45.6 10.8
8 65.0 11.2
9 36.5 11.0
10 50.8 12.6
All 65.0 11.7 ± 0.3
Table 3.4: Growth cone velocity data. For individual axons (rows) maximum velocity
recorded and average velocity over its trajectory are tabulated in µm/ hr. The average velocity
contains pooled data from multiple growth cones within each individual axon. Minimum velocity
for all axons was zero, as all axons paused for at least one frames. Maximum velocity for all axons,
and mean velocity and standard error over all axons is shown in the bottom row.
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3.7 Figures
Figure 3.1: Image sequence from an example time-lapse movie. Example movie frames
from time-lapse imaging of a zebrafish embryo containing BGUG and Atoh7:GAL4. RGC axons are
labeled with mGFP (green) and there is notable skin autofluorescence. R, rostral; C, caudal; M,
medial; L, lateral. Temporal progression is left to right, top to bottom. Sequence of images every
2.5hrs of a 20hr movie, corresponding to the period of 56-76hpf. Arrows indicate axons traced in
this movie. In the first panel (t = 0hrs) the ipsilateral eye is marked with a dashed white line, and
optic tectum (OT) is outlined with a dotted white line. The first labeled axon to arrive on the
tectum (purple arrow), was followed shortly by a second (orange arrow), and both contributed to
the time-lapse data. Other axons entered the tectum at later stages (white arrowheads), but were
not analyzed. Scale bar 50µm.
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Figure 3.2: Image analysis and axon tracing for in vivo time-lapse and fixed im-
munostained imaging. (A-D) A single frame of data and analysis from one of the time-lapse
movies. (A) Raw image. Three axons were already on the tectum (arrows), and two were entering
the tectum (arrowheads). The axon enclosed by the blue box is considered in the rest of the figure.
Scale bar 50µm. R, rostral; C, caudal; M, medial; L, lateral. (B) Cropped image, zoomed in on the
selected axon in A. (C) The tracing of the axon in A & B, with convex hull fit (red) to the branch
end points (black ‘x’s). Free branch endings were used in the analysis of total arbor area and cen-
troid location. (D) Distribution of branch lengths in this frame including two branches that do not
have free endings. (E,F) Zebrafish embryo at 5dpf; fixed, permeabilized, and immunostained using
anti-acetylated tubulin (magenta) and anti-GFP (green). (E) 10x magnification. Eyes, forebrain
(Fb), midbrain (Mb), and cerebellum (Cb) / hindbrain (Hb) are visible. Labeled RGC arbors
were visible in both tecta. Arbor of interest marked with white arrow, others marked by white
arrowheads. Scale bar 100µm. (F) 20x magnification. Two RGCs were visible on the neuropil of
the optic tectum. The neuropil had a scalloped, meshwork appearance, and was surrounded by
radial projections. Axons entered the tectum in one of several fascicles (F, white bracket) rostral
to the tectum. Arbor of interest marked with white arrow, another axon is marked by a white
arrowhead. Scale bar 50µm.
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Figure 3.3: Highly dynamic branch addition and subtraction are tightly balanced.
Branching dynamics for a single example axon (top row, A-D) and averaged over all axons (bottom
row, E-H). Vertical dashed line in E represents the time of target arrival, t=0, about which data were
aligned. (A,E) Total number of branches increased with time for an individual axon (A) and for
pooled axon data (E). (B) Number of branches added (positive values) or retracted (negative values)
from the previous frame. Branch addition and loss were tightly coupled, yet the small positive bias
resulted in the net branch addition in A. (C,D,F) A large number of branches were added and
retracted in individual axons (C), but the net number of branches was comparatively small in
individual axons (D) and over all axons (F). (G) The average number of branch additions (blue)
and losses (red) increased steadily with time. We did not observe any sudden change in dynamics
when the axon arrived at the termination zone and began to arborize. (H) Rates of addition
(blue) and rates of loss (red) were tightly balanced within axons, but with addition slightly greater
than retraction, giving the positive net differences in branch numbers (C,D,F). Rates calculated
using total branch numbers (’x’) were smaller than those calculated by branch order (’o’), as the
latter method can better distinguish between individual branches on the basis of their order (see
Methods). Rates normalized to arbor length (H), were similar across axons. Error bars in E, F
and G represent SEM.
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Figure 3.4: Figure 4: Growth cone velocity is consistent throughout navigation and
among axons. Trajectories and velocities from a single example axon (A-C), and data from
all axons (D-F). (A) Growth cone trajectories across the tectum. Different colors correspond to
different growth cones. Initially only one growth cone was present (blue), which was then replaced
by two short-lived growth cones (red, green), followed by two more growth cones (purple, cyan).
(B) Instantaneous velocity varied among growth cones, and no trends were obvious for individual
trajectories. Colors correspond to growth cones in (A). (C,F) Averaged instantaneous velocity of
growth cones from the same axon as in A & B showed no obvious trends with time (C), and this
was also true of the pooled axon / growth cone data (F; error bars are SEM, t=0 is the time of
target arrival, about which data were aligned). (D,E) Mean velocities for individual axons (D) and
growth cones (E) were similar among axons and growth cones. Error bars are SEM.
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Figure 3.5: Growth cone trajectories do not show significant turning towards their
targets. (A,B) Trajectories of all growth cones plotted with a common starting point at the origin
(A, growth is radially outward), and plotted with a common termination zone at the origin (B,
growth is radially inward). Different colors indicate different growth cones. Most trajectories were
straight, with little to no obvious turning towards their target. (C-E) Growth cone turning angles.
Positive values indicate turning towards a growth cone’s target, negative values indicate turning
away from the target. (C,D) Timeseries of instantaneous growth cone turning angles relative to
their targets were centered around zero, in individual axons (C, different colors are different growth
cones), and averaged over all axons (D, error bars are SEM). (E) The cumulative distribution of
average turning angle for growth cones is centered around zero. Error bars are SEM. (F) Turning
ratio for growth cone trajectories. A positive ratio indicates a growth cone made more turns towards
its target than away, and a negative ratio indicates a growth cone made more turns away from its
target than towards. The cumulative distribution of turning ratios is also centered around zero.
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Figure 3.6: Growth cones exhibit target-directed motion. Axon and growth cone motion
relative to their targets is shown for a single axon (A-C) and for all axons (D-F). (A,B) The axon
arbor centroid (A) and most growth cones from the same axon (B, different growth cones shown
in different colors) move steadily towards their target. One growth cone (green) moved parallel to
the target, while after arrival at the target (t=0) two growth cones moved away from the target.
Target-directed growth cone motion was quantified by the targeting gradient, TG, which is the
pooled and averaged slopes of the curves shown in B (i.e., the gradient of the target approach
curve). A negative gradient indicates motion towards the target, and a positive gradient indicates
motion away from the target. The targeting gradient remained negative for most of the time
imaged, until target arrival. (D) The time-averaged targeting gradients were significantly negative
for 8/10 axons studied (cumulative distribution shown; error bars are SEM). Axon in A-C shown
with red dot. (E,F) Similarly to the axon in B & C, the pooled axon data show that the majority of
growth cones had negative slopes (E), and that the targeting gradient was predominantly negative
during navigation to the target (F). Vertical dashed lines in E & F represent the point t=0 about
which movies were aligned.
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Figure 3.7: Selective branching guides axons towards their target area Individual
tracings for 4 axons (A - D) showing selective branching in retinotectal axon guidance. The axons
initially grew straight, then paused and extended branches in both directions, then sent out branches
with an improved orientation with respect to its target at approximately 90◦ to the primary shaft,
and then sent out higher order branches directly to the termination zone (red ’x’). (A) Times
elapsed between frames: 120, 130 and 110 minutes. (B) Time elapsed between frames: 50, 50,
and 150 minutes. (C) Time elapsed between frames: 70, 90, and 100 minutes. (D) Time elapsed
between frames: 180, 120, and 200 minutes.
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Figure 3.8: Figure 8: Axons preferentially stabilize branches oriented towards their
targets. The branch ratio time-series for the axon in Fig. 3.7D remained positive for the majority
of the time it was imaged, until arrival at its target (triangles and crosses indicate time and branch
ratio of four panels in Fig. 3.7D). Dashed line indicates a 2hr gap where two time-lapse movies
were joined. Branch ratio can vary from -1 to +1, with positive values indicating more branches are
oriented towards its target than away. (B) The cumulative distribution of time-averaged branch
ratios shows that 7/10 axons had a significantly positive ratio, and 1/10 had a significantly negative
branch ratio (error bars are SEM; axon in Fig. 3.7D and Fig. 3.8A is shown with a red dot). (C)
Pooled branch ratio time-series show that the positive trend seen in A also held across all axons
imaged (blue line is the mean, green error bars are SEM). (D) Selective branching (measured by
mean branch ratio, blue) and directed growth (measured by mean target approach gradient, red)
were negatively correlated. Vertical dashed lines in C & D represent the time of target arrival, t=0,
about which data were aligned.
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Figure 3.10: Models of guidance across the tectum. Different species use different varia-
tions of pathfinding mechanisms to establish the initial retinotopic map on the tectum / superior
colliculus. Top row: In chicks / mammals, axons grow caudally across the superior colliculus
and overshoot the target area (dashed ovals). Interstitial branches then extend, and once a branch
reaches the termination zone, further branching and arborization begins. Incorrectly oriented
branches and the axon overshoot are pruned back. Middle row: Previously, fish / frogs were
thought to depend on ”direct guidance” by the growth cone, which would guide an unbranched
axon to the target zone. Subsequently, the axon would initiate branching to form an arbor. Bot-
tom row: We suggest a new model for fish that takes into account the biased branching seen
during pathfinding. As the axon extends into the tectum, dynamic branches are added and elimi-
nated, with a bias for branches to project towards the target zone. Branches have a high turnover
rate and most are lost. Branches continue to be added once the axon halts forward progress and
starts to arborize in its termination zone. Thus, both mammals/chicks and fish rely on selective
branching, and although the patterns of growth are different, the mechanisms of pathfinding may
be more similar than previously believed. In the summary figures for each condition (right column)
green lines represent branches that have been maintained, and red the portions of the axon that
have been eliminated over time. Axons grow in from the rostral edge of the tectum / superior
colliculus (top). Schematics for development of chick/mammal retinotectal growth and a classic
view of fish / frog retinotectal arborization were adapted from McLaughlin and O’Leary (2005).
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4
The influence of activity
4.1 Abstract
The relative importance of neural activity versus activity-independent cues in shaping the
initial wiring of the brain is still largely an open question. While activity is clearly critical
for circuit rearrangements after initial connections have been made, whether it also plays a
role in initial axon pathfinding remains to be determined. Here we investigated this question
using the guidance of zebrafish retinal ganglion cell axons to their targets in the tectum as
a model. Recent results have implicated biased branching as a key feature of pathfinding
in the zebrafish tectum. Using tetrodotoxin to silence neural activity globally, we found a
decrease in the area covered by axon branches during pathfinding. After reaching the target,
there were dynamic differences in axon length, area and the number of branches between
conditions. However other aspects of pathfinding were unaffected by silencing, including
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the ratio of branches directed towards the target, length, and number of branches, as well
as turning angle, velocity, and number of growth cones per axon. These results challenge
the hypothesis that neural connections develop in sequential stages of molecularly guided
pathfinding and activity-based refinement. Despite a maintenance of overall guidance, axon
pathfinding dynamics can nevertheless be altered by activity loss.
4.2 Introduction
The role of neural activity in shaping brain structure is a critical question in neuroscience.
Patterned activity is well known to affect the refinement of connections once axons have
reached their targets [reviewed in 167], but whether it also affects the initial guidance of
axons to those targets is unknown. There is evidence both for and against this hypothesis.
Pulses of electrical activity can increase the responses of axons to attractive cues and convert
repulsion into attraction in vitro [221], which suggests that activity could potentially help
guide the turning responses of growth cones in vivo. The loss of neural activity during
development also leads to regional mistargeting and disruptions to patterned layering in
the cortex [34], and imbalances of activity between the two cortical hemispheres can lead
to defects of callosal axon guidance [324]. Conversely, general patterns of connections can
persist despite activity loss in mammals [316], chick [174], axolotl [117], and fish [101, 154],
although the connections later fail to refine into precisely connected circuits [e.g. 272, 277,
364]. There is increasing support for the idea that activity and biochemical mechanisms
cooperate during brain development [reviewed in 93, 279, 315]. However, many important
questions remain unanswered.
The retinotectal projection is an important model addressing the contributions of activity
to axon guidance in vivo. In zebrafish, this pathway is near the surface of the brain and
easily visualized during development. Axons from the retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) traverse
the midline to the contralateral tectum. At the tectum, they grow through the neuropil
to a target area where they establish a terminal arbor. These arbors form a topographic
map which preserves the spatial relationships between the positions of their cell bodies in
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the retina and dendritic receptive fields in the tectum [168]. Maintaining this map during
continued retinal and tectal growth requires ongoing synaptic plasticity. While the tectum
and retina generate new cells along mismatched axes [e.g. 82, 94, 215, 265] RGC axonal
arbors rearrange their branches and synaptic structures to compensate.
Early evidence suggested that in fish, growth cones guide axons directly to their targets
between 3 to 5 days post fertilisation (dpf) [153, 319]. However recent results have shown
that dynamic branches are present during the targeting phase, and that growth cones extend
in straight trajectories after initiation rather than turning towards the target [309]. The
branches are selectively initiated or stabilized to decrease the distance to the eventual zone
of arborization, creating more branches pointing towards the target direction than away
[309]. There is a high rate of turnover in branches over the pathfinding period, similar to
periods of later plasticity occurring after 5 dpf.
An important unanswered question in this past work is whether axonal branching dynam-
ics during the pathfinding phase are affected by early neural activity. Similarities between
the dynamics of branching during pathfinding and during rearrangement suggests that pre-
vious insights into branch control during rearrangement may apply to pathfinding as well.
However work investigating the role of neural activity in branch rearrangement has produced
conflicting results. For individual arbors, blocking activity decreases the length and number
of branches after 5 dpf [101]. Suppressing activity increases the rate of branch extensions
and retractions measured at 6 to 7 dpf [83, 244]. In contrast, silencing can also cause smaller
and less complex arbors to form, and decreases the mobility of axons and their branches as
early as 5 dpf [137]. It thus was not obvious what effect activity might have on the biased
branching mechanism of initial pathfinding (from 2.5 to 4 dpf) identified by Simpson [309].
Here we investigated this question by injecting tetrodotoxin (TTX) into developing ze-
brafish. We explored the role of neural activity in pathfinding by taking detailed measure-
ments every 10 minutes for up to 44 hours and quantifying the changes to the pathfinding
behavior in single RGC axons as they traveled across the tectum to their target. We found
that the area explored by axon branches during pathfinding was decreased after TTX injec-
tions. The remaining dynamics of pathfinding were similar to controls, and in particular the
biased branching during pathfinding was maintained despite of the loss of activity. Growth
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cone turning angles were also similar between both groups. These data show that global
activity contributes to the initial guidance to the target in this system but is not necessary
for overall pathfinding.
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4.3 Materials and methods
4.3.1 Breeding and raising
Adult zebrafish were raised by The University of Queensland Biological Resources (UQBR)
Aquatics team. Fish were kept on a 14/10 hour light/dark cycle. Embryos were obtained by
timed matings between zebrafish carrying a variegated BGUG (Brn3c:GAL4;UAS:mGFP)
transgene [300] and Atoh7:GAL4 transgenic fish. Embryos developed in E3 buffer media (5
mM NaCl, 0.17 mM KCl, 0.33 mM CaCl2, 0.33 mM MgSO4) supplemented with 0.00003%
methylene blue (30 ppm) for the first 24 hours. After this point, E3 with 200 µM (0.003%)
PTU (N-phenylthiourea, Sigma Aldrich) was used to disrupt pigment formation for clear
imaging [160]. BGUG expressing embryos were screened out from the crosses to obtain
larvae with a low density of fluorescently labelled RGCs. All procedures were performed
with approval from The University of Queensland Animal Ethics Committee (in accordance
with approvals SBMS/362/10/NHMRC, IMB/181/13/BREED and IBC/777/SBMS/2012).
4.3.2 TTX Injections
At 54 hpf, embryos were anaesthetised in 0.016% tricaine (MS-222) dissolved in E3. The
embryos were then mounted in 1.5% low melting point SeaPlaque Agarose (Lonza). TTX
powder (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in milliQ H2O with 110 µL of 20mM citrate to create
a 1 mM TTX solution. Phenol red was added to the injected aliquots for visibility. TTX
travels throughout the entire larva at this stage and results in paralysis [101, 322]. To avoid
damage to the retinotectal system, we injected 4.5 - 9 nL of 1 mM TTX into the yolk rather
than into the eye or the tectum as has previously been described [101, 323]. Control fish were
injected in a similar fashion with E3 and phenol red. After injection, embryos were carefully
removed from the agar and allowed to recover in E3 media at 28.5 ◦C for 1 - 6 hours. For the
TTX treated group, injected embryos were paralysed except for their heartbeats and did not
respond to touch. Any embryo responding to touch was discarded. Paralysis was an initial
indicator of successful TTX treatment. Previous studies have shown that zebrafish injected
with TTX at 30–36 hpf remain both silenced and paralysed until 150 hpf (Stuermer et al.,
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1990) and we observed movement returning to the fish after a similar length of time.
4.3.3 Measuring activity
To test neural activity levels after TTX injection, we imaged melanophore deficient ”nacre”
zebrafish [192] expressing a pan-neuronal calcium indicator GCaMP5 [3, 250] expressed as a
transgenic Gal4:HuC; UAS:GCaMP5 reporter line (Scott lab). Images were rapidly streamed
(10 Hz) from a spinning disk confocal microscope (inverted Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 utilising a
W1 Yokogawa spinning disk module and a Hamamatsu Flash4.0 sCMOS camera, controlled
by Sildebook 5.5 software, 40x C-Apochromat lens 1.2 W Korr UV - VIS - IR, ∞/1.14
- 1.19). The 488 nm laser was used to record changes in fluorescence over time. The
tectal neuropil displayed activity from both the entering RGCs and the recipient tectal cell
dendrites and, since the TTX permeated the embryos, the tectal neuropil was a readout for
activity in both the RGCs and the tectal cells. Analysis of the image series was done in
ImageJ. The fractional changes in fluorescence over baseline levels (∆F/F0) were calculated
as in Akerboom [3]. ROI’s were chosen along the anterior, posterior, central, medial, and
lateral margins of the tectal neuropil, avoiding cell bodies. The fluorescence of each ROI
was measured over 100 frames (10 seconds) isolated from 90 second movies from six fish in
each condition, imaged over two consecutive days post-injection. ∆F/F was determined by
dividing frames showing activity by frames where no activity was observed. If no activity was
observed, 100 early frames were compared against 100 later frames as a background. Movies
where the background fluorescence showed unusual slow rises in fluorescence or bleaching
were excluded from the analysis.
4.3.4 Time-lapse imaging
Larvae bearing sparsely labelled RGCs were mounted in 1.5% low melting point agar (SeaPlaque;
Lonza) as previously described [309]. The axons were imaged using a Plan-Apochromat 20x
/ 0.8 M27 objective on a Zeiss LSM 510 inverted confocal microscope with an incubation
chamber set to 28.5 ◦C. Stacks of up to 60 µm were taken through the developing tectum
every 10 minutes using a 488-nm laser set at 7.5% power and using a BP 505 - 530 filter.
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Pinhole diameter was kept to 150 µm. The microscope contained a motorized stage allowed
multiple fish to be mounted in the same dish and imaged concurrently. The imaging ran for
up to 44 hours continually, with axons growing in to the tectum at variable points during the
time-lapse. For analysis, images were flattened into maximum intensity projections using
Zen imaging software, as the arbors on the tectum are mostly planar [83]. The movies were
exported as AVIs and adjusted for brightness and contrast in ImageJ to ensure the axons
were clearly visible. Ten individual axons were chosen from each condition for quantification.
Each axon was aligned with respect to the time they stopped moving forward, defining the
arrival at target (t = 0).
4.3.5 Time-lapse analysis
Researchers were blinded to treatment groups before analyses were performed. Custom
Matlab (Mathworks) programs were used to isolate individual axons growing into the tectum.
A semi-automated tracing process obtained the branch skeleton structure of the axon. The
Manual Tracking plugin for ImageJ was used to follow the trajectories of growth cones.
Data were then loaded into Matlab for quantitative analysis. A detailed description of
the functions of the analysis program has been published previously [309]. For statistical
analyses, the normality of sample distributions was first tested using the Shapiro-Wilks
test. For normal distributions the built-in ”ttest” (for one sample) or ”ttest2” (for unpaired
two-sample comparisons) functions in Matlab were used to determine p-values, allowing for
potentially unequal variances of the two populations. When the sample distributions were
not normal, the Mann-Whitney U test (”ranksum” in Matlab) was used to determine if there
was a statistical difference. When multiple comparisons were made, as for over time-series,
a Bonferroni correction was used.
4.3.6 Whole-mount immunochemistry
After the time-lapse movies were completed, fish were freed from the agar and anaesthetised
in 0.02% tricaine (MS-222). Fish were then fixed in 4% PFA for 2.5 hours at room tem-
perature. The fixed tissues were then washed thoroughly in PBS and permeabilized using 1
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mg/ml collagenase for 1.5 hours at room temperature. Primary antibodies detecting mono-
clonal acetylated tubulin raised in mice (Sigma, #T7451) and rabbit anti-GFP (Millipore,
#AB3080P) were added at a concentration of 1:1000 in PBS + 0.2% Triton-X-100 overnight
at 4◦C. Primaries were washed out and secondaries Alexa Fluor 555 goat-anti-mouse (Life
Technologies, A-11018) and Alexa Fluor 488 donkey-anti-rabbit (Life Technologies, A10040)
were added at 1:500 and left overnight with rotation at 4◦C. The fixed and immunostained
samples could then be imaged to determine the final target area against the extent of the
tectal surface. Brightness and contrast of each channel was adjusted in ImageJ for clear
visibility.
4.4 Results
We imaged axon pathfinding across the tectum (Figure 4.1A). Each axon travelled to a
retinotopic location on the tectum before arborizing (Figure 4.1B). Simpson [309] showed
that zebrafish RGC axons display biased branching during pathfinding to their target zone
(schematized in Figure 4.1C). We asked whether the biased extension or stabilization of
branches may be informed, at least partially, by early activity in the retinotectal system.
TTX successfully blocked action potentials in both the retina and the tectum when in-
jected into the yolk of a developing zebrafish (Figure 4.2). Gal4:HuC; UAS:GCaMP5 trans-
genic larvae were used to visualize calcium levels representing neural activity. As cellular
responsiveness in the periventricular layers of the tectum differed among controls, we chose
to use regions of the neuropil for analysis as it reliably displayed activity. In control animals
at 4 and 5 dpf, the tectal neuropil exhibited frequent spontaneous activity (traces in Figure
4.2C and D). Diffuse blue light from the 488 nm laser also drove tectal activity for a few
seconds in the superficial neuropil as previously described [325]. Control fish displayed this
response, and spontaneous activity was often observed in the neuropil afterwards. After
TTX had been injected, the neuropil did not show spontaneous activity nor any response to
the laser light turning on. Usually activity (a sharp increase of ∆F/F) occurred in medial
or lateral regions in controls, and less often in the extreme anterior or posterior regions. In
1000 control frames, 6 events with ∆F/F were observed spanning 44 frames. No events were
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observed in 1000 frames from TTX treated fish (representative traces in Figure 4.2E) (n =
6 zebrafish, 30 sampling areas). The inhibition of activity was still apparent 32 hours after
injection at 5 dpf (Figure 4.2F).
For imaging the dynamics of growing axons, variegated BGUG fish were mounted in agar
and injected with TTX or E3 at 54 hpf. Controls and TTX treated embryos were taken from
the same clutch. The fish were imaged from 2.5 to 4.5 dpf. The resulting time-lapse movies
of axon growth appeared similar by eye for TTX treated and control axons (Figure 4.3).
Aspects of axon growth were quantitatively measured. One of the more interesting growth
patterns was the biased branching, measured by the branch ratio in each frame. The branch
ratio was defined in terms of the number of branches pointing towards the target (T ) and the
number of branches pointing away (A) at each time point by (T −A)/(T +A). The branch
ratios over time for individual control and TTX axons are shown in Figure 4.4A and B. The
branch ratios were similar between TTX and control groups (n = 10 axons, Figure 4.4C, D).
Both groups had tightly balanced rates of addition and deletion of branches between movie
frames (Figure 4.4E).
To compare the two groups quantitatively, each individual axon’s branch ratio over time
was fit to a straight line. Both lines had similar slopes representing the change in the branch
ratio over the entire time-lapse sequence (TTX -0.04 ± 0.04 hr−1, Controls -0.02 ± 0.03
hr−1, p = 0.21) (Figure 4.4F). Each of the groups also had similar branch ratios at time
zero when their targets were reached (TTX 0.005 ± 0.10, Controls -0.07 ± 0.12, p = 0.14)
(Figure 4.4F, first four measures). The mean of the branch ratio for each axon was then
calculated for two developmental stages: before hitting the target zone (pathfinding) and
after (arborization). Overall, before reaching the target zone the branch ratio was positive
and similar between the two groups (TTX 0.18 ± 0.10, Controls 0.11 ± 0.09, p = 0.11).
After reaching the target, the branch ratios turned equivalently negative (TTX -0.19 ± 0.14,
Controls -0.19 ± 0.13, p = 0.99). Within the two groups, the switch of the branching ratio
after the target was reached was significant for both controls (Control branch ratio before
target 0.11 ± 0.09; Control branch ratio after target -0.19 ± 0.13, p = 10−5 ) and TTX
treated larvae (TTX branch ratio before target 0.18 ± 0.098; TTX branch ratio after target
-0.19 ± 0.14, p = 10−5) (Figure 4.4F, last four measures). The branch ratio was not affected
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by the activity loss.
The speed of growth cone advancement was measured to see if the average velocity was
affected by TTX. The distributions of the velocities were not normal (Shapiro-Wilks test).
Controls travelled with a median speed of 12.6 µm/hr and in TTX treated conditions the
growth cones moved with a similar median speed of 11.2 µm/hr, which was not significantly
different from controls (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.40) (Figure 4.5A, B, C). The average
turning angles of each growth cone are displayed in Figure 4.5D, E. Turning angles were de-
fined as the angular difference in vector movement between successive movie frames. Angles
were defined as positive if the turn was towards the target arborization zone and negative if
it was away from the target.
An average turning angle was calculated for each growth cone. The distribution of average
turning angles was not normal. The growth cones in control conditions had a median turning
angle of 1.2◦ and in TTX treated conditions, the median turning angle was 2.0◦, which were
similar between groups (Mann-Whitney, p = 0.48) (Figure 4.5F). In both cases the majority
of growth cones grew in almost entirely straight paths and TTX did not significantly alter
the results. Although the average angles were small, they were significantly different from
zero (Wilcoxon one-sample signed rank test, TTX, p <0.0001; Controls, p <0.0001). We
then examined the individual growth cones in each sample to study their turning angles
over their lifetimes, to examine if individual axons had an overall trajectory towards or away
from the target. In both cases, no growth cones in control (n = 33) or TTX (n = 39)
conditions had individual turning angles that were different from zero over their lifetimes
(one sample t-test, Wilcoxon one-sample signed test as appropriate given the distribution
of angles/growth cone lifetime). The trajectories of growth cones on two representative
axons (multiple growth cones can be present at the same or sequential times on a single,
branching axon) are displayed in Figure 4.5G, H. We also determined whether the number
of growth cones per axon changed with TTX treatment. On average, control axons extended
a median of 2.5 growth cones and TTX treated axons extended 3.0 growth cones, which was
not significantly different (Mann-Whitney, p = 0.49) (Figure 4.5I). The treatment with TTX
did not affect the average turning behaviour or number of growth cones on RGC axons.
We then determined whether other aspects of axon growth and pathfinding differed after
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treatment with TTX (Figure 4.6) focusing on the length of the arbors, the area covered and
the number of branches over time.
We examined whether the overall length of each axon was increased or decreased by TTX
by examining the sum of the length of all branches over time (Figure 4.6A). Similar to the
measures of branch ratio in Figure 4.4F, first the slope and intercept of the individual axon
measurements were calculated and compared with regard to length over time. Between the
groups there were no differences in the rate of change of length (TTX 10.1 ± 4.0 µm/hr;
Controls 8.3 ± 5.8 µm/hr, p = 0.42) or the average length when the target was reached
(TTX 154 ± 46 µm, Controls 177 ± 55 µm, p = 0.31) (Bar graphs at left of Figure 4.6A;
mean ± SEM).
The averages at the six time points recorded in each hour were then compared between
the two conditions. These groups of six points were normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilks
test, p > 0.05) in the vast majority of cases (157/168). To be conservative a Bonferroni
multiple comparisons correction was not applied to the normality test: if it had all groups
would have passed the normality test. For normally distributed groups a Student’s t-test was
used to compare between conditions. For the remaining 11 groups that failed the normality
test we instead used a Mann-Whitney U test. We reviewed the raw numbers to determine
if the non-normal distributions appeared at times of rapid change in averages over the hour
that could skew the distribution, however, we found that they mostly occurred when the
averages held to rather similar values for the hour. To reduce the potential for false positives
in significance over multiple comparisons (as the period of imaging spanned 28 hours), the
Bonferroni correction was applied to both the t-test and Mann-Whitney U test. During
pathfinding, controls had significantly longer axon lengths at 3, 6, 9, and 10 hours before the
target was reached (p ≤ 0.001 for each hour). After the target was reached, the dynamics
changed more markedly. Comparisons made at 2, 3, 5 hours, and at every hour between
7 - 13 hours after reaching the target, showed that controls were longer than TTX treated
axons (p < 0.001 at every hour). By 14 hours, there were no longer significant differences
between the conditions (Figure 4.6A).
Similarly, we looked at the area covered by a convex polygon drawn with corners at
every branch tip (Figure 4.6B). When fitted to a straight line, the average area covered by
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the axons increased at similar rates (TTX 44 ± 8 µm2/hr; Controls 34 ± 5 µm2/hr, p =
0.31). By this measure, the area covered as the target was reached was not altered by TTX
treatment (TTX 514 ± 140 µm2, Controls 704 ± 166 µm2, p = 0.39) (Bar graphs at left
of Figure 4.6B; mean ± SEM). The overall trends hide differing temporal patterns however.
The averages of area covered at each time point were again combined into hourly segments
and these segments compared between control and TTX environments. For several hours
during the pathfinding stage control axons cover more area than TTX treated axons. At
12, 9, 8, 7 and 6 hours before the target was reached the difference in area was statistically
significant (p < 0.001 at every individual hour). After reaching the target, the control arbors
expanded and retracted while TTX treated arbors continue to expand steadily, but more
slowly. The control arbor expansions results in the controls gaining significantly larger area
than the TTX treated arbors at 9 hours after reaching the target (p < 0.001). However due
to the subsequent reduction in area, by 14 hours the control arbors covered significantly less
area than those treated with TTX, which had continued to expand (p < 0.001).
The average number of branches over time had similar rates of addition (TTX 0.82 ±
0.40 branches/hr, Controls 0.56 ± 0.53 branches/hr, p = 0.22). At the time the axons
reached the target zone there were similar numbers of branches present in each case (TTX
12.5 ± 4.0, Controls 13.4 ± 6.1, p = 0.73) (Bar graphs at left of Figure 4.6C; mean ± SEM).
When the averages of each group were compared from hour to hour, control axons had more
branches than TTX treated axons 8, 10, 11, 12, and 13 hours after reaching the target (p
< 0.001). The number of branches on TTX treated axons steadily increased from the time
the target was reached until 14 hours afterward. Controls had a sharper increase in number
after reaching the target. At 14 hours after the target was reached, there were no significant
differences between the number of branches in control or TTX treated conditions. Before
reaching the target there was no overall trend. However, for brief periods at 9 and 6 hours
before the target was reached controls had significantly more branches (p < 0.001).
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4.5 Discussion
The role of activity in initial axon pathfinding is controversial. Here we investigated this
question by injecting TTX into developing zebrafish to inhibit neural activity. Stuermer
[323] previously showed that RGC axons arborize in the correct general area even with TTX
treatment. The final arbor locations were topographic, even when segments of the retina
(and the output axon generating RGCs) were removed to leave large portions of the tectum
devoid of connections. Our work provides a complementary quantitative analysis of growth
patterns and guidance in individual RGCs as they navigate an environment without neural
activity.
During development, addition and deletion of branches occurs concurrently rather than
as a period of overgrowth followed by refinement [277]. Time-lapse movies where images
are taken every hour do not capture many of the more rapid dynamics and could conceal
differences in growth or guidance mechanisms, despite a maintenance of overall topography.
Similarly, movies that focus with high temporal frequency over a small period of time do not
capture the changes that take place over longer periods of development. Here we balanced
these constraints and quantitatively described the changes to pathfinding behaviour of RGCs
with 10 minute resolution from 2.5 to 4 dpf when challenged with TTX. While most aspects
of branch and growth cone dynamics were robust to activity loss, we found measures in
the initial pathfinding that do show change, especially in the extent of area covered by the
branches during pathfinding.
Growth cone guidance and branching are both important features of retinotectal axon
guidance in zebrafish and we hypothesized that a loss of activity might have changed the
relative importance of the two methods. However, analysis of growth cone movements showed
no difference between TTX and control conditions (Figure 4.5), with velocities, turning
angles, and trajectories remaining similar between the two groups. While branching was
previously described as a rare event [154], dynamic and continual branching has now been
recorded and implicated in zebrafish RGC guidance behaviors [309]. One aspect of branching
important for guidance is the maintenance of biased branches; where more branches are
directed towards the target. This guidance ratio was also unaffected by the loss of activity
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(Figure 4.4). Thus the two major forms of guidance do not depend on global activity.
We next turned to quantitative description of the patterns of growth in both pathfinding
and early arborization to both enhance existing qualitative studies and also to determine if
there were differences in the manner in which axons grow when their environments are silent.
In our work we see for the first time that the branches cover less area when pathfinding in a
silenced environment (Figure 4.6). The control axons showed brief periods during pathfinding
where their length and number of branches briefly reached significantly higher levels than
TTX treated axons, however, area was the only measure that remained consistently different
during sequential measurements in the pathfinding phase.
Synapses have been linked to branch formation [e.g. 41, 132, 146, 218, 280, 344]. Synapses
provide a physical location for the extension of new branches and their presence on branches
is a stabilizing influence [218]. The first synaptic puncta are present in zebrafish at 3 dpf
[218] and visual responses start at 68 - 79 hpf [67]. These ages cover times when the first
pioneer axons are arborizing and also when the following waves of axons are growing in
and pathfinding. No studies so far have looked for retinotectal synapses at earlier time
points. The earliest synapses may be used to stabilize branches in pathfinding and support
longer extensions. Without activity, the synapses may not be maintained, leading to shorter
branches that cover less total area.
Axonal morphology becomes more affected by activity at later stages of arborization when
synaptic communication between RGCs and tectal neurons likely mediates the formation of
functional connections, and therefore the structure of the RCG arbor. After reaching the
target, we observed the area of control axons expanded and contracted, which was not
seen in the TTX treated arbors. In general, we found that controls had a greater length
and higher numbers of branches, but by the last time point, they covered less area. The
differences between the two groups was most apparent after approximately 10 hours on the
target (Figure 4.6) when control axons had more length, area, and branches, with length
and branch measurements remaining significantly higher than TTX treated axons as the area
decreased, suggesting a steep increase in arbor density at that time that was blocked by TTX.
However, as length and branch number lose significance at the end of our imaging period,
the density may not have been maintained for long and may have been an intermediate step
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in finding the correct tectal synaptic partners.
In order to more fully understand how the the TTX is affecting the structure of the
axons, our results can be compared to other studies on activity and arborization. In the Mao
zebrafish mutant [101] RGCs lose activity at 4 - 6 dpf. The arbor areas, or projection fields,
were enlarged in these mutants but showed no significant increase in the length of individual
axons. The branches were fewer and longer. In their study, this mutant phenotype could
be phenocopied with TTX. Our analysis used the time that the center of the arbour’s mass
ceased to move forward as the time that the target was reached. This was a useful way to
align axons which may grow into the tectum many hours apart, when time relative to dpf
would be inappropriate. By the last time points in our study, approximately 4 to 4.5 dpf
depending on the axon, we confirmed that TTX treated arbors were larger than controls but
the sums of the branch lengths were similar and quantitatively showed how these measures
change over early arborization.
Branches are often eliminated when correlated activity is not found. This process is
rapid, and can take place in the twenty minutes following a change in synchronicity between
two cells [227]. Post-synaptic NMDA receptors detect correlated activity between partner
neurons [249]. Selective branch elimination can be blocked by using NMDA antagonists
[277]. However, the blockade has other effects as well - the rate of branch additions increases
and the lifetime of branches becomes shortened [261]. There are more rearrangements and
a decrease in synapse stability [244]. Injecting TTX into Xenopus at later arborization
stages also increases the rate of addition and elimination of branches and disrupts long term
branch stability [43]. This impaired ability to correlate activity was not as important earlier
in development. Blocking NMDA receptors in zebrafish from 2 - 4 dpf did not have effects
on the number of branches, the rate of addition and deletion of branches, or branch lifetime,
but did cause larger arbor areas with an increased distance between branches [292], similar
to what we and others have seen at 4 to 5 dpf.
The dynamic nature of our measures leads us to suggest that the exact time of analysis,
especially in relation to activity and growth, is a crucial element when discussing the effects
of perturbing normal zebrafish development. Events such as the switch in RGCs from em-
bryonic to adult forms of sodium channels [101], and a growing need to compete for space
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to both form physical synapses and receive nerve growth factors for survival (e.g. BDNF)
released from post-synaptic partners, may make activity even more important at later stages
of arbor development.
Treatment with TTX silences electrical activity in both the ingrowing axons and the den-
drites of the target cells in the tectum. A remaining question is whether matched activity is
important for guidance, as global inhibition could mask an effect that would be present when
either partner was silenced alone. There are contradictory results present in the literature for
the arbor dynamics at later ages. Silencing a single zebrafish RGC axon with tetanus toxin
resulted in increased branch outgrowth at 7 dpf, such that the one arbour ends up occupying
a larger area [83]. This increase in area agreed with what we saw during the arborization
period. While silenced at 7 dpf, axons also displayed highly dynamic, short lived filopodia,
which are characteristic of immature axons [83] and agreed with the structures observed in
our ’immature’ pathfinding axons. Further experiments by Ben Fredj [83] showed that this
was a competitive process, as when other cells nearby were also silenced, the effect disap-
peared. On the other hand, a separate study found growth inhibition and decreased branch
formation at 5 dpf in axons with activity suppressed by an over expression of either the
potassium channel Kir2.1 or a dominant negative SNARE protein preventing the release of
neurotransmitters [137]. When using TTX, as in our study, Hua et al. found no difference in
arbor length or branch number in larvae without activity compared to controls, consistent
with our results at the last time-points measured.
Thus, at least for zebrafish retinotectal map development, the role of activity is not
clearly segregated into two time periods. While activity is critically important for axon rear-
rangements and map refinement once axons have made initial contact with their targets, it
also plays a small role in the dynamics of axon pathfinding to that point. However, guidance
and branching, including the branch ratio during pathfinding, appears to be informed only
by molecular cues.
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4.6 Figures
Figure 4.1: Imaging RGC growth on the tectum. (A) Brightfield view of a 54 hpf, PTU-
treated zebrafish mounted in agar, dorsal side down and at a 45◦ angle to position the tectum close
to the lens for inverted microscopy. The red rectangle marks the optic tectum and the approximate
area imaged during pathfinding. (B) Confocal image of a fixed and immunostained whole mount
after imaging at 5.5 dpf. An axon (mGFP, green) has arborized in the neuropil (dotted white
outline). Only the right tectal neuropil is visible, with the arbor coming from a RGC in the left
eye (out of frame). Anti-acetylated tubulin (magenta) allowed the architecture of the area to be
visualised. (C) Schematic summarizing the mechanism identified by Simpson [309] for guidance by
biased branching. Branches are extended and retracted dynamically during pathfinding, with more
branches extending towards the target at any given time. Branches that decrease the distance to
the target could become the primary axon shaft when other branches are retracted. Sequential
rounds of branching refine the direction of travel, and this iterative process continues until the
target is reached. Scale bars are 100 µm. A; anterior, D; dorsal, P; posterior, V; ventral.
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Figure 4.2: TTX reduced both spontaneous and induced activity in the tectal neu-
ropil. (A,B) Images of the tectal neuropil in HuC:GCaMP5 fish at 4 dpf when injected (A) with a
control (vehicle alone) or (B) TTX. 250 frames of each movie were stacked for maximum intensity
over time and psuedocoloured with an imageJ Look Up Table (Green Fire Blue) where yellow shows
the most intense activity over a blue background. (C,D) Spontaneous activity, as well as activity
induced by the initiation of the 488 nm laser, was observed in the tectal neuropil in control cases
at (C) 4 dpf and (D) 5 dpf. (E,F) When injected with TTX at 3.5 dpf no spiking activity was
observed in the neuropil at (E) 4 dpf or (F) 5 dpf. Yellow box in (A) shows an example of a 25 x
25 pixel region chosen for activity analysis. A; anterior, M; medial, P; posterior, L; lateral.
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Figure 4.3: In control conditions and after treatment with tetrodotoxin (TTX),
axon growth appeared grossly similar. In individual frames taken from time-lapse movies,
fish treated with control injections of E3 showed similar patterns of axon growth to embryos treated
with TTX. There were no changes obvious by eye in target seeking behavior, branching or growth
cone appearance. Tracings are shown below movie frames. Scale bar is 25 µm. Time is shown in
minutes.
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Figure 4.4: Guidance mechanisms were not altered by activity loss. (A, C, E(upper))
show measurements from control axons while (B, D, E(lower)) show axons after injection of TTX
at 54 hpf. (A, B) Individual axon branch ratios were high during pathfinding and decreased when
the target was reached. (C, D) For groups of ten axons in each condition, the average branch
ratio changed from positive to negative at the target. Axons were aligned to each other when
they arrived at their targets, designated time 0. (E) Adding TTX did not change the number of
branches added or eliminated in the 10 minute periods. The number of additions and deletions
remained tightly balanced in both cases. (F) The branch ratio showed a similar rate of change
over the time-lapse movies, decreasing slowly for both controls and TTX. When the axons reached
their target at t = 0 there was no significant difference between the branch ratios of control and
TTX treated axons. Both control axons and those in the TTX condition had an overall positive
ratio before the target was reached, and a significantly different and negative branch ratio after
they reached their targets, but no differences were found in the measures of the branch ratio after
treatment with TTX. Data points show averages of each axon. Controls; open circles, TTX; grey
open diamonds, bar and whiskers display the mean ± SEM, *; p < 0.001.
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Figure 4.5: The average growth cone velocity, turning angle and trajectory were not
altered by TTX. (A) Control and (B) TTX treated growth cones travelled at similar velocities.
(C) There was no statistical difference between the average speeds of growth cones originating in
normal or silent neural environments. Data points show averages of each growth cone, box and
whisker plots are overlaid in grey. (D, E) The average turning angle for growth cones in each
condition are shown as cumulative distributions. (F) The average turning angle for each group
was not significantly different from zero, nor was there a significant difference between them. (G,
H) Example growth cone trajectories traced from the projected images of individual axons. Once
initiated, growth cones travelled in mostly straight trajectories under both conditions. Several
growth cones were often present on a single axon. Overlaid circles in the same colours as the
growth cone tracts denote where tracts terminated. (I) The average number of growth cones per
axon was unchanged by TTX. Scale bar is 5 µm.
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Figure 4.6: Differences between growth patterns of TTX and control axons. For
the grouped data, comparisons were made between the conditions over each hourly interval. Stars
mark hours where the measures were significantly different (p <0.0018). (A) While pathfinding,
the axons’ total lengths (sum of all branches and primary axon shaft) were mostly similar between
control and TTX groups. There were occasional hours when controls had more length than TTX
treated axons during pathfinding but this was not consistent for long periods of time. After the
target was reached (vertical dashed line at t = 0) the controls underwent a period of extension
followed by a reduction in overall length. During this time they had significantly more length,
while the TTX group maintained a slow but steady rate of length increase. The difference in
length disappeared after 14 hours at the target due to the differences in growth patterns. (B)
Branches of control axons covered more area during pathfinding. After the target was reached,
the control axons expanded and retracted, with TTX area steadily increasing. (C) Axons in the
control and TTX treated groups had similar numbers of branches during pathfinding with a few
hours where controls had more branches. In controls, the branch numbers increased as the axons
elaborated an arbor with a period of significantly more branches from 8 - 13 hours after the target
was reached. Ten axons were included in each grouped panel. Individual example traces follow.
Bar graphs represent the mean and SEM of the fit to a straight line for each axon, averaged by
group, and displaying both rate of change and value upon reaching the target for each measure in
(A - C).
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Ephrin-A2 and ephrin-A5b knockdown
5.1 Introduction
Up to this point, I have described the background literature, a change in the concept of how
branching occurs in zebrafish retinotectal development, and the influence of activity on the
branching during pathfinding. To briefly review:
• All model retinotectal systems studied to date use some forms of branching to find the
correct cell-cell connections. In chicks and mammals, the axons overshoot their target
and extend and stabilise interstitial branches to reach their target area [213, 230, 275,
305, 306]. Retinotopic mapping in frogs and fish incorporates branching that differs
in scale, location, and purpose from the interstitial branching that occurs in rodents
and chicks [213]. In zebrafish, as the axons extend through the tectal neuropil, they
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branch profusely and successive rounds of branching orient the growth cones so that
they extend towards the target arborization area [Chapter 3, 309].
• Activity plays a small role in branching during pathfinding. Global silencing using
tetrodotoxin (TTX) causes a decrease in the area covered by branches as axons search
for their target arborization zone. Additionally, after reaching the target, differences
in axon length, area and number of branches occur between TTX and control arbors,
and have different dynamic temporal patterns. However, the branch ratio, length of
branches and growth cone behaviours are not affected by activity loss (Chapter 4).
The factors that contribute to the branch ratio remain to be discovered. One possibility
is that molecular cues, especially Ephs and ephrins, contribute to guidance by directing the
biased branching, in addition to the roles already attributed to these proteins. This chapter
investigates the roles of ephrin-A5b and ephrin-A2 in the dynamics of pathfinding, beginning
with an introduction to the main question and a review of the literature on ephrins.
5.1.1 Main question and hypotheses
In the zebrafish model, morpholinos can be used to knock down gene expression in vivo.
By imaging an unbiased selection of Brn3c positive neurons stochastically expressing mGFP
(BGUG fish previously described in Chapters 3 and 4) we can determine how individual
axons from a variety of retinal origin locations respond to the loss of different ephrins.
No one has yet observed the reaction of single axons to ephrin loss as axons are pathfinding
in vivo, nor how ephrin loss affects an axon’s structural dynamics through time. Additionally,
in vitro, ephrins can cause growth cones to stop or collapse, and can also act as branch
inhibitors or promoters under different conditions. Here, I hypothesize that the loss of ephrin
in the in vivo zebrafish retinotectal system will have important consequences for branching in
early pathfinding, either through increasing the amount of branching in inappropriate areas
or by decreasing the branching at the termination zone. From the previous studies detailed
below, there is the expectation that (1) a proportion of axons will overshoot their targets,
or the tectum itself, (2) there will be a removal of branch inhibition at the caudal extent
of the tectum or (3) branching at the target will be inhibited in comparison to controls.
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Additionally, as branching also appears in pathfinding before stable arbors are created, I
will investigate whether the loss of the ephrin causes a change to the biased branch ratio
and other quantitive measures taken during pathfinding and early arborization. The effects
may be different between ephrin-A2 and ephrin-A5b knockdowns.
Prior to describing the experiments and results, however, the relevant ephrin literature
requires further introduction. Chapter 2 focused on the background of topographic mapping
specifically in zebrafish, and introduced the location of the known zebrafish Ephs and ephrins.
As this current chapter delves into the function of the ephrins, it begins with an extensive
examination of the functions already ascribed to Ephs and ephrins along with the salient
experiments done in other model species.
5.1.2 Overview: Ephs, ephrins and topographic maps
The origin of the RGC somas can be determined by the levels of different molecular gradients
in the cells as early as the neural progenitor stage [106]. The largest target area, the optic
tectum, produces corresponding gradients of ligands that the axons, upon leaving the retina
and crossing the midline, use to navigate to a topographically correct location. One of the
major contributing families of signalling molecules are the Ephs and ephrins. Ephs are a
subfamily of receptor tyrosine kinase receptors. Ephs have ligands which are attached to
cell surfaces or the extracellular matrix (ECM), and these ligands lose their activity when
cleaved from their anchors [51, 208, 331]. The anchors localise ligands with a precision not
possible for soluble cues. There is no one rule that applies to binding preference between
the Eph receptors and the ephrin ligands. Binding preferences can be either specific or
promiscuous. Sometimes receptors have an ordered affinity range, binding strongly to one
ephrin but also weakly to others. [178]. In vivo, EphAs typically signal through large,
multimeric complexes binding to multiple ephrin-As [248]. While not traditionally thought
of as receptors, the ephrin ligands can also transduce signals, giving a ‘reverse’ component
to bidirectional Eph-ephrin signalling [127].
Ephs and ephrins often regulate processes involved in cell shape, adhesion, movement,
and guidance [365]. Eph-ephrin signalling can result in the activation or recruitment of
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cytoskeleton organisation proteins [47, 61, 70, 126, 179, 220, 296, 301, 350, 371]. Eph-ephrin
interactions can also affect the function of adhesion molecules, including integrins [13, 112,
119, 139, 148, 219, 378] and cadherins [355]. Eph-ephrin signalling often initiates contact
repulsion, causing de-adhesion, collapse of cell processes, and cell detachment. However, the
initial binding between Eph and ephrins is high affinity, forming a stable linkage between
the interacting proteins [47, 369]. To counter this attachment, ephrins bind a protease that
becomes activated by Eph-ephrin signalling [119]. Therefore, the binding process cleaves the
extracellular domain from the ephrin and allows the interacting cells to detach.
There is high conservation of Eph and ephrin homologues between species, making equiv-
alent proteins easily identifiable between model systems [47]. However, in different model
species, Ephs and ephrins can have different expression patterns, suggesting that ephrin
functions have been altered during the evolution of various vertebrates [124]. Intriguingly,
the major expansion of Ephs and ephrins that accompanied vertebrate evolution has been
suggested to correlate with the acquisition of higher neural function [79].
5.1.3 Eph-ephrin interactions
Ephrin-As are some of the strongest contributors to retinotectal mapping. High concen-
trations of ephrins inhibit axon extension [116]. An increasing caudal gradient of ephrin-A
repellent can cause growth cones to stop at a threshold level [229]. As they express higher
levels of Eph receptors, temporal axons are more sensitive to the ephrin repellent and these
arborize more rostrally than nasal axons. In vitro studies showed that growth cones can
respond to gradient steepness [10] or the increase in concentration relative to the starting
level [274]. Axons are able to discriminate between any two points if there is a sufficiently
large difference in ephrin concentration between the points [74].
Ephrin-A5 often has a more limited caudal expression than other ephrins [22, 37, 64, 223,
374]. Ephrin-A5 also has a higher affinity for Eph receptors, which might make its more
posterior gradient a stronger cue than expected from simply additive effects [63, 79].The
overlap of low-rostral to high-caudal gradients may provide more precision than a single
gradient could [79]. Additionally, the rostral-most gradient might act as a barrier at the
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edge of the tectum, preventing axons from erroneously leaving their target area [79].
The exact mechanisms of how molecular gradients actually guide the topography of
RGC axons on the tectum is still unclear. In having only repellent signals present, the
axons might tend to stop at the anterior border of the tectum. The increasing amounts
of a growth- and branch-blocking signal does not fully account for the behaviour of axons,
which normally branch only at a certain rostral-caudal segment. There must be a second
force that limits the branching on the anterior side of the termination zone as well. This
could potentially be either an intrinsic preference for the axons to branch as close to their
distal end as possible, a branch promoting signal in parallel to the inhibitory ephrin-A,
a counter gradient (high-rostral to low-caudal) with similar branch inhibiting effect or a
concentration-dependent switch of an axon’s response to ephrins [212, 367]. One branch
promoting signal on the tectum is Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) which is
expressed uniformly [45, 46, 122]. Counter gradients have been described in chick, where
EphA3 has a decreasing rostrocaudal counter gradient that pushes nasal axons towards the
caudal tectum and inhibiting rostral branching [246]. The forward growth promoting effects
of EphA3 allows the axons to grow through a second decreasing rostrocaudal counter gradient
of EphA7, which otherwise would inhibit all forward growth into the tectum itself [263, 298].
Concentration-dependent switches of ephrin responses have been found in motor neurons.
Motor neurons express EphA4, and grow into areas where ephrin-A5 can be either growth
promoting or inhibiting [68]. Additionally, in the visual system, ephrin-A2 is adhesive,
attractive and growth promoting to RGCs at concentrations below those that result in
repulsive effects [116].
If axons have an intrinsic tendency to fill the available tectal space, then competition
could drive axons with lower Eph receptor (EphR) levels towards caudal areas [79]. If the
populations of RGCs that would normally connect to the anterior and posterior SC in mice
are removed during development, mimicking retinal insults such as glaucoma or diabetes,
then the remaining cells adapt, spreading out to have their receptive fields cover more of the
retina and their terminals spread across the tectum. In some cases, the empty edges of the SC
are innervated incorrectly by the ipsilateral axons, rather than the correct contralateral ones
[198]. However, competition does not seem to be a strong a force in the initial topographic
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map formation in zebrafish [108].
Cis interactions
While axon-target interactions are important, there is some evidence that axon-axon inter-
actions can help to explain some of the behaviour in map flexibility [352], and ephrin-Eph
interactions may also be part of this process. Ephs and ephrins are expressed on the same
axon, potentially to mask or attenuate EphRs on the tectum [133], but may also provide
simultaneous forward and reverse signalling cues to the axon itself. Different proportions of
receptors and ligands on the target surface or on other axons may disturb the balance of
signalling cues [95]. Experimentally, EphA3 can be silenced by ephrin-A5 on the same axon.
The cis binding causes that axon to lose the ability to signal in response to ephrin-As on the
tectum or other axons [33].
Attenuation by cis-interactions also guides motor neuron axons. The level of the ephrin
in the axons affects the responsiveness of the co-expressed EphRs to ephrins in the target
limb muscles [158]. Ephs and ephrins could be sequestered into different micro domains in
the cell or cis-signalling could inhibit the activation of EphRs, however, the idea of balanced
signalling proposed by Gebhardt (2012) and Willshaw (2014) can account for the behaviour
as well.
The molecular environment an axon encounters can alter the cis-interactions that occur.
TrkB, a receptor for tectal BDNF, is expressed alongside ephrin-A5 on RGC axons [204].
When ephrin-A5 is activated by EphA7, ephrin-A5 interacts with TrkB to suppress the
branch promoting effects of BDNF [133, 204, 263]. The degree of branch suppression is
proportional to the amount of EphA7 encountered. In this ‘countergradient’ the ephrins
on the axons themselves, rather than ephrins expressed by the tectum, prevent the early
branching of nasal axons before they travel to the caudal tectum.
5.1.4 In vitro: stripe assays
Ephrin-As can inhibit branch formation in vitro [276, 367]. In stripe assays, axons from
temporal RGCs branch on rostral tectal membranes but not on caudal tectal membranes
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[367], mimicking their in vivo arborization preference. When ephrin-A binding is blocked,
the temporal axons branch equally on tectal membranes taken from either rostral or caudal
tectum [367]. n stripe assays where the stripes are vesicular tectal membrane material,
rather than crude membrane preparations, nasal fibres also show preference for anterior
membrane vesicles, maintaining topography [348]. Nasal axons may rely more strongly on
reverse signalling, which occurs more weakly in vitro [95], or errors could be due to missing
cofactors in the stripe assay, such as proBDNF or p75NTR in the more crude extraction
processes [205, 348].
However, if a double cue assay is used with alternating stripes of ephrin-A2 and EphA3,
nasal RGC axons choose ephrin lanes to grow on and temporal axons choose Eph expressing
lanes [95]. When the ingrowing RGCs are lined up from temporal to nasal origin, at the
middle of the stripe assay there is a smooth and overlapping change from one lane choice to
the other [95]. This suggests that errors may result when only one cue is present [95, 354],
however, does not explain why the axons do not display this behaviour on membranes taken
directly from optic tecta.
5.1.5 Disrupting the ephrins in vivo
Eph receptor knockouts
The intracellular domain of Eph receptors transmits a traditional ‘forward’ signalling re-
sponse. A lack of this signalling prevents axons from being properly repelled by ephrins
located caudally in the tectum. Eph mutants often have no obvious or only a mild pheno-
type, likely due to functional redundancy between Ephs. In chicks, truncating the EphA3
receptor so it cannot signal causes temporal axons to be more weakly repelled by the caudal
tectum so they travelled further [75]. Similarly in mice, a genetic disruption of EphA5 causes
temporal axons to decrease their response to posterior target membranes [75]. Interestingly,
as temporal axons shift caudally, nasal axons also shift, but instead of also travelling more
caudally they form terminal arbors more rostrally [75]. Overall, the axons still spread to
cover the entire SC.
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Ephrin knockouts
In contrast to the Eph knockout phenotypes, mutations in ephrins can have more severe
consequences for development. The complete loss of ephrin-A5 can cause defects in the
dorsal midline of the head with various penetrance, severely affected mice (17% of cases)
have a cleft nose and palate and no brain. In the less severely affected cases, however, overall
brain patterning is maintained normally [86]. Retinal axons establish dense termination
zones where ephrin-A2 is expressed at low levels. Axons also overshoot the SC and travelled
into the inferior colliculus (IC) [86]. In chicks, lasers can be used to destroy patches of
chromophore-linked tectal ephrin-A5 during retinal axon outgrowth [284]. At young stages
(E11) the removal of ephrin-A5 allows ectopic branches to sprout from the axon well past
the target. However at later stages (E12), the developmental program has been set and the
removal of ephrin-A5 from caudal areas has no effect.
Ephrin-A4 knockout mice have temporal RGC axons that arborize rostrally as in wild-
type (WT) maps, however, in half the cases, ectopic projections also form dense foci in
the caudal SC, near the border with the IC where ephrin-A2 levels are low. Aberrant
arborizations can also be seen in the very rostral SC, but very rarely in the mid-SC where
ephrin-A2 levels are highest. Retrograde tracing from the ectopic axons termination zones
shows that the axons originate from RGCs scattered throughout the retina rather than the
predicted peripheral nasal retina [86].
Ephrin-A5 and ephrin-A2 overlap in expression in the tectum [74, 86]. Individual ephrin-
A5 and -A2 knockout mice show mild phenotypes with slight axon guidance defects in the
tectum [86, 258]. The ephrin A2/A5 double knockout show a more severe mapping defect [74].
In mice, double heterozygous knockouts of ephrin-A5 and -A2 show that it is the influence of
absolute levels of combined ephrins, rather than specific levels of one or another, that matter
for rostrocaudal mapping [74]. In mice, when ephrin-A2, -A5, or half of each is knocked out,
the rostral-caudal order is disrupted and multiple termination zones appear, with each edge
shifting medially and towards the other. Dorsoventral mapping is also affected. Similar
rostrocaudal termination sites have multiple zones of arborization along the mediolateral
axis. Once ephrin-A2 and -A5 are knocked out, membrane taken from the posterior tectum
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no longer has any repellent activity in in vitro studies [74].
However, recent work has shown that maps are degraded rather than destroyed by the
loss of up to three ephrin-A ligands: ephrin-A2, ephrin-A3 and ephrin-A5 [354]. Large
sections of RGCs in the tectal neuropil retain some local topographic order although ectopic
projections to caudal areas were still present. Often, the arbors also elongate, which could
contribute to local disorder [354]. There is large variability between the maps in mutant
mice. The maintenance of sub maps with retinotopic order suggests those three ephrins are
not the sole determinants of rostral-caudal order.
5.1.6 Upregulation of ephrins and Ephs
Upregulating ephrins in vivo can also result in axon guidance defects. In the developing
chick, over expression of ephrin-A2 causes axons to avoid the ephrin-A2 patches ahead of
them and arborize in unusually rostral positions [229]. The extra ephrin is sufficient to halt
the caudal progress of the RGC axons.
Experimental work and computational modelling predicts that the signalling of EphA
receptors (in the mouse, EphA4, EphA5, and EphA6) can be represented as interchangeable
components that generate target selection through the relative signalling of all Eph receptors
[17, 25, 264]. If extra EphA3 is genetically knocked in to a scattered subset of cells across
the retina, a second map forms from these axons [25] At the point where the receptor levels
are relatively similar, the duplicate maps ‘collapse’ into one. Here, at the collapse point, the
ratio of Ephs expressed by immediately adjacent cells is too small to distinguish [17, 264]. In
contrast, if the local cell population normally has very low EphR levels, the knock-in Eph3
addition is dramatically different from neighbours and can be relegated to a separate map
[25]. The ratio of EphA between adjacent control and knock in cells decreases from nasal to
temporal retina. The cells with extra Eph knocked into them always map to the rostral edge
of the SC, where ephrin levels are lowest and out-compete the temporal cells which would
usually connect to that area, pushing the temporal axons caudally.
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5.1.7 Ephrins and branching
Branching is an important aspect of mapping which may be controlled by Eph-ephrin in-
teractions. Ephrins and branching have been explored in populations of neurons other than
RGCs. For mouse thalamocortical axons, Ephrin-A5 acts as a branch promoting signal.
When Ephrin-A5 is present on the substrate for the cultured thalamic axons, the axons
reduce their growth rate and increase their branching density [200] and the opposite effect
is seen when Ephrin-A5 is knocked out in vivo [345]. In Drosophila, a single Eph receptor
with a single ephrin ligand guides an axon branch of the mushroom body to the specific
termination zone, and if Eph is knocked out this branch often fails to develop [20]. Addi-
tionally, during regeneration of the optic nerve, knocking out EphA4 from the surrounding
astrocytes prevents the regenerating axons from creating aberrant side branches while en-
couraging outgrowth [152]. This suggests that under normal conditions, the EphA4 receptor
causes branching and inhibits growth.
5.1.8 Zebrafish specific Eph-ephrin studies
In comparison to other species, relatively little work has been done on Eph-ephrins in the
zebrafish retinotectal system. The first two ephrins discovered in zebrafish were ephrinA2
(zfEphL3) and ephrinA5b (zfEphL4). In vitro, the proteins cause RGCS growth cones
collapse [22]. Zebrafish temporal axons avoid growing on ephrin-A2 (from chick retinal
ganglion axons) but both temporal and nasal axons avoid ephrin-A5b stripes. This suggests
that ephrin-A5b blocks axons from extending to the caudal edge of the midbrain, and is
possibly not involved in forming the retinotopic map itself [22]. However, the behaviours
and responses of axons can be different in vitro than in vivo. Ephrin-B2a is expressed in an
increasing rostral-to-caudal gradient and repel zebrafish RGCs both in vitro in stripe assays
as well as inhibiting forward growth when ectopically over-expressed in vivo [349].
The acerebellar strain of mutant zebrafish (described more completely in Chapter 2)
lack the midbrain-hindbrain boundary (MHB) organising centre. Consequently, ephrin-A5b
disappears from the tectum, while ephrin-A5a and ephrin-A2 are expressed at low levels in
an even distribution instead of a gradient [251]. Some RGCs overshoot the tectal borders
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and continue to grow caudally, suggesting that ephrins may act as stop signals at the caudal
edge of the tectum. However, the overshoot of axons could be independent of the ephrin
loss, as the agenesis of the MHB may remove a physical barrier rather than a molecular one.
Dynamic imaging in response to the loss or gain of ephrins or Ephs has not been at-
tempted yet. The experiments that follow aim to elucidate and explore the dynamic axonal
behavioural changes that result when either ephrin-A5b or ephrin-A2 are removed from the
developing retinotectal connection.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Morpholino preparation
In the absence of any published morpholinos sequences against ephrins present in the ze-
brafish tectum, custom morpholinos were designed against splice sites in ephrin-A2 and
ephrin-A5b. Gene sequences were obtained from Ensembl.org (Ephrin-A5b; ENSDARG00000057223.4,
Ephrin-A2; ENSDARG00000031372). The intron-exon boundaries were examined and two
splice sites for each gene that met the targeting guidelines (www.gene-tools.com) were se-
lected (Table 5.1). A standard control morpholino was used for a negative control. The
standard control oligo targets a human beta-globin intron and thus has no known targets in
other species.
Table 5.1: Morpholino Design
Gene Boundary Target Sequence
ephrin-A2 intron-1 exon-2 CCAGAACCTGCAAGCAAGAGTCAGA
ephrin-A2 exon-1 intron-1 TTGCCATAGCGTGCACTCACCTGGA
ephrin-A5b intron-2 exon-3 CACAGCCATCTACAAAAACAGGAGA
ephrin-A5b exon-3 intron-3 TGAACTCAAGCCATACTGACCTCTT
standard control oligo N/A CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA
All morpholinos were dissolved in Danieau’s Solution (58mM NaCl, 0.7mM KCl, 0.4mM
MgSO4, 0.6 mM Ca(NO3)2, 5.0 mM HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic
acid) pH 7.6) for a stock concentration of 1.0 mM and kept at room temperature shielded from
light. Stock was further dissolved 1:5 in Danieau’s Solution to attain a working concentration
and a tip-touch of phenol red powder was added for visualisation.
5.2.2 Single-cell injections
Injections were done using four inch capillaried glass pipettes with an outer diameter of 1.2
mm (World Precision Instruments Inc, USA) pulled on a SDR Scientific Flaming/Brown
Micropipette Puller Model P-97 (Sutter Instrument Co, USA) with settings of heat = 495,
pull = 10, velocity = 80 and time = 150. The tips were broken using forceps.
Embryos were collected after dividers between adult zebrafish in mating tanks were lifted
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and fertilisation began to occur. Injections were made at the 1-2 cell stage using a Pneu-
matic PicoPump PV 820 (World Precision Instruments Inc, USA) and visualised through
a Nikon SMZ800 zoom stereomicroscope. Initially the ejection pressure was set to 30 PSI,
the hold pressure to 4.5 PSI, and the timing to 100 msec. As the tip diameter varied, the
pressure and length of time were altered slightly to give similar sized boluses during injec-
tion. Approximately 10 nl of solution were injected into each embryo, delivering about 9 ng
of oligo. Older embers were kept to monitor uninjected mortality rates during development.
Any clutches that had high natural death rates were discarded.
When morphants developed, changes in the body axis, including shortened anterior-
posterior length, kinked tails, enlarged ventricles and cardiac edemas were treated as signs
that excess oligo had been injected and general toxicity had resulted. These embryos were
excluded from analysis. High doses of control MO could also cause non-specific neuronal
defects and guidance errors, where large swaths of axons could be seen missing the turn into
the tectum at 3 dpf, though by 4.5 dpf these axons had all retracted or undergone apoptosis.
This phenotype was therefore treated as a non-specific oligo effect rather than one caused
by loss of an ephrin and excluded from analysis.
5.2.3 Zebrafish
Adult zebrafish were obtained from the AZPF (Australian Zebrafish Phenomics Facility) at
the University of Queensland, and kept on a 14 / 10 hour light / dark cycle. Timed matings
were used. For single axon time-lapse imaging RGCs were visualized through marker strains
of zebrafish carrying the variegated BGUG (Brn3c:GAL4;UAS:mGFP) transgene [300]. In
some cases, BGUG was crossed to Atoh7:GAL4 or Atoh7:GAL4;UAS:Syn-GFP transgenic
fish to boost the frequency of RGC labeling. Fish expressing the UAS:Syn-GFP transgene
were not used for time-lapse imaging. The Syn-GFP protein clustered and prevented the
identification of branches. As most of the axons were labelled these transgenic fish were
occasionally used to observe the gross changes to the tectal neuropil.
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5.2.4 Imaging
Growing axons were imaged on a spinning-disk confocal system (Marianas; 3I, Inc.) consist-
ing of a Axio Observer Z1 (Carl Zeiss) equipped with a CSU-W1 spinning-disk head (Yoko-
gawa Corporation of America), ORCA-Flash4.0 v2 sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu Photonics),
and a 20x 0.8 NA PlanApo objective. Image acquisition was performed using SlideBook 6.0
(3I, Inc). Confocal stacks were approximately 60-75 µm and the step size was 1.2 µm, with
stacks being acquired every 10 min for up to 44 hours of observation. Embryos were mounted
in 1.5% low melting point agar (SeaPlaque, Lonza) as previously described (Chapter 3).
5.2.5 Western blot
Fifty morpholino injected embryos at approximately 2-3 dpf were dechorionated and pooled
together to form each sample. They were rinsed 3x in 1.5 ml tubes with ice cold calcium-free
Ringer’s solution (116 mM NaCl, 2.9 mM KCl, 5.0 mM HEPES , pH 7.2). All excess solution
was removed and deyolking solution (9 ml Ringer’s, 1 ml EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid), 10um PMSF (phenylmethanesulfonylfluoride)) was added. Embryos were deyolked
through pipetting with a 200 µl pipette several times. Embryos were left to settle and
deyolking solution was removed. Embryos were washed in the Ringer’s solution 3 times
and then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 2 minutes. Excess liquid was removed, and protein
extraction buffer (RIPA Buffer (2 µl per embryo) (25mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 1% NP-40, 0.5%
Na-deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 150mM NaCl, 2mM EDTA, 50mM NaF), 4% protease inhibitor,
3% phosphatase inhibitor, 1 % PMSF ) was added. The samples were homogenised on ice
using a plastic pestle in 25 µl of 4x Laemmli Sample Buffer (250 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8,
8% SDS, 40% glycerol, 0.02% Bromophenol blue, 1M DTT(dithiothreitol)) were added and
pipetted to mix with the sample. The samples were then boiled at 95◦C for 15 minutes,
spun down, pipetted to mix, and stored at -80 ◦C.
Samples were thawed from the -80◦C freezer while on ice and spun down at top centrifuge
speed for 2 minutes. Aliquots of 15 µl or 20 µl were removed from the lysate. The aliquots
were then boiled for 5 minutes and loaded onto a pre-made gel (Bis-Tris 4-12 %, Invitrogen).
The gel electrophoresis took place over about 45 minutes in a Novex MiniCell (Invitrogen)
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at 200 V from a PowerPack 300 (BioRad) and then transferred to a PVDF-FL membrane
in a MiniProtean Tetra Cell (BioRad) at 100 V for 2.25 hours. The membrane was then
rinsed in milliQ water to remove the transfer buffer (1x Tris/Glycine Buffer, 20% methanol
in distilled water). All following steps took place in Falcon tubes. The membrane was
blocked with Odyssey Blocking Buffer (OBB) for 1 hour on rollers at room temperature. The
OBB was then aspirated and primary antibodies (1:1000 polyclonal goat-anti-ephrin-A5b
(SAB2701756, Sigma-Aldrich); 1:2000 mouse-anti-actin (ab3280, AbCam)) added, diluted
in OBB with 0.1% Tween 20. The primary was left for 1 hour at room temperature on
rollers. Four 5-min washes with PBS plus 0.1% Tween 20 on rollers. Secondary antibodies
were then added in OBB plus 0.1% Tween 20 (1:20000 IR680LT donkey anti-mouse (926-
68022, Li-Cor), 1:5000 IR800 goat anti-rabbit (926-32211, Li-Cor)). At this step all tubes
were wrapped in aluminium foil to shield the secondaries from light. The membrane was
then washed a further four times in PBS plus 0.1% Tween 20; rinsed in milliQ H2O and
scanned using an Odyssey Imaging System (LI-COR, Inc, USA) with resolution 84, quality
set to high, 700 intensity set to 3.0 and 800 intensity set to 8.0.
5.2.6 Other antibodies
While the zebrafish and mouse ephrin-A2 genes have only 67% homology, I tested an anti-
body against the mouse form of ephrin-A2, as no zebrafish antibodies were available. The
goat-anti-Ephrin-A2 (AF602 lot BQA0412121, R&D Systems (now Bio-Scientific Pty Ltd))
did not provide a detectable signal under multiple antibody, collagenase and detergent con-
centrations, nor was there any improvement with altering the timing. Neither ephrin-A2 or
ephrin-A5b provided specific signal for immunohistochemistry assessments.
5.2.7 Analysis
Analysis was performed as previously described [169, 309, Chapter 3, Chapter 4]. Custom
built Matlab (Mathworks) programs assisted in graphing and analysing the quantitative
data. Statistics were done as previously described (Chapter 3).
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5.3 Results
As the ephrins were expected to disrupt the rostral-caudal topographic map, the location
of the tectal arbors was not assumed to be linked to presumptive cell body locations. The
corresponding cell body locations for each arbor were impossible to determine due multiple
axons present in each fish, which tightly fasciculated in the optic tract. The guidance
behaviours exhibited by the axons on the tectum were analysed. A total of 8804 frames
were traced by hand using a custom built MatLab program to collect the quantitative data
(Table 5.2).
5.3.1 Comparison of axons in fish treated with control morpholi-
nos to wild type axons
Initially, we compared our previous wild type data (controls from Chapter 4) to RGC be-
haviour after injection of standard control morpholinos. The injection of the negative control
tested whether a morpholino without a binding target could have effects on RGC axon guid-
ance. We found that the single cell injections of the negative control did have an effect
on the measured phenotypes. The typical increases in axon length, area and number of
branches after arrival at the target zone seen in wild type axons were suppressed (Figure
5.1). There was less of a change when the branch order and branch ratio were examined,
and no difference in the change in branch numbers between frames or in growth cone turning
angles (Figure 5.2).
The trajectories of all control axons followed typical growth patterns, even with the
altered quantitative characteristics. Several growth cones were extended, and branching
occurred profusely, with more branches being maintained in a spreading arbor towards the
end of the time-lapse movies. An example of one of these typical trajectories and the
quantification of the behaviour is included in Figure 5.3. Injection of the two different
splice-blocking variants were compared to the standard control morpholino injected embryos
to see if knocking down ephrins produced axons with specific phenotypic differences.
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5.3.2 Analysis of individual axons in ephrin-A5b morphants
Both morpholinos were effective at knocking down ephrin-A5b (Figure 5.4), and when in-
jected into a Gal4:Atoh7,UAS:synGFP zebrafish line showed a tectal overshoot phenotype
which matched a previously published mutant acerebellar zebrafish lacking ephrin-A5b [251].
The first ephrin-A5b morpholino targeted the boundary between the second intron and
the third exon (i2e3), as analysis by GeneTools suggested that earlier sites in the ephrin-A5b
gene were not suitable for morpholino blocking. Some subjective phenotypes were observed
and they hint at a biological effect in the loss of ephrin-A5b. One axon which arborized
at the medial edge of the tectum had long looping branches that searched areas anterior to
where the main axon shaft stopped, potentially travelling out of the tectal neuropil along
the medial edge (Figure 5.5). This axon terminated in the rostral portion of the tectum,
rather than the caudal edge where ephrin-A4b mRNA expression had previously been seen
[251]. A second axon in a separate fish also extended forward, before the main axon followed
its primary growth cone into a loop (Figure 5.5). The main axon shaft crossed over itself
in the large loop, something never seen under control, TTX, or control morpholino injected
trajectories. Two axons were narrow, with long primary axons but short and few branches,
but the phenotype was not outside of the range of what could be seen in control conditions.
The trajectory of one took a long and mostly unbranched route to the posterior edge of the
tectum, where it curved around the edge of the neuropil but did not extend past it. Overall,
8/12 ephrin-A5b knocked down with the first splice site morpholino were normal looking at
a gross anatomical level. Due to the tight fasciculation in the optic tract, the arbors could
not be traced to individual retinal cell bodies.
The second ephrin-A5b morpholino targeted the boundary between the third exon and
the third intron (e3i3). A few of the axons from this group were also long with short
branches throughout their lifetimes, and one is shown in Figure 5.7. Two axon curved
around unusually when they found an area for arborization, and an example is shown in
Figure 5.8. A total of 8/12 of the axons traced displayed pathfinding and arborization
behaviour that was grossly indistinguishable from control groups.
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5.3.3 Grouped analysis of axons in ephrin-A5b morphants
Axon length
Next, the grouped axons were analysed similar to the time series shown in Chapter 4 to
determine whether knockdown of ephrin-A5b had any effect on global characteristic of the
axons during growth and arborization. As before, the averages of the six time points at
each hour of imaging were grouped and compared. When distributions of the samples were
normal (Shapiro Wilks test), t-tests were used to compare axons from ephrin morpholino
injected zebrafish to axons in zebrafish treated with standard control morpholinoss. If their
distributions were not normal, a Mann Whitney U test statistic was used to compare that
time point instead. A Bonferroni correction was applied to the significance point to correct
for the repeated samples.
Axons from fish treated with the e2i3 ephrin-A5b morpholino showed a significant increase
in axon length at -14, -12 to -8, -6 to -3 and 14 hours, with small but significant decreases in
length occurring 1 and 4 hours after reaching the target (Figure 5.9A). Axons from larvae
injected with the second ephrin-A5b morpholino had greater length at -14 and -13, from -9
to -2, at 3, 5 to 7, 9, and 11 to 14 hours (Figure 5.9B). Knocking down ephrin-A5b generally
increased the length of axons extended by RGCs.
Area covered
The first ephrin-A5b morpholino increased the area covered during axon pathfinding through
the hours -14 to -3, and -1 (Figure 5.9C). A short period of decreased area followed arboriza-
tion, where 5 and 6 hours after reaching the target the morphants covered less area than
axons from the control morpholino injected embryos. The second morpholino confirmed an
increase in area during pathfinding, at -13, -8 to -6, -4,as well as a continued significant in-
crease after arborization, from 5-14 hours after the target was reached (Figure 5.9D). Mostly
(25 vs 2), the hours of significant difference between axons from zebrafish injected with con-
trol morpholino or ephrin-A5b showed that the loss of ephrin-A5b increased the area covered
by RGC axons.
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Number of branches
There were more branches in early pathfinding in the first ephrin-A5b splice site morphants.
At -14 and from -12 to -2, the number of branches was significantly higher than for axons
in control morpholino injected embryos (Figure 5.9E). Near the end of the arborization
phase measured, at 14 hours after reaching the target, another small period of significance
was reached, where ephrin-A5b knockdown caused more branching. The second ephrin-
A5b morpholino also caused increases in branch number, especially at -8 to -6 hours before
reaching the target, and again from 5-8 and 11-14 hours after reaching the target (Figure
5.9F). The lack of ephrin-A5b increased the branch numbers in both cases.
Branch order
When the branch order of the axons was measured, the first ephrin-A5b morpholino had
changing effects over time. Early in pathfinding, there were a few hours when the morphants
had higher orders of branches, -14 and -11 hours before reaching the target (Figure 5.9G). At
-4 hours they also had higher order branches than axons from standard control morpholino
injections. At -2 and -1, the average branch order dropped below control morpholino levels,
and this reached significance throughout the arborization phase at 2, 6-7, and 10-11 hours.
With the second ephrin-A5b morpholino (e3i3), morphants also had higher orders of branches
at -11 hours before hitting the target and 6 hours after the target was reached, with a switch
to significantly lower orders than controls at 11 hours (Figure 5.9H). The points of significance
fell such that early, ephrin-A5b morphants tended to have higher levels and late they had
lower levels, flattening out the increase that slowly occurred over time with control axons.
Branch ratio
The branch ratio was significantly less during two hours of pathfinding, at -12 and -4 hours
before reaching the target for axons in larvae treated with the first ephrin-A5b morpholino
(Figure 5.9I). With the second morpholino, the branch ratio was increased after arborization
from 5 to 7, 9 to 11 and 13 to 14 hours (Figure 5.9J). These two results tend to flatten the
curve of the branch ratio, such that initially, slightly fewer branches are pointing towards
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the target zone, and after reaching it, more branches continue to point ”inwards” towards
the centre of the arbor rather than spreading outwards.
Unaltered measures
Neither ephrin-A5b morpholino caused a change in either the average turning angle of growth
cones (Figure 5.10A, B) or in the change of number of branches over time (Figure 5.10C,D).
Grouped ephrin-A5b morphant axon characteristics
Taken together, the knockdown of ephrin-A5b appears to increase the length, area, and
number of branches, but not the order complexity. This suggests that more lower order
branches emerge directly from the axon shaft when ephrin-A5b is knocked down. The
branch ratio is also slightly flattened. Interestingly, several of the effects are observed during
pathfinding, rather than during terminal arborization near the posterior edge of the tectum
where mRNA expression of ephrin-A5b has been observed.
5.3.4 Analysis of individual axons in ephrin-A2 morphants
In the first ephrin-A2 morpholino, targeting the boundary between the first exon and first
intron region of the gene (e1i1), 12 axons were identified and traced. Through subjective
observation and judgement of the trajectories, half (6/12) seemed grossly normal in phe-
notype. Unusual turning and branching behaviours were noted with this morpholino. In
one axon’s trajectory, a long branch curls back around and searches behind the main axon
shaft rather than extending straight out from the primary shaft (Figure 5.11). Another
axon seemed to have reduced levels of branching in general, and therefore was difficult to
estimate a target zone for, as a result our termination criteria placed the target at the very
beginning of the movie (Figure 5.12). In this case, the branch ratio was also much altered
(Figure 5.12F). Two further axons, including the one in Figure 5.12, appeared to grow into
the tectal neuropil but later retracted without forming a proper terminal arbor. Of these,
one was long with very short, sparse branches. A second axon with short, sparse branches
was also traced and this latter axon formed a stable arbor in the tectum.
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With the second ephrin-A2 morpholino , which targeted the splice site boundary between
the first intron and the second exon (i1e2), the axons had the same phenotypic structures
as those growing in control morpholino treated conditions, similar to previous wild-type and
control observations.
5.3.5 Grouped analysis of axons in ephrin-A2 morphants
Axon length
Length showed varying responses to the two splice site morpholinos. With the first (e1i1),
length was briefly increased during early pathfinding, greater than the control morpholino
for the period covering 12 and 11 hours before reaching the target (Figure 5.13A). Between
-8 and 4 hours after reaching the target, and again from 6 - 12 and 14 hours after reaching
the target, each hourly period was significantly decreased from control morpholino levels.
In contrast, the second splice site morpholino (i1e2) showed brief periods where the length
was decreased, at 1 hour before and 4 and 6 hours after reaching the target (Figure 5.13B).
For longer periods, from -14 to -6 hours during pathfinding and again from 12 to 14 hours
after reaching the target, the hourly comparisons showed that the length of the neurites were
greater than those in the control morpholino condition.
Area covered
Again, at -12 and -11 hours (before reaching the target) treatment with the ephrin-A2 mor-
pholino increased the area covered by the axons (Figure 5.13C). With the e1i1 morpholino,
during the transition from pathfinding to arborization, the ephrin-A2 morphants’ axons had
significantly less area contained between their branch tips specifically from -3 to 1 and be-
tween 3 to 6 hours after reaching the target. Towards the end of the compared time series,
from 12 to 14 hours was another significant period of reduced area with the e1i1 ephrin-A2
morpholino. Again, different results were seen when attempting to compare to the second
splice site morpholino. With the second ephrin-A2 morpholino (i1e2), for a long period
during pathfinding (-13 to -6 hours) at each hour the areas were increased from control
morpholinos (Figure 5.13D). Just before arborization at -1 hour, the ephrin-A2 morphant
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axon area was decreased from control levels, but gained significantly more area later, at each
hour between 8-10, and 12-14 hours after reaching the target.
Number of branches
With the e1i1 ephrin-A2 morpholino, the number of branches was decreased, especially after
arborization (Figure 5.13E). The decrease in number was significant at the hours of -14, -
3 and -2, 3-5 and 7-13. In contrast, with the second ephrin-A2 morpholino, the number of
branches was significantly increased at -14 to -11, -9 to -5, 3, 6-8, and 11-14 hours (Figure
5.13F).
Branch order
If ephrins suppress branching, we might expect to see a difference in the branch order,
with axons becoming more complex or branching more in the absence of an inhibitory cue.
Conversely, if ephrins promote branching after suppressing outgrowth, the lack of ephrins
may result in less complex terminal branching. With our first ephrin-A2 morpholino, we
recorded a significant decrease in branch order during the following hours: an isolated drop
at -11, and more commonly found significant decreases after reaching the target at - 1, 3,4,
6, 8-10 and 14 (Figure 5.13G). Interestingly, the second ephrin-A2 splice site morpholino
caused axon branch order increases at -14 and -13, -11 and -10, -6, -5 and decreases later on,
at -3, -1, 2, 3, 8 and 11 hours (Figure 5.13H). Though the early pathfinding is significant in
only one case, this changes close to, and after reaching, the target, where there is matching
decreased complexity in axons from fish treated with either ephrin-A2 morpholino.
Branch ratio
If the branches are initiated or stabilised by the gradients of ephrins in the tectum, then
there was the possibility that the branch ratio could change during pathfinding. With the
e1i1 ephrin-A2 morpholino, there was no significant difference between the branch ratio of
ephrin-A2 morphants and the standard control morpholino injected embryos (Figure 5.13I).
With the second morpholino, a period during arborization had a lower ratio value at 5, 7
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and 9 - 12 hours after arborization (Figure 5.13J). The lowered branch ratio here indicates
that more branches were directed inwards, towards the centre of the convex hull area, than
under control conditions, and has little implication on pathfinding.
Unaltered measures
Neither ephrin-2 morpholino showed a change in either the average turning angle of growth
cones (Figure 5.14A, B) or in the change of number of branches over time (Figure 5.14C,D).
Grouped ephrin-A2 morphant axon characteristics
For three measures, axon length, area, and number of branches, the first morpholino seemed
to drive measures further away from previous controls to a greater degree than the control
morpholino. For the same measures, the second morpholino raised the measures, as well as
branch order and late arborization branch ratio back up to closer to the old control levels
from the morpholino control baseline. Additionally, the second morpholino also produced
morphants where the axons were phenotypically closer to normal, with no unusual behaviours
observed.
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Controls
Ideally, the standard control morpholinos would have been a close match to the previous
controls and wild type axons so that any deviations from normal could be attributed to
specific ephrin effects. There were differences, however, suggesting that the standard control
morpholino had its own effects as well, despite the axons seeming phenotypically normal.
Interestingly, the creators of the standard control morpholinos have recently compared it to
a random control oligo mixture, and the standard control showed an unexpected potential
for RNA modulation in zebrafish embryos (Gene Tools and Phalanx Biotech Group, unpub-
lished, www.gene-tools.com). Thus the standard control might be having off-target effects,
rather than providing an unbiased control for oligo concentration-dependent and non-specific
defects.
Additionally, the strongest evidence for the specific function of the morpholinos would be
to have the two splice sites yield identical results, which was also not the case with my results.
When I began this work, the start site of ephrin-A2 could not be identified from the genome
version at that time thus I attempted to confirm the phenotype with two different splice site
morpholinos, which is a stronger confirmation than a mis-match control [69]. Although the
grouped results did not match exactly, the reoccurrence of similar phenotypes and changes
in measurements, albeit sometimes at different times, is encouraging.
5.4.2 Morphants
Ephrin-A5b knockdown increased the length, area, and number of branches but caused less
of an increase in branch order. Ephrin-A5b knockdown also flattened the biased branching
slightly, though not consistently or for long periods. Thus, under normal conditions, ephrin-
A5b may provide some general branch inhibition, and may help to suppress new lower
order branches in favour of higher order branches at the terminal arbor. This could drive
increases in arbor complexity and the number of initial connections formed in the correct
area. Ephrin-A5b may also suppress branching during pathfinding if the tectal cell dendrites
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express the ephrin-A5b protein rostrally in the tectum, despite the mRNA’s caudal location.
The timing of the knockdown effects sometimes differed between the two different splice
site morpholinos, potentially due to alignment of the axons at the target zone, as described
below.
For ephrin-A2, the two splice site morpholinos had different effects. The second (i1e2)
splice site morpholino shifted all measures from standard control morpholino levels back
towards the older control or wild type measures, and also produced individual axons with
normal structural phenotypes overall. This suggests that perhaps the second morpholino
did not effectively knock down ephrin-A2 and also was perhaps less toxic (produced less
off-target neural effects) than the standard control morpholino.
Considering only the first splice site (e1i1) morpholino, the loss of ephrin-A2 caused a
decrease in length, area, number and order of branches. The low-rostral to high-caudal gra-
dient of ephrin-A2 may therefore encourage forward growth especially at low concentrations
as axons enter the tectum, as suggested by some bi-functional models of ephrins. When ax-
ons do not encounter this signal, some extend only short branches and grow forward, while
others retract. Additionally, since not all axons were affected in the same way, there may
be subsets of RGCs [268] that respond especially strongly to the lack of ephrin-A2, poten-
tially temporal axons with high levels of Eph receptors. The decrease in branch orders and
branch number may also result from not getting enough of the stop and/or branch signal
at higher ephrin concentrations, and thus the axons continue forward without elaborating
side branches or terminal arbors and, without the increase in branches, do not maintain
as much length as the controls. Due to the appearance of impeded branching and forward
motion in some cases, and the increased forward growth at the expense of long branches in
others, the terminal location of the arbors could have been shifted rostrally or caudally from
the true target location. Here is a prime example for where uniquely identifying both the
soma location and the axon arbors belonging to the particular cell would greatly increase
the understanding of the knockdown phenotype. Due to axon fasciculation of several mGFP
labelled axons in the optic tract, this was not possible during the current study.
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5.4.3 Confirming protein localization
The in situ hybridisation data showed both ephrins present in the caudal side of the tectum
[251]. However, our significant results were not spatially limited to the caudal part of the
tectum. Despite the cell bodies closer to that area producing the greatest amounts of the
ephrin mRNA, the ephrin proteins were likely transported into the tectal cell dendrites and
into the neuropil. As such, the physical location of the Eph-ephrin binding partners becomes
a very interesting question for further study. The local patterns that form may tell a different
story to the mRNA in situ gradients. However, here, despite attempts with different lev-
els of detergent, collagenase and antibody concentrations, no specific immunohistochemical
location for ephrin-A5b could be determined, and mouse ephrin-A2 was too different from
zebrafish to bind even in a Western blot.
5.4.4 Ephrin redundancy
Two phenotypes (the presence of a subset of looping axons and a subset of long, unbranched
axons) came up in both ephrin-A5b splice site morpholinos and in one of the two morpholinos
aimed at ephrin-A2 knockdown. This may be evidence that even in zebrafish the ephrins
function redundantly, and that it is the sum of ephrin levels and potentially not the exact
subtype of ephrin, that matters in retinotectal mapping, similar to how ephrins work in mice
[74].
Firstly, there were the looping/curved branches and axons. This search pattern suggests
that RGC axons were indeed trying to use an ephrin-A gradient to grow towards their target
area. There seems to be a defined point where this subtype of axons ceases to move forward,
and starts extending around the area, in large loops, potentially searching for the missing
gradient or seeking to get more information out of the environment. Eventually, alternative
guidance cues appear to stabilise them in more rostral locations than they originally extended
to. Interestingly, the more rostral arborization shift was also seen for temporal axons in
ephrin-A5 knockout mice [74]. The work contained in this chapter is the first visualisation
of single axon trajectories in any species, rather than following groups of axons. The unique
sets of individual behaviours exhibited by individual axons may be similar across species
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and be underlying the nasal axons shifting caudally and temporal axons shifting rostrally.
As nasal axons in mouse shift further caudal when ephrin is knocked out, the rostral shift
seen in temporal axons might be caused by a similar sort of mechanism, since in the mouse
superior colliculus the ephrin gradients are highest at the centre and decrease towards both
the rostral and caudal edges. Thus, in that model system, the axons move up the gradient
towards the central superior colliculus, whereas in zebrafish there is the highest concentration
of ephrin at the caudal edge so both temporal and nasal axons are moving up the gradient
as they travel caudally.
The second phenotype that appeared in the three morpholinos was that of a long, spindly,
mostly unbranched axon that travelled far into the neuropil or retracted, in some ephrin-A2
knockdown cases. This potentially recapitulates the more common phenotype from ephrin
knockouts in the literature, the tendency for nasal axons to travel farther caudally into the
tectum than they would otherwise where they make ectopic arborizations.
5.4.5 Future directions: Axon identity
There were differences in how individual cells reacted to the loss of ephrins. While initial
cell body location may be a simple explanation, there could be other layers of complexity
involved. Currently, the genetic mGFP label targets a random subset of Brn3c expressing
cells. If the cell body locations could be mapped or predicted, different hypotheses could be
tested. Single cell injections of lipophilic dyes like DiI or DiO, or electroporation of mGFP
to particular retinal quadrants, could be used to target specific locations in the retina to
determine whether axon behaviour can be predicted by the cell’s retinal location.
Additionally, there have been over 50 different RGC subtypes described by their struc-
tures in zebrafish [268]. If genetic markers could be determined for these RGC subtypes,
the link between axon behaviour and the cell’s functional identity could be investigated.
Alternatively, if unique markers like Brainbow are used, there is the potential to deter-
mine the structure of the dendritic and axonal arbors to classify RGCs after imaging their
development.
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5.4.6 Future directions: The morpholino problem
Morpholinos were once considered the best way to alter gene expression in zebrafish. Re-
cently, with the advent of direct genome editing tools including zinc-finger nucleases [62, 216],
TALENs [29] and Cas9/CRISPRs [149] morpholino knockdowns are being validated against
full genetic knock outs. A great deal of interest has been generated by the finding that
the morphant (morpholino-induced) and mutant (genetically modified) phenotypes do not
always match [175]. Kok et al. chose to look at overt disruptions of phenotypes that were
likely caused by off-target effects (including body axis disruptions, curved trunks and kinked
tails). These overt phenotypes can be used when titrating morpholinos down to get desired
specificity and can be markers of general toxicity in the developing embryo rather than spe-
cific effects. 70% of the morphant phenotypes were not reproduced by knocking out the
gene targeted by the morpholinos. It is still unclear whether off-target effects of the mor-
pholinos caused the original phenotypes or if the genetic mutant has no phenotype due to
silent gene mutations being created using Cas9/CRISPRs rather than true genetic knock-
outs. [175]. Additionally, 300 newly generated mutant phenotypes do match ZFIN morphant
phenotypes, although the identities of these genes were listed as unpublished [175]. Their
cautionary suggestion was to match the phenotype of any morphants to a mutant before
trusting the morpholino data. However, mutants created by most known genome editing
methods can also show off-target effects, and rescuing the phenotype with mRNA injection
(without the target sites for morpholinos binding) provides an appropriate validation as well.
In this case, the low penetrance of the phenotype combined with stochastic mGFP labelling
prevented the use of mRNA rescue to confirm the morpholinos were working.
However, we did observe a similar phenotype in our ephrin-A5b knockdown as seen in the
acerebellar mutant, known to have disrupted ephrin-A5b as well [251]. Unfortunately, direct
mutants in ephrin-A2, ephrin-A5b and other topographic tags have not yet been generated,
and would take a further 6 — 12 months after the first injections to create [175] for a lab well
set up in the technique. These would be an interesting addition to the literature, especially
if multiple ephrin knockouts were created and could be interbred.
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5.4.7 Implications: Ephs and ephrins in regeneration
An understanding of how Ephs and ephrins function in development can also help us to
understand the process of neural regeneration after injury. Adults often maintain some
expression of ephs and ephrins. Ephs and ephrins expression can alter after injury to the
adult retinotectal system, however, the response varies across different species. In rats
[270, 271] and goldfish [269] the Ephs and ephrin levels are dynamic after injury, however
changes in expression levels have not been observed in mouse [171], zebrafish [13], or frog
[8].
The site and type of the injury directs which guidance cues are reinstated. In normal
adult rats, tectal ephrin-A2 is a shallow ascending rostrocaudal gradient, and EphA5 in
the retina is a shallow ascending nasotemporal gradient [270]. When the ventrotemporal
axons are cut, as they arborize in the rostral portion of the tectum, caudal ephrin-A2 levels
remain similar to normal adult levels. In contrast, when the rat’s dorsonasal retinas are
lesioned, ephrin-A2 is upregulated in the caudal part of both halves of the tectum, showing
intercollicular pathway activation. The laser cuts upregulate EphA3 and EphA5 in the nasal
retina, bringing the gradient to a higher but level expression across the nasotemporal axis
[166, 270] The ephrin-A2 gradient in the retina remains constant, higher nasal to lower
temporal [166]. In comparison, during a nerve crush, the temporal EphA5 expression is
decreased to flatten the retinal gradient [327].
Gradients of ephrin-A2 and ephrin-A5 have recently been analysed after lesioning half the
target region in Syrian hamsters. [330]. During normal development, both ephrin-A2 and
ephrin-A5 are expressed in an increasing anterior-to-posterior gradient across the superior
colliculus. After lesioning removes half of the superior colliculus, the gradients changed.
Initially, there was a drop in ephrin-A5 mRNA expression, which seemed to be distance
dependent. Cells closest to the lesion lowered ephrin expression first, and the decreasing
expression pattern travelled away from the damaged area [330]. A signal from the damaged
area itself, or a disruption of a usual instructive cue, potential from the midbrain-hindbrain
boundary (a nearby organising region) could potentially be responsible [330]. The increasing
anterior-to-posterior gradient becomes re-established after this initial expression decrease
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[330]. Interestingly, the gradient itself, rather then returning to the pre-lesioned slope,
becomes steeper, with higher expression at the edge of the lesioned area than would have
been prior to the surgery. In this way, one of the instructive molecules that establishes the
retinotectal map is compressed prior to the axons establishing a compressed map [330]. This
example illustrates the possibility that there are more factors than axon-axon competition
interacting to form the compressed map.
A gradient of EphA5 is usually maintained in RGCs, but after optic nerve transection
is down regulated and the gradient expression is flattened, presumably to prevent excessive
repulsion from tectal ephrins during re-innervation, however, ephrinA2 is also upregulated,
preventing axons from leaving the nerve graft and entering the tectum
In goldfish, where regeneration of the optic nerve is possible, EphA3 and EphA5 are both
upregulated into a retinal gradient after injury. In the tectum, rather than the subset of
cells that usually express ephrinA2, a wider range of existing neurons cells are recruited into
expressing the proteins to form a rostral-caudal gradient [165].
In zebrafish, lesioned or unlesioned retinas, the gradients of ephrin-A2 and ephrin-A5b
remain in the optic tectum of adult animals. However, they disappear from the retina, where
they are present during the development of the retinotectal connection [13]. One suggestion
for the remnant expression in the tectum is to guide in axons that grow from the peripheral
retina to a topographic location throughout the life of the animal [13, 217].
Ephrin-A2 knockout mice have also been studied in adolescence, where the lack of the
ephrin-A2 leads to fewer spines being integrated into circuits [373]. Understanding the
reactions of axons to ephrin levels may lead to a greater understanding of the synaptic
integrations, increasing our understanding of learning, memory and adult plasticity.
5.4.8 Conclusions
The data show divergent effects. A solid confirmation of the dynamic ephrin phenotypes
will lead to explorations into how the different axonal responses can be categorised, and
potentially into why the different reactions exist. In elucidating the disparate mechanisms,
great progress will be made into discovering how the neural networks are initially set up, and
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how the brain so efficiently organises complicated sensory inputs from such an early stage.
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5.5 Tables
Table 5.2: Summary of Movies
Condition Number of Frames Number of Axons Number of Fish
Ephrin-A2 i1e2 2154 12 6
Ephrin-A2 e1i1 1197 12 4
Ephrin-A5b e2i3 1580 12 8
Ephrin-A5b e3i3 1986 12 7
Standard control MO 1887 12 5
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Figure 5.1: The standard control morpholino decreases axon growth compared to
wild type axons. The standard control morpholino, which should not have a target in the
zebrafish genome, has off target effects that reduce the (A) length, (B) area, and (C) number of
branches found in arbors, especially the increases seen after arborization begins. Traces show the
mean ± SEM.
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Figure 5.2: The standard control morpholino does not have a strong effect on branch
ratio, change in branch number, measures of GC turning or branch orders. Near the
end of arborization differences can be seen, with the control morpholino (A) raising the branch
order and (C) further decreasing the branch ratio. Traces show the mean ± SEM.
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Figure 5.3: Individual RGC axon in a zebrafish injected with a standard control
morpholino. The quantitative properties of an individual axon are shown below a series of max-
imum intensity projection images taken from the time-lapse. (A) Frames from a time-lapse movie
each two hours apart to display a range of growth over this axon’s lifetime, including branching
and growth cones. Scale bar is 10 µm. Below are the tracings, with a red ”x” marking the point
at which the target zone was hit, corresponding to the vertical dashed line in later graphs and
where yellow boxes show the time covered in (A). After arrival at the target the (B) area, (C)
axon length, (D) number of branches and (E) branch order increase. (F) The branch ratio drops,
as branches that were biased towards the centre of the target zone lead branches away from it as
the axon arborizes. (G) Low branch orders are most common, but higher orders are seen as well.
(H) Branch lengths are distributed with the majority being short extensions. (I) Tracking growth
cones show that they generally decrease the distance to the target zone over time.
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Figure 5.4: Ephrin-A5b Knockdown. (A) Model schematising the knockdown of ephrin-A5b
from the tectum. (B) Western Blot showing knockdown of ephrin-A5b with both splice morpholino
variants from a pool of 50 embryos at day 3.5 compared to an actin loading control. (C) Axons
occasionally leave the bounds of the tectal neuropil, seen here with Gal4::Atoh7;UAS::syn-GFP
genetic label. Red dashed line shows the boundary of the tectal neuropil.
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Figure 5.5: Individual RGC axon in a zebrafish injected with an ephrin-A5b mor-
pholino (e2i3) showing a looping branch phenotype. (A) Frames represent confocal images
one hour apart to best display the looping behaviour. The point at which forward growth pauses is
indicated by an asterisk, and the white arrow follows the looping branch. Scale bar is 10 µm. The
tracings are below, with a red ‘x’ marking the centre of the eventual target area at the frame just
past where it is reached. Yellow highlighting on the graphs shows the time represented by images
in (A). Measures of (B) Area, (C) Length, (D) Number of Branches still increase after reaching
the target, along with a corresponding decrease (F) in the branch ratio. (E) The order of branches
decreases overall but (G) higher orders were seen over the axon’s lifetime. (I) Growth cones initially
travelled towards the target, then travelled away or maintained a steady distance as they moved.
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Figure 5.6: The qualitative and quantitative properties of a looping axon from an
ephrin-A5b morphant (e2i3). (A) Frames represent confocal images 2 hours apart to display
the full loop generation. Point at which forward growth pauses is indicated by an asterisk, and the
white arrow follows the growth cone leading the looping. Tracings are below. Red ’x’ marks centre
of eventual termination zone; axon has stopped moving forward by the time the images start. Scale
bar is 10 µm. Yellow highlighting in B - F mark the time covered by the images in (A). Measures of
(B) area, (C) length, and (D) number of branches increase after the axon ceases to move forward.
(E) The branch order stays relatively constant and does not increase with time. (F) The branch
ratio falls sharply as the axon reaches its target and begins to turn around. (G) Branch order and
(H) branch counts have typical distributions. (I) Several of the growth cones do not travel towards
the target.
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Figure 5.7: A long, straight axon from an ephrin-A5b morphant (e3i3). (A) Images
are one hour apart and the scale bar is 10 µm. Tracings are shown below; with the centre of the
target area marked in a red ’x’; reached 2 hours before the images started (dashed line in graphs
below). Images shown from within the yellow highlighted times on the graphs. (B) Area, (C)
length, and (D) number of branches increase after the target is reached. (E) The branch order
and (F) branch ratio show no consistent trend. (G) Lower order branches are present with higher
frequency and (H) the total number of branches drop. (I) With only one growth cone, it steadily
decreases the distance to the target, and remains present after the target has been reached.
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Figure 5.8: A looping arbor from an ephrin-A5b (e3i3) morphant. (A) Frames are
maximum intensity projections of confocal images 1 hour apart to display the arbor turning/looping
with the tracings below. Red ’x’ in tracings indicates the approximate area of the centre of the
target zone; about 20 minutes before t=0 (dashed vertical line in graphs). Asterisk marks where
forward movement stops, and the arrow follows the growth cone around to where an arbor will
form. Scale bar is 10 µm. Yellow highlighted regions in (B-F) mark the period the images are
taken from. (B) Area, (C) length, (D) number of branches and (E) order of branches all incase
after the axon stops moving forward. (G) Frequency of branch order and (H) number of branches
are relatively normal. (I) The initial growth cone takes the axon towards a ’target’ where it stops
moving forward, subsequent growth cones direct the axon to grow and arborize rostral to that
point.
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Figure 5.9:
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Figure 5.9: When grouped, ephrin-A5b caused alterations in axon growth when
compared to axons from standard control MOs. (A,B) Overall, axon length increased.
(C,D) Area increased with the loss of ephrin-A5b. (E,F) With ephrin-A5b knockdown, there were
slightly more branches on average. (G,H) The branch order was greater earlier and less later in an
axon’s life with a knockdown ephrin-A5b. (I,J) The branch ratio showed a slight flattening when
the occasional significant differences were found. All traces show mean ± SEM. *; p<0.0018.
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Figure 5.10: Ephrin-A5b had similar effects to the standard control morpholino on
the measures of branch ratio, change in branch number, measures of GC turning and
branch orders . No significant differences were found.
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Figure 5.11: Looping phenotype for a RGC axon in a zebrafish injected with an
ephrin-A2 (e1i1) morpholino. (A) Frames represent confocal images 1 hour apart to display
the curving phenotype, with an asterisk where forward movement stops (dashed vertical line on
following graph panels) and an arrow following the curving branch. Below the images are the
tracings, and a red ‘x’ marks where the centre of the target zone will be when the axon reaches it
on the second panel. Highlighted yellow areas on the graphs show the length of time covered by
the images in (A). (B) Area covered increases, remains constant, then decreases. (C) Axon length
remains relatively stable. (D) The number of branches peaks when the axon stops moving forward,
then decreases. (E) Branch order shows a sharp dip before recovering. (F) The axon starts out
close to its ’target’, where it stops moving forward, and the branch ratio decreases from there. (G)
Several higher order branches are still present with (H) a variety of branch lengths. (I) Neither
growth cone moves closer to the target area over their lifetimes. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 5.12: Individual RGC axon in a zebrafish injected with the first ephrin-A2
(e1i1) morpholino, which extends narrow branches and later retracts. (A) Frames along
top represent confocal images 1 hour apart. Tracings are below. Red ‘x’ marks the location of the
target area; reached at the first frame of the movie (before the initial image). Scale bar is 10 µm.
Yellow area shows the time on the graphs covered by the frames at top. (B) Area covered peaks
in the middle of the axon lifetime. (C) Total axon length and (D) number of branches decrease
with time. (E) The mean branch order is relatively low and constant. (F) Branch ratio is mostly
negative. (G) Most branches are of low order and (H) have a range of lengths (I) The first growth
cone extends away from the target, and the second extends further, before retracting.
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Figure 5.13: Morpholinos against Ephrin-A2 caused contradictory but significant
differences when compared to the standard control morpholino alone. (A, B) Length
decreased for axons in embryos treated with the e1i1 ephrin-A2 morpholino, and at a few time points
near the termination zone for i1e2 morphants. Length increased at early and late time points for
the second morpholino. (C, D) Depending on morpholino, the area could increase or decrease. (E)
The number of branches decreased for the first morpholino however (F) branch number increased
when the second MO was tested. (G,H) In both ephrin-A2 MOs, branch order was decreased from
standard control MO levels. (I) With the first MO, the branch ratio was unaltered. (J) The second
morpholino increased the branch ratio after arborization was occurring. All traces show the mean
± SEM, with axons aligned according to when they reached the termination zones (vertical dashed
line at t =0). MO targets; e1i1; exon-1 intron-1 boundary, i1e2; intron-1 exon-2 boundary. N = 12
axons per group. *; p<0.0018
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Figure 5.14: There were similarities between ephrin-A2 morpholinos and standard
controls for some measures. Ephrin-A2 MOs (red) did not alter the average growth cone turning
angle (A,B) or the change in number of branches (C,D) over time when compared to a standard
control morpholino (black). All traces show the mean ± SEM, with axons aligned according to
when they reached the termination zones (vertical dashed line at t =0). MO targets; e1i1; exon-1
intron-1 boundary, i1e2; intron-1 exon-2 boundary. N = 12 axons per group.
6
Discussion
6.1 Summary of results
This thesis examined in detail the way that individual retinal ganglion cell axons pathfind
through the tectal neuropil and form their initial arbors in the developing optic tectum.
Chapter 3 introduced the concept of biased branching during zebrafish retinotectal develop-
ment. I then investigated whether environmental perturbations could affect biased branch-
ing, looking for insight into the mechanism that guides this pathfinding behavior. In Chapter
4 I used TTX to knock out activity in the developing zebrafish. This revealed that the area
covered by the pathfinding axons was less in TTX treated environments than in control fish.
It also showed different patterns of arbor growth over time compared to the controls. In
Chapter 5, morpholinos were used to to knock down different ephrin-A2 and ephrin-A5b in
the developing retinotectal system. Those experiments showed different results for the two
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ephrins, and interesting behaviours of single axons that were masked by grouping the data.
This thesis expands on early qualitative work describing the phenotypic behaviour of axons,
and revisits key questions with modern technologies and quantification.
6.2 Branching in guidance
The common theme explored by this thesis is branching in axon guidance. This thesis has
contributed to the changing and expanding description of guidance in the developing nervous
system. Where once only directional steering by growth cones in response to attractive or
repulsive cues would be described, mentions of biased or selective branching are becoming
more common. Biased branching has been previously described outside of the retinotectal
system. Two main examples follow, both of which have some similarities and some differences
to the branching seen in the developing zebrafish retinotectal connection.
6.2.1 Cellular migration and navigation
Branching is also essential to guidance during cortical neuron migration [23] and thus the
branching mechanisms and processes described for interneurons could inform our under-
standing of pathfinding in other systems. Briefly, cortical interneurons are born in the
medial ganglionic eminence. After the cells differentiate, they migrate to the cortical plate
where they integrate into circuits. During migration, a branched neurite extends ahead of
the cell body, however, the leading growth cones do not turn to steer the cell. Instead, the
branches themselves provide guidance choices for the cell body [206]. The cell soma jumps
forward in saltatory movements using nuclear translocation. When it reaches the first branch
bifurcation it enters one branch or the other [206]. The branch that is not selected retracts,
often before the nucleus has reached the bifurcation point [206].
In general, the branches extend towards chemoattractant cues present along the migration
path. The angle between the branches depends on the environment; if the cell is travelling in
a straight path up a gradient, the angles are small, but before a turn the angles grow larger
[206]. To migrate in a straight path, the neuron alternates between left and right angling
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branches.
The choice between two branches may be made based on differential signalling cascades
in the branches. Having two growth cones some distance apart may give a stronger ‘read’ on
guidance gradients in the environment. The resulting imbalanced signal cascade activation
may amplify slight differences in the environmental cues which are compared at each step
forward [206].
In this manner, the growth cones on each of the branches can act in parallel to sample a
wider search area, and avoid the growth cone getting trapped in a local maxima or minima
[23] or making an erroneous guidance decision based on small fluctuations in the amount of
guidance cue binding to growth cone receptors [226]. This ‘parallel search’ model may also
be at play when zebrafish RGC axons extend multiple branches and growth cones across the
tectum, especially if EphRs are expressed along all axon branches, similar to the expression
pattern found in chicks [367].
6.2.2 Interstitial branching
Interstitial branches are a second form of branching [187]. Interstitial branches arise along
the primary axon shaft. As it passes a suitable location, the primary growth cone may mark
the region for extension by leaving behind remnants, like filopodia or lamellipodia, that stay
active and later form a branch [328].
The rat cortex provides an example where connections are formed through this intersti-
tial branching process [278]. Ipsilateral corticocortical connections are formed between the
adjacent brain areas, 17 and 18a [278]. As with the retinotectal connection, these cortical
axons create a topographic map between the two brain regions. The development takes
place in different stages. Initially, the axons grow through the lower layers horizontally and
proceed past their targets. The axon shaft then branches and extends interstitial branches
towards the pial surface and their innervation targets [278]. The development of these side
branches is precise from the start. Each axon extends a small number of interstitial branches
from a limited region, and these do not require much pruning in later development. Before
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innervation occurs, small filopodia-like extensions emerge from the axon shaft. They are usu-
ally less than 10 µm in length, densely distributed, and highly motile with short lifetimes.
They may be an exploratory mechanism to direct the later extension of a high-cost primary
branch that innervates the correct site after these filopodial-like extensions have sampled
the environment. Similar interstitial connections have been observed in the hamster senso-
rimotor cortex [114], and rat corticopontine system [121, 242]. The side-branches present on
zebrafish RGCs may arise in similar ways. Both kinds of branches are positioned along the
axon shaft and appear to be independent from the leading growth cone and primary axon
shaft extension. However, zebrafish branching and cortical interstitial branches have differ-
ences as well. With zebrafish branches, the side branches can ”take over” as the primary
shaft at any time. They are also generated as the main axon shaft is extending (rather than
after it reaches a target), remain dynamic, and are likely to retract. The similarities, espe-
cially in their respective roles as exploratory environmental sensors, suggest that knowledge
gained from the studies of branched cortical connections may also be applied to the zebrafish
retinotectal map formation.
6.3 Mechanisms of branching
The physical and molecular mechanics of creating branches has been covered by recent re-
views [98, 156, 187]. The following section discusses the molecular mechanisms, key proteins
and processes that support branching, and integrates the findings of this thesis into the
previous work. The information is drawn from several types of neurons and the proteins
are described only superficially, to give an overview of the processes and implications rather
than a detailed re-iteration of the literature.
6.3.1 The ability to branch
As RGCs first enter the tectal neuropil, branch components are likely recruited to the grow-
ing end of the axon to support the dynamic, profuse branching zebrafish RGCs display during
pathfinding. Actin patches, varying in size and intensity, form transiently along the length
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of the axon and a subset of these generate filopodia [163, 177, 222, 314]. At these nascent
branch sites, actin, Rho-GTPases, scaffolding proteins, regulators of actin polymerization,
and microtubule severing proteins build up, in part due to local translation and partially
due to transport from the cell body [58, 66, 80, 113, 136, 197, 372]. Short branches, includ-
ing protrusions that might be termed filopodia elsewhere were included in our analysis of
branching. These short protrusions could extend into long branches or retract. Influences
on these early short branches may be a step in creating biased branching.
6.3.2 Branch creation
Axon guidance cues often have similar effects on guidance and branches, with repulsive cues
decreasing the amount of branching and attractant cues increasing branching. However,
little is known about the translation of guidance cues into cytoskeletal rearrangements during
axon or branch outgrowth and guidance [157]. The effects are often cell type and context
dependent, and result from an interplay of many different environmental cues.
This thesis investigated the effects of activity, ephrin-A2 and ephrin-A5b on the bias in
branch direction and found no strong correlations. Both neural activity and the guidance
proteins could have potentially acted on existing branches. A second possibility is that the
biased branch ratio is generated at the point of branch initiation and primes one side of the
axon to extend branches more than the other side. Axon guidance cues are candidates that
could act on both existing branches or on branch initiation. Molecules like slits, semaphorins
and netrins have context-dependent promotion or suppression of branches [18, 24, 59, 304]
and at least one slit protein already helps guide RGC axons to the correct tectal layer [363].
Repulsive cues can also cause branching after growth cone collapse, suggesting that the level
of the guidance cue in the in vivo environment may be carefully balanced to stop growth
cones and/or to cause axon branching at particular expression levels. If axon guidance cues
have differential expression or axons have differential responses across the tectum they may
aid in branching to help set up topographic maps.
Additionally, growth factors like NGF (nerve growth factor), BDNF (brain-derived neu-
rotropic factor), FGF (fibroblast growth factor) and neurotrophins can also increase the rate
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of branching [46, 203, 328, 329]. If a directional difference can be found in these rates, they
may also contribute to the branch ratio. Alternatively, their presence on the tectum may
simple act to increase the numbers of transient branches to give other cues or signals more
branches to act on.
Ephrin-As, molecules of interest in Chapter 5, can stimulate the branching on some
populations of axons in appropriate areas and repress branching on others [92, 152, 200, 367].
We found similarly divergent effects, with some axons showing length and branch number
decreases and others showing length and branch number increases. Our work suggests that
even in a population of zebrafish RGCs, axons may respond differently to the loss of ephrins,
and the ephrin-A subtype (i.e. ephrin-A5b vs ephrin-A2) may also have disparate effects.
Additionally, the nasal-temporal location of the cell body and the amount of EphR carried
by the axon likely influences the effects. In Chapter 5 we suggest that the temporal axons,
which arborize on the rostral tectum, may be the axons that produce large loops. This could
be through a combination of altered branch factors. If the growth cone is stopped, but the
cues to produce more branches are not present, the existing branches could extend and turn
while searching for the missing cue. For the nasal axons, which arborize caudally, the loss
of an ephrin may inhibit a caudal stop cue, such that they continue to extend a main axon
rather than branch. The rather unpredictable responses suggest that it is the balance of
cues in the axon and in the environment that interact to produce a ‘typical’ response, rather
than individual cues controlling singular aspects of the growth. However, the ephrin-As we
tested did not appear to change the bias in branching.
6.3.3 Material competition in branch bias
In any process of biased branching there must be mechanisms to select branches to initiate
and maintain compared to the branches that retract. There may be a role for competition for
materials between the branches. During cortical interstitial branching, the main axon may
pause extension as a side-branch grows into a target region [e.g. 157]. Growth cones at the
end of branches interpret and integrate numerous extracellular cues by activating internal
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signalling pathways [109, 140]. The role of these downstream signals remain to be conclu-
sively defined, but a result could be branch stabilisation or retraction after comparison of
relative levels in the various branches, or a threshold that needs to be reached for stabilisa-
tion [157]. The comparison and selection process could lead to the branch ratio described in
this thesis. Part of the comparison or competition may be for energy demands, for example
selected branch may have attracted and immobilized more mitochondria as a response to
the environmental cues, so that further and faster growth is supported [48, 225, 281].
6.3.4 Activity and biased branch selection
The role of activity in modelling RGC arbors has previously been discussed in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 4 where many of the details can be found. Briefly, to conclude this section, activity
can also play a role in branch selection. Netrin-1 increases both calcium transients and the
amount of branching [333]. Competition between branches on a single axon can be mediated
by calcium, as higher frequency calcium transients, representing neural activity, produce
faster branch growth, and branches along the same axon with lower frequency transients
are actively retracted [144]. Direct induction through caged calcium causes rapid branch
outgrowth [144] and reducing activity also reduces outgrowth [310], an effect also seen in
our zebrafish RGCs (Chapter 4) where branch length, area covered and number of branches
dropped with TTX treatment. With the loss of all activity, there is no way to compare
activity levels between branches. Interestingly, the branch ratio did not change, suggesting
that in the wild type conditions it is either not activity that is compared or that redundant
mechanisms are in place to compensate for activity loss.
The work of this thesis has detailed some of the changes to zebrafish RGC pathfinding
under environmental stressors, including loss of activity and reduction in ephrin-As. How-
ever, the mechanisms behind the resulting changes to pathfinding and early arborization are
still unclear and a knowledge of how the multitude of signals are interpreted by growth cones
is still far off.
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6.4 Moderation of dichotomies
Leaving behind the molecular details, at a much broader level several themes have appeared
in the previous chapters. One element that reappears is the emphasis on rather exaggerated
contrasts. In the development of the retinotectal system, it is almost always avians/mammals
compared to the fish/frogs. This split emphasises the differences in the formation of the
system and creates a divide in the literature between the two subfields. Throughout this
thesis, the line between them has become more blurred, especially with the discovery of
profuse branching in initial zebrafish pathfinding rather than a direct growth cone guidance
mechanism. In comparing the two model systems it is likely that more similarities will be
found; from molecules used for guidance and branch extension to the processes in axonal
remodelling.
Growth cones and branches are often also thought of as two completely separate cellular
products. However, filopodia seem to be a common component of both growth cones and
branch initiation. Additionally, growth cone turns may be a selective and small scale branch
choice in response to a cue. While the structures themselves appear dissimilar, it would be
unsurprising to find the same internal and external cues governing both in very similar ways.
Additionally, the vocabulary can cause apparent rifts. While filopodia and branches have
structural definitions, often in imaging the presence or absence of microtubules cannot be
directly observed and in lieu of that information, a decision to call an extension a branch, or
a spike, spikelet or filopodia can be unreliably based on length. In many cases, there might
not be so great a divide as the literature seems to create.
6.5 Changing scales
6.5.1 Retinotectal connection size, scale, and timing
The number of RGCs that participate in forming the retinotectal connection varies between
model organisms. Mouse and zebrafish have the least RGCs, with around 50000 axons
exiting each eye [151, 285, 377] Xenopus has slightly more, about 70000 RGCs [143] per eye
and rats have between 117000− 119000 RGCs [180]. For comparison, humans have around
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500000 RGC axons in each optic nerve [162].
In vertebrates, these maps are formed during late embryonic and early post-natal devel-
opment [183]. The process is always dynamic [183]. The coarse initial map is progressively
refined into the mature version before the onset of coordinated visual activity [183]. However,
the plastic refinement period varies in length and thus can potentially represent differential
involvement of direct axon-axon competition. In zebrafish, which develop rapidly, the initial
map is rough but present. A single zebrafish RGC in an empty tectum, without any com-
petitors at all, can grow to roughly the correct topographic location, even if it does remain
larger, especially with extra branches on its rostral extent [108].
Even between chick and frog; the tectum is fifty times larger in chicks when mapping
begins. Because of this, the RGC growth cones in a frog can sample a much greater pro-
portion of the total area as they travel [213]. Because of the larger tectal size in chicks and
rodents, the use of molecular gradients may change, as the gradients may spread out further
and become less precise, introducing more noise into the system. The size of the tectum may
be a crucial determining factor in the strategies that axons use to find their targets.
Additionally, the speed of development may also matter. In zebrafish and Xenopus the
visual system needs to have at least rudimentary function after just a few days of development
to allow the larvae to hunt food and evade predators in their environment. In rats and mice,
the period of development lasts a few weeks, continuing after birth. With larger animals,
the period of gestation and plasticity grows even longer.
Observed differences in the methods of connections between model species could be due to
the sum of the physical properties of the retinotectal connection in each organism, including
the gradient steepness, midbrain size, time to develop and number of axons [307]. While
maintaining an awareness of these differences, perhaps more attention can be drawn to the
similarities between them in future experiments and comparisons.
6.5.2 Scale of imaging and analysis
The temporal scale of imaging used in this thesis was an improvement over older studies
(detailed in Chapter 3). However, while 10 minute intervals cover most of the pathfinding
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phase and replace intervals measured in hours or days, there is still a place for more rapid
imaging to fill in missing information, especially about rates of initiation, extension and
retraction of branches, which can be hard to estimate from 10 minute samples. Improvements
to microscope and computer technology create tools that can take more images at faster rates
with less damage to samples, store more data, and necessitate the creation of programs to
assist in the analysis.
Currently, most similar analyses are also limited in sample number. Due to the high levels
of variation (described below) it may be more important for future studies to increase the
throughput of experiments in order to have large enough samples to subdivide into relevant
categories.
6.6 Variability in the system
The variability described above has an important biological role. Having such a diversity of
mechanisms allows for functional redundancy and resiliency. That makes it more difficult
to parse apart the actual functions of individual elements, yet it also gives an organism the
best chance possible to create a viable nervous system despite the potential for mechanical
injuries, genetic mutations, or differences in neural activity patterns.
As mentioned previously in Chapter 5, several different types of RGCs exist. In rats there
are at least 16 types of RGCs defined by morphology [209], and in mice about 20 [207, 338].
In zebrafish there are 11 major classes identified so far [267] but the typical number for
vertebrates seems to be about 20 [9, 347]. These subtypes have been shown to have unique
properties and may also react differently to environmental changes.
With the different cell subtypes, gradients of location marker expression, and differences
in time of ingrowth between axons there are a multitude of sources for variation between
individual axons. The biological system is beautifully complicated. Several of the axon
features examined herein would have been easily passed over if it were not for the precise
quantification. Small changes in a dynamic system can combine to larger effects, yet may
be passed over by qualitative assessment. In order to understand the roles, especially as
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signalling pathways and cytoskeletal arrangements become easier to image in vivo, main-
taining quantitative descriptions is a necessity for understanding the factors that help shape
the development of neural circuits.
6.7 Computational models
Computational models provide an interesting counterbalance to experiments. Experiments
are gaining more and more detail, for both the scale of imaging and in defining the subtypes
of RGCs described above. This contrasts rather sharply to the models, which gain elegance
with simplicity by removing surplus parameters and details. Cellular organization, structure
and rules can emerge from both approaches.
This thesis provides a dataset for future scientists who may be interested in building
a more realistic model of axon search patterns, with branching and growth cone guidance
factored in. Measures are available for two different types of manipulations, activity and
gradients, and may be used to build new models with representations of the dynamic axon
pathfinding structures. Indeed, there are opportunities to improve the analysis software and
add in measures that can account for branch lifetimes and potentially track the same branch
through hundreds of frames and define it more fully. In return, the output of the models
may suggest certain aspects of guidance as more or less important to the final result.
The long and intertwined partnership between experimental and theoretical modelling of
topographic mapping has a history of propelling both fields forwards. Models and experi-
ments together have debated the various roles of the ephrin gradients and chemospecificity
[74, 125, 129, 229], competition [130, 183, 339, 340] and axon-axon interactions [25, 264, 307].
Models that can explain the most experimental results use some measure of all three [307].
This last model also included branches, however the branches were static and moved simul-
taneously with the axon tip [307]. Two models, described below, have explored the use of
more dynamic branches during retinotectal development.
The first model suggested that EphA and ephrin-A gradients in the retina and on the
tectum along with competition are enough to bias branching [368]. Our ephrin knock-downs
in Chapter 5 did not confirm this effect. This could be due to a few factors. One, that
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morpholinos are a knock-down, not a complete knock out. Two, there are multiple ephrins
and Ephs on the tectum, and we were addressing one at a time and did not attempt to knock
down all of them. Third, it could be due to the bias in the modelled branching referring
to more interstitial branches occurring at the correct rostral-caudal location, rather than
including a medial-lateral component to the map.
A second branch focused model reproduced axon behaviour more phenomenologically
[102]. Again the branching used for this model was interstitial. This model found that
gradient detection and synaptic plasticity were not necessary for refinement of the arbors
but that blocking activity-dependent trophic factor release from tectal cells or adding in
activity-dependent instructive cues before axons reach the termination zone could be very
disruptive to the map [102]. An interesting comment was that despite how sensitive growth
cones are to gradients, the expression of the guidance molecules and arrangement of the
dendrites themselves may not create a smooth enough map at the cellular level to contribute
to accurate guidance. To get around this, Godfrey [102] suggests that the entire arbor may
be used as a chemosensing device, increasing the size of the gradient detected and acting as
a very large, sparse growth cone itself. This parallels the thought that the use of multiple
growth cones in zebrafish RGC development may be used to increase the sampling error as
well, and increase the accuracy of guidance and directing growth towards the target. Another
comment of the author’s was the surprise that with so many of the manipulations, the maps
qualitatively looked normal. This resonated with the work of this thesis as well, especially
in Chapters 4 and 5 where the manipulations of activity and ephrins had only small overall
changes to groups of axons.
Neither model satisfactorily explains the results presented in this thesis. Both used a
straight-growing primary axon extending past a target with subsequent interstitial branching
as a basis for growth, rather than an initial bias in transient branches during pathfinding.
A model that explicitly takes early biased branching into account may be useful in parsing
out which environmental and molecular components are the most important for correct axon
growth and targeting. It may also determine if signals from multiple growth cones could be
interpreted by a growing axon and translated into local growth and further branching.
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6.8 Future directions
Experiments have previously been suggested at the end of Chapters 2 - 5. Most have men-
tioned the necessity of predictive labelling; where an RGC can be traced to the cell body
and thus have a predicted target location rather than working backwards from the final
arbor location. Where the termination zones of the arbors stabilise may be different to the
location it should arborize, as predicted by the RGC’s soma location. Clarifying the origi-
nal presumptive targets, and using higher throughput imaging (perhaps through Brainbow
constructs) would be the two most significant experimental steps forward.
6.8.1 Experimental extensions
Some possible extensions could include assaying the loss of an individual axon’s activity
during pathfinding, to determine the relevance of matched activity to the target, or relative
activity levels between ingrowing axons. Additionally, the surgical manipulations, includ-
ing half-retinas and compound eyes, could be performed and axons imaged after physical
alterations. Perhaps more interesting though, would be to consider other ways in which the
branch ratio might be generated in development.
6.8.2 Medial-lateral guidance
The ephrin-A knockdowns may have given us true phenotypes for their function in a subtype
of cells, where rostral-arborizing axons turned and looped into more anterior areas and where
caudal-arborizing axons grew further without forming a true arbor (Chapter 5). However, the
ratio of the branches directed towards the target remained similar to controls. A total loss
of activity also did not alter this ratio (Chapter 4). A new suggestion is that medial-lateral
mapping may play a stronger role in influencing these early branches instead, and future
experiments could focus on the response of individual axons to the loss or over expression of
known medial-lateral cues, including EphB’s and Ephrin-B’s [123, 201], Wnt/Ryk signalling
[295], and Semaphorin 3D [193].
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6.8.3 Modelling
This work may also contribute to future modelling papers for topographic map development.
The branch statistics and quantitative measures can provide inputs for parameters in the
system to obtain realistically responding computational models.
6.9 Conclusions
In this thesis, a new method of axon guidance on the zebrafish tectum was described in quan-
titative detail. The contributions of global activity and two of the main rostral-caudal gradi-
ent molecules (ephrin-A2 and ephrin-A5b) were assessed in regards to the prolific branching
of the RGC axons during pathfinding. Some interesting, unexpected differences were found
with the loss of activity, and the knockdown of either ephrin resulted in some unpredicted
phenotypes. Several exciting questions lead away from this point, some focused on discover-
ing what the biased branch ratio during pathfinding is responding to, others in looking to-
wards molecular pathways, integration of signalling cues or in understanding species-specific
differences in light of this new definition of how retinotectal maps can form. These small
increases in knowledge lead towards a greater understanding of how cells acquire their final
branched morphology. This thesis brings us closer to comprehending the diversity in how the
delicate neural branches of the RGCs form so precisely to allow us to take in and interpret
the visual details of the world around us.
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